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Prologue 
 

 Charlie Lomman and Rosalyn Cordelia are not lucky people.  Not 
your normal variety of unlucky either, like missing the bus because it arrives 
ahead of schedule, or stubbing a toe on the leg of the coffee table in the dark.  
And not the sort of unlucky that is expensive either, like losing a tax-return 
check, or missing an important deadline at a job that loses a client.   Not 
even the tough break kind of unlucky, like losing a high-stakes hand of 
poker because your four of a kind on the flop is out-drawn by a straight 
flush.  Nor is their bad luck of the tragic ilk, like when a house burns to the 
ground because of faulty wiring.  Or like when a boss offers the promotion 
of a lifetime only to drop dead of a heart attack just moments before putting 
the offer in writing.   

No, their luck is in many ways as bad, or worse, than any of these 
examples, even though they don’t lose a check or miss the bus or even have 
their house burn to the ground.  Nor does their dream job slip through the 
still warm dead fingers of their boss.  Their bad luck is of the relationship 
kind.  Love to be precise.  It doesn’t seem to matter if their amorous partners 
appear as normal, well-adjusted companions in the beginning.  They 
unfailingly turn in the end.  And by turn I mean suffer a total emotional 
collapse often accompanied by a physical suffering, not necessarily their 
own.  And by end I mean within the first year, and often within the first few 
months or weeks, sometimes in just days.  And most times...spectacularly.  
Yep, Charlie and Rosalyn are the poster children for a hard-luck love life.  In 
all other regards they are without a doubt normal, but when it comes to love 
they are so tragically unlucky it is laughable.  That is, if you are that type of 
person.   

Heh heh. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 He had to break up with her.  Charlie was a decent fellow, a 
gentleman.  Well raised and well mannered, and he was very well thought of 
by all who knew him.  He prided himself on his cool demeanor under stress, 
his unflappability in the face of adversity, his— 
 “Bwuuaapp!  Oh, excuse me!” Rachael declared, affecting a decorum 
clearly lacking.  She allowed a giggle that was exaggeratedly feminine to 
leak between fingers and in stark contrast to the gaseous outburst that would 
turn most truckers green with envy.  “Tee-hee!” she playfully squeaked, 
coyly batting her long, full lashes at him. 
 Charlie blew out his cheeks and ran his hands through his wavy black 
hair, a clear signal of his frustration, like a flare gun shot over the harbor, yet 
Rachael didn’t seem to notice.  It wasn’t that she didn’t care, he was sure.  
Well, maybe sure was too strong a word.  Right now he couldn’t be sure of 
anything regarding Rachael.  She was drunk.   

Charlie had learned some interesting terms over the years that hadn’t 
really resonated until now.  Hammered.  Wasted Face.  Three Sheets To The 
Wind.  Gone.  Pissed.  Plowed.  Half In The Bag.  At The Bottom Of Her 
Bottle.  Buzzed.  Bombed.  Blitzed.  Tanked.  Trashed.  Sloshed.  Smashed.  
But say it how you would, she was drunk.  Again.  Her blue eyes were 
glassy and intermittently losing focus.  It was like watching the tide go in 
and out on a high-speed film.  Of course, that didn’t stop her from sipping on 
her third Red Bull and vodka since they arrived at the restaurant.  Two at the 
bar while waiting for a table and the one the waitress brought on her first fly-
by.  Oh and the waitress.  The waitress was just one more thing getting under 
his skin.  One of those sub-par waitresses that couldn’t handle more than two 
tables at a time so she purposely slowed down her customers just so she 
could keep up.  So she takes only the drink orders and doesn’t come back 
until the drinks are made and then takes your food order, but if you order an 
appetizer she must put that order in and wait for that order to come out 
before she can take your main entree order.  Maybe it was some latent 
obsessive-compulsive behavioral issue too; can’t do this without doing that, 
everything in its proper order, yada, yada, yada.  It was all very frustrating. 
  Anyway, she was drunk.  Not the waitress, well, maybe her too, but 
definitely Rachael.  She was always drunk it seemed, or tying one on or 
getting primed.  Charlie was a nice guy, polite, soft spoken mostly, never 
argumentative, and certainly not confrontational, but right now he felt like 
reaching across the table and choking the silly little smirk off Rachael’s 
flushed, beautiful face.  Or kiss her.  He took a deep breath and— 
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 “Bwuuaaap!  Tee-hee,” she giggled again and then, “Hold on Charlie, 
they come in threes.  Bwuuaaaaaaaap!  Woo, sorry baby,” she sniggered.  
“Got a little more room now,” she declared happily, taking another sip. 
 This was why he had to break up with her.  She didn’t know that’s 
why they were here, at Vinny T’s.  It was a perfect break-up place for 
Charlie.  Not that it happened so often that he needed “a place”.  In fact, it 
was he who found himself getting broken up with more often than not.  
Never a comfortable moment, especially when you don’t see it coming, and 
Charlie never, ever saw it coming.  He suddenly empathized with Rachel as 
she blissfully burped and sniggered her way through life.   

Still, it was perfect because it was a nice enough place—well 
decorated that is, and clean—and the food was okay.  Just okay.  For good 
Italian Charlie would stick to the North End.  But for breaking up he thought 
it best to come to the other side of town, to Boston’s Back Bay.  It was only 
a couple trains or a cab ride for five dollars.  So you see, with no cheap 
parking available there was no need to drive, which meant no need to pick 
her up, which meant no need to drop her off, which meant no uncomfortable 
ride to her place after you drop the bomb.  They could meet at the restaurant, 
eat a halfway decent meal, break up, and go their separate ways, 
immediately dissolving into the busy summer crowd on Boylston Street.  
Another plus, Vinny’s was usually crowded with business types and 
shoppers from the Prudential Center across the street.  Charlie found that 
crowds were always a nice deterrent to causing a scene.  And it had a dimly 
lit downstairs which even when busy lent an air of privacy.  The perfect 
break up restaurant, and here he was trying to break up with Rachael and she 
couldn’t seem to catch the mood and get serious.   

All she wanted to do was party, and she was a party girl.  Charlie 
liked to party too, maybe even more than the average man, but lately he felt 
the need for more.  The partying was fun when they first met.  If Charlie 
were being totally honest she was still a ton of fun, but he wanted something 
more.  She, on the other hand, was content to live minute-to-minute and 
party-to-party.  Ten years ago Charlie would have spent three or four years 
with her before even thinking of getting bored.  But now, he just couldn’t 
take it.  Oh she was bubbly and sweet and fun, and wow, was she ever sexy.  
A petite blond with curves in all the right places, she never failed to turn 
heads.  The sex was marvelous, too.  Not the best Charlie had ever had, but 
vigorous, and, thorough, and always satisfying.   

She was a party girl all right, but that was just it.  Charlie couldn’t 
seem to connect with her.  Gaze as he might into those dreamy sea-blue eyes 
he found nothing substantial within.  Not that he knew what he was looking 
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for exactly, he just knew it was something more than the vacuous reflection 
beneath those limpid pools of crystal clear blue a man could drown in. 

He sighed and she smiled at him, and he couldn’t help a silly 
schoolboy grin from spreading across his face.   

“Are you even listening Charlie?” she said with mock annoyance.   
Charlie had to admit he hadn’t heard a word she said.  It wouldn’t 

matter anyway.  She rarely said anything remarkable and anyhow never got 
angry with him for not paying attention.   

“I saaaid, do you want to see my new jewelry?” she repeated, this 
time conspiratorially leaning forward. 

He sighed again.  “Sure,” and before he could ask what it was she 
flipped up her tank top and flashed him.  She wasn’t wearing a bra and 
apparently had gotten her nipple pierced.  His mouth opened but only a 
strangled croak escaped.  After a few moments that seemed to stretch like 
minutes he managed to ask stupidly, “Did, uh, did that hurt?”  Then he 
remembered where they were, and swiveled around to see if anyone else got 
a glimpse.  Yep.  Two guys, one in the booth behind him and another two 
tables to his left.  Both were in prime position for the show and both were 
grinning stupidly like Charlie had just a moment ago.   

Rachael giggled again and flashed a brilliant smile, for Charlie and for 
the two guys who were nodding approvingly.  “Nah, didn’t hurt a bit.  You 
like?” 

“Uh, I, uh, I guess so,” he said, not sure how to respond because he 
was both embarrassed and made a bit jealous by her little display.  Perhaps 
territorial was a more appropriate descriptive than jealous, he thought, and 
immediately chastised himself for the foolishness of such a thought.  He 
wanted to break up with her so no reason to get upset, right?  In a rather 
narcissistic moment of clarity he realized that was part of the problem being 
a guy; being territorial.  If men were allowed they would go around marking 
their territory like dogs and clubbing women like Neanderthals. 

“Fake,” she tried to whisper, but maybe because she was drunk or 
maybe because she just wanted the other two guys to hear her, her words 
carried. 

“Worth every penny,” remarked the man in the booth behind Charlie 
with an obvious air of approbation bordering on the suggestive. 

Charlie whipped his head around and shot the man a dirty look, but 
then whipped back and said, “Fake?”  He couldn’t believe her boobs weren’t 
real.  He had to admit they were fantastic.  Better than most he had ever, 
ahem, encountered, but he thought he would have been able to tell.  Of 
course he had never seen or felt fake ones before, but he always figured 
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somehow he would know when he spotted them.  Or felt them.  “Fake?” he 
said again.  “They feel so real.” 

“Silly!” she said loud enough to make Charlie feel like he was in a 
four-way conversation.  “The piercing is a fake.  This,” and she flipped her 
shirt up again, revealing that perfectly perky breast once again, “is all real,” 
she said, cupping it for emphasis before pulling her shirt down. 

“Yeah baby, whatever you say,” cracked the creep behind Charlie.  He 
must be a creep because the woman he was with was starting to huff at his 
leers and innuendo.  Charlie felt like huffing too. 

Instead he hissed, “What are you doing?!”, and despite his desire to 
break up with Rachael he found himself flailing across the table in an 
attempt to pull her shirt down for her.  He was too late of course.  She had it 
down in a flash.  He knew he shouldn’t care, but damn it, he was a decent 
guy.  “You have to flash the whole restaurant?  Jeez, I thought you bought a 
new bracelet or something, not a, ah, uh, a nipple ring!”  For some reason he 
had trouble saying the word nipple in public.  It came out in a strangled 
squeak. 

“Don’t be all priestly on me Charlie.  If you’ve seen one boob you’ve 
seen them all,” she stated matter-of-factly, and gulped down her drink as the 
waitress arrived with their meals.  “I’ll have another sexy,” she teased the 
waitress, “but make this one a double.” 

“Are you sure you need another,” remarked Charlie trying to head off 
what had the potential to be an epic blackout for Rachael. 

“Phhhsssd!” she blurted as the waitress scooped her empty glass and 
left.  “I’ve only had seven.” 

“Seven!  I thought that was your third.” 
“Here, silly.  Third here.  I got here early and decided to hit the Foggy 

Goggle next door.  Did a couple of shots and then a funnel of beer sitting at 
the bra, on the bra, I mean on the bar.  That’s where I lost my bra,” she 
added with a giggle.  “Oh, and I had two Jack and cokes too, so this’ll make 
ten.” 

“That only makes nine Rachael,” corrected a distraught Charlie. 
“Plus the two margaritas at Suzie’s before I left so I guess I’m up to 

twelve now, huh.” 
“Eleven,” he said miserably. 
“Eleven?  Well, I thought it was twelve, so I guess I had one in the 

brank then, right?  I mean bank.  Boy, I got bra on the brain.  What’s the 
harm anyway?”,  she asked as the waitress returned with her refill. 

Charlie groaned.  What’s the harm?  This could not end well.  He was 
beginning to doubt he would be able to break up with her and have her 
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coherent enough to understand.  He would have to do it soon.  He originally 
planned on waiting until after they ate, that way they could just leave, but 
now, he knew he had to move fast.   

He took a deep breath, steeling his resolve and said, “Rachael, we 
need to—,” 

“Hic-ooh, hic-ooh, hic-ooh,” she started chirping and tried to speak.  
“I-hic-ooh, have-hic-ooh, the-hic-hic-hic-hic-ups,” she spluttered, continuing 
on for almost a minute, trying to hold her breath and hic-upping so much 
Charlie thought her head might pop off.  Her eyes were watering and 
grabbing her drink she stood up saying, “’s’cuse-hic, me-hic, Char-hic-lie, 
I’ll-hic, be-hic, right-hic, back-hic,” and she wobbled off to the bathroom 
reminding Charlie of those cheap wind-up toys you see in convenience 
stores that teeter as they walk in wobbly lines.  Charlie winced every time 
she popped and wobbled until she made it into the ladies room.  It was a 
miracle she didn’t spill her drink, but then she had plenty of practice.  
Because the bathrooms were behind him Charlie had to turn around to watch 
her, and despite his feelings he still couldn’t help but appreciate her figure.  
Once she disappeared into the ladies room he noticed the guy at the booth 
behind him smack his lips and say, “Man is she smokin’.” 

Charlie looked at the empty seat across the table from the creep and 
said, “Aren’t you here with someone?  I don’t think your date would 
appreciate it if I told her what you said.”  He was hoping to get the guy to 
quiet down, mind his own business.  For some reason he still felt possessive, 
like until he finally did break up with Rachael she was still his girlfriend, 
right?   

The creep didn’t care.  “I don’t care,” he confirmed smugly, “go 
ahead and tell her.  Women got to know their place, right?  You know what I 
mean,” he said slyly and with all too much camaraderie for Charlie’s taste. 

Charlie was astounded.  Could this stranger actually think Charlie 
would agree with him?  Him?  Not wanting a confrontation however Charlie 
grumbled, “Whatever,” turned back around and nearly jumped out of his 
seat.  “Gaaah!”  

“Hey honey,” drawled Holly in her most seductive voice.  
“Surprised?” 

Getting control wasn’t easy.  His heart had leapt up into his throat.  
Charlie swallowed it down and had to take a few deep breaths before he 
could speak.  “Holly.  What are you doing here?”  She wasn’t supposed to be 
within three hundred feet of Charlie.  That’s what the restraining order 
required anyway.  Course, she never seemed to be worried about that.  
Charlie didn’t help things by never calling the police on her either.  Its not 
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that he was afraid of her, she just wouldn’t leave him alone.  He had hoped 
the restraining order would make her see that he really didn’t have feelings 
for her.  Like most stalkers however she couldn’t be convinced Charlie 
wasn’t hiding his true feelings. 

“Why baby,” she said, palming her chest in feigned indignation, “is 
that any way to talk to your wife?” 

“You’re not my wife!” hissed Charlie trying not to cause a scene.  He 
turned to check if Rachael had come out of the bathroom yet and the creep 
was giving him the thumbs up.  Holly was an attractive woman after all, 
blond hair, slim, athletic figure, nice smile and pretty green eyes.  Who 
wouldn’t go out with her?  “Your not supposed to follow me around Holly, 
when are you going to learn?” 

“Don’t be ridiculous Charlie.  I’m never going to leave you alone.  I 
love you, and you love me.  You just can’t admit it to yourself, that’s all.  
But I’m a patient woman Charlie.  I can wait.  In fact, I’ll be waiting right 
over there at the bar.  When you tell that troll you’re with to get lost we can 
enjoy the rest of the evening, together.”  

Charlie couldn’t tell if she stressed that last word as a threat or a 
promise.  Hell, it didn’t really matter, he decided, and was about to get firm 
with her but she slipped out of the booth and headed for the bar.  He made a 
move to follow her.  He would have to tell her to get lost, somehow, but 
when he turned the creep was still giving him the thumbs up and drawled 
appraisingly, “All riiiight,” but what really held him in his seat was Rachael 
returning from the bathroom.   

Rushing toward him. 
She nearly bowled into a table on those wind-up legs.  Fortunately, it 

was empty.   
He groaned again. 
“C’mon Charlie,” she slurred, grabbing his hand to pull him to his 

feet.  Because he was half way out already he slipped out easier than she 
expected and as tipsy as she was she nearly went tumbling over the table 
behind her.  Charlie barely caught her and the table from going over 
together. 

“C’mon Charlie, we gotta go!” she hissed urgently.   
“Why?  What’s the matter?”  Suddenly he got a really bad feeling, and 

he noticed she no longer had the hiccups.  He also noticed her glancing 
nervously at the creep who was sidling out of his booth, and might have 
thought the man made a pass at her in the ladies room if he hadn’t known the 
creep had been in his seat all along.  “What happened in the bathroom?” he 
asked, afraid of the answer. 
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“Never mind that now Charlie, we just gotta go.  I’ll tell you in the 
cab,” she promised and started dragging him toward the door.   

“Wait a sec, I have to pay the tab,” he said and reached in his wallet 
for cash while she hurried toward the stairs.  He had no idea what actually 
happened, but he knew – he just knew – there was no time to run a credit 
card.  Slapping his emergency hundred-dollar bill on the table, knowing it 
wasn’t meant for this type of emergency but grateful of his forethought 
nonetheless, he darted after her, turning up the stairs and around the corner 
before anyone came out of the bathrooms.  He noticed the creep had moved 
to the bar and was now chatting up Holly and abstractly couldn’t decide 
whom he felt worse for, Holly or the creep? 

At the curb Charlie raised his hand and hailed a cab.  On Boylston it 
only took a few seconds.  Settling Rachael in on the left he ran around to the 
right and jumped in. 

“Where to?” the cabbie asked in an all too familiar Indian accent.  Not 
Native American Indian, but India Indian, spoken with the clipped off words 
combined with the worst cold of your life with never the use of a 
contraction. 

“Just drive,” ordered Charlie.  He didn’t know where to go now and 
needed time to think. 

“What do you mean, just drive.  I cannot just drive sir unless I have a 
place to go.  That is a waste of gasoline,” complained the cabby in that 
annoying nasally drone.   

Charlie didn’t know where to go and didn’t really care right then, and 
was getting aggravated with the cabbie.  He glanced at the restaurant and 
saw the manager come dashing out to the curb.  “Downtown Crossing!” 
yelled a suddenly spastic Charlie.  So much for staying calm and cool. 

“Calm down sir,” warned the cabbie as he turned to face Charlie.  The 
look he gave Charlie reminded him of his high school principal when he 
lectured you for running in the hall.   

Charlie glanced back to the restaurant and made eye contact with the 
manager who shouted at him and pointed, but Charlie couldn’t hear him.  
“Drive already!” shouted Charlie again. 

“Sir,” said the cabbie with real indignation, “if you cannot calm down 
I am going to have to ask you to depart the cab.” 

The manager rushed over to the cab and reached for the door handle.  
Charlie leaned over and pushed the lock down just in time.  Swallowing his 
pride he said in the calmest tone he could manage, “I’m sorry sir, please, 
could you take us to Downtown Crossing as fast as possible?” while the 
restaurant manager shouted through the glass. 
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“That is better, see?  No one likes an angry man.”   
The restaurant manager started pounding on the glass just as the cab 

squealed out into traffic like it was an Indy car leaving pit row.  Leaning out 
the window the cabbie butchered a colloquialism in that foolish accent, 
“Turn a screw you, you hole in the ass!” and proceeded to weave in and out 
of traffic down busy Boylston Street. 

“What happened in there?” Charlie asked Rachael. 
“Oof, I’ll tell you in a minute,” she said sluggishly, “after the room 

stops spinning.” 
“The cab,” corrected Charlie, then, “Never mind.”  He could tell she 

wasn’t doing well before she put her head on his shoulder and her hand on 
his leg.  Despite his feelings he was acutely aware of her hand.  He took a 
deep breath, told himself to think about baseball and said, “Rachael, we need 
to talk.  I don’t think this is working out.  I mean, you’re a nice person, 
attractive and kind, but I just don’t feel there’s a connection between us.  
You know what I mean?  There, I said it.” 

He felt immensely better having finally expressed his feelings.  He 
was still very aware of her hand on his leg, but he felt good.  It was a relief 
to finally get it out in the open, let her know how he really felt.  He was a 
nice guy after all, and she was a nice girl.  It just wasn’t meant to be.  Now 
would come a slightly awkward conversation where she tried to understand 
what Charlie was looking for and he would do his best to let her know it 
wasn’t her, but that there wasn’t anything wrong with her.  All the usual 
points of discussion two people summarily reviewed when breaking up after 
dating for eight months.  He had his answers ready and was only waiting for 
her to begin. 

She started snoring softly.   
“You are a hole in the ass too sir, breaking up with your girlfriend in a 

taxi,” chided the cabbie. 
“Brookline, please,” said Charlie to the cabbie.  He would have to 

take Rachael home now.  The cabbie started in on him, but Charlie tuned 
him out.  He couldn’t help feeling let down.  He was that close.  Friday night 
at eight thirty-five and he should have been heading to his buddy Evan’s 
place, happily single again.  Well, maybe not so happily.  Now he would 
have to wait until tomorrow. 

At her apartment he tucked her into bed and left a note.  In a 
brainstorm he asked her to a late lunch the next day at two o’clock.  He had 
some errands to run in the morning and didn’t think he could get free much 
sooner than then, but she wouldn’t be partying before two.  Nothing could 
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go wrong.  He exited her complex, flagged a cab down and went home 
feeling pretty good. 

The next day they were to meet at Cuvee, a little cafe on Newbury 
Street with sidewalk seating.  It was a pleasant June afternoon and he 
decided to walk the four blocks from the Hynes T-stop back down Newbury 
Street.  He was running about thirty minutes late, but she wouldn’t mind.  
She never minded.  As he neared the restaurant he saw her giving her friend 
Julia a hug goodbye and then settled back down in her seat gingerly.  Charlie 
groaned.  On the table in front of her were two empty champagne glasses, 
two empty bottles of non-descript and likely over-priced champagne and a 
carafe of orange juice, half full.   

Julia bumped into him on the way out and gave him a big hug.  “Hey 
cutie,” she slurred, “Have a nice lunch.” And then tottered east down 
Newbury. 

Charlie made his way to the table and soon discovered that Rachael, 
because she went to bed so early last night awoke at five in the morning with 
a splitting headache.  What else would she do but make a Bloody Mary.  Or 
four.  She and Julia had plans for breakfast so they came here and had 
mimosas; two bottles worth of champagne for mimosas.  Charlie was still 
trying to wrap his head around the idea of two bottles of champagne for two 
people when she ordered an Absolute and tonic with her salad.  Before 
Charlie knew it he was in a cab heading for Brookline, her head resting on 
his shoulder, the silence between them broken only by her soft snoring.   

He still hadn’t broken up with her. 
This time Charlie left her a note to meet the next day, Sunday, for 

breakfast at seven in the morning.  He would pick her up at her apartment 
and would deal with the ride home if he had to, but he was determined to get 
her before she could start partying. 

When he pulled to the curb in front of her complex Sunday morning 
he witnessed Julia and Rachael getting out of a cab.  They had been out all 
night partying, but that didn’t stop Rachael from jumping in his front seat 
and screaming, “Woo-hoo baby!  Let’s get some breakfast, I’m starved!”  

Charlie made it two blocks before he heard the soft whisper of her 
snoring. 

An hour later Charlie had managed to get Rachael to bed, and did 
what he thought any man in his position might do.  He left her a note 
breaking up.  It was full of flimsy excuses and he was ashamed for doing it, 
but he left the note anyway.  He felt like a heel and hoped she wouldn’t take 
it too hard, but he just couldn’t handle her anymore.  He wanted more.   
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Chapter 2 
 

 She was beginning to regret wearing her flashy, black Iisli Faye tank 
dress.  Not only was it too good for him, but its sequined and snug fit was 
too revealing and his eyes kept wandering to the scooped neckline that 
showcased her bosom.  Of course she snatched it from the sale rack at 
Neiman Marcus, but even the sale price was too good for him.   

Friday night at Vinny T’s was Chip’s last chance to impress Rosalyn 
Cordelia, Rose as her friends called her.  He was a good-looking guy, but in 
their two previous dates his male-chauvinistic attitude was getting 
progressively worse.  And his sexual advances were becoming cruder with 
each successive attempt.  Of course she pushed him away, gently at first, but 
soon more firmly than she had ever needed to with anyone.  Being with Chip 
was turning into one long walk past a construction site, with no end to the 
catcalls and come-ons.   
 “So babe, what do you say we finish dinner,” he said with a wink and 
dropped his voice in a horrific impersonation of what he must have meant to 
sound like Barry White but sounded more like James Earl Jones with a cold, 
“and then head to my place for some, heh heh, dessert?” 
 Ick.  Ewe.  Gross.  She wanted to vomit.  Despite his good looks, his 
straight forward “let’s have sex, you’ll love it” attitude had a revolting effect 
on her.  “I’m on a diet,” she stonewalled, knowing he wouldn’t get the hint, 
or more likely, ignore it. 
 He ignored it.  “That’s alright.  I’m full of low calorie treats baby.” 
 Her gag reflex kicked into overdrive.  Ugh, could he really be cheesier 
than her Alfredo sauce?  Rose pushed the penne pasta around on her plate, 
her appetite gone.  Why did she always meet the losers?  Guys who thought 
that all a woman needed was great sex sandwiched between domestic chores 
designed to keep her busy and out of the way.  Of course those were the 
guys who didn’t know their way around the bedroom too.  Thought they did, 
oh did they ever, but no, their over-inflated opinions of their sexual prowess 
never came close to their actual ability.  Not that she knew for sure with 
Chip, because she hadn’t gone to bed with him.  She knew she wouldn’t too, 
but suspected that he would have been a monumental disappointment.  
Probably small too, ha.  Size doesn’t matter my ass, she thought with a 
giggle. 
 She thought he misinterpreted her giggle because he muttered, “Oh 
yeah baby, that’s what I’m talking about.”   

Pretending she hadn’t heard she said, “Sorry, what?” and noticed he 
wasn’t even looking at her.  His eyes were focused over her left shoulder and 
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she instinctively glanced behind her where a couple about their age seemed 
to be enjoying dinner.  The woman of course was facing Chip and had a 
dazzling smile for the man she was with.  And though he had his back to her 
she thought, now why couldn’t I meet a man that made her want to smile 
like that? 

“Nothing babe,” Chip said with a mischievous grin. 
She was missing something, she knew, but decided that if his attention 

was on the woman in the booth behind her he couldn’t be looking down the 
front of her dress.  The dress was worth the money.  It was fabulous and she 
looked fabulous in it, but Chip wasn’t worthy. 
 As if reading her mind Chip said, “Worth every penny.”   

She glanced up ready to put him in his place, but the creep was still 
looking over her left shoulder, this time with an appreciative grin.  She 
huffed, but thought better of saying anything and took a bite of pasta.  At 
this point she just wanted to get through dinner, but when she looked up a 
second later he was still staring over her shoulder.  She turned around and 
nearly choked on her penne.  The woman in the booth behind her had hiked 
up her tank top and was cupping her breast.  Right there in the restaurant.  
And smiling like a porn star.   

When the exhibitionist declared, “This is all real,” Rose had had 
enough. 
 “I’m going to the bathroom,” she hissed icily.   

“Whatever you say baby,” replied Chip, but for the life of Rose she 
could not tell if he was talking to her or the slut behind her. 

She grabbed her bag and marched away, unsure if Chip was picking 
up her mood or if so, if he even cared.  Flustered she made it into a stall.  It 
was one of those over-sized handicapped stalls where you opened the door 
and the toilet was offset to the right instead of facing the door, with plenty of 
floor space to navigate a wheelchair.  She lowered the lid and sat down.  She 
took a deep breath and then leaned forward, head in her hands.  She wasn’t 
going to cry.  Chip wasn’t worth crying over.  In fact, she hadn’t met a man 
in her entire life that was worth crying over.  That thought brought tears to 
her eyes.   
 Suddenly the stall door banged open and the crazy nymph from the 
table behind her leaned forward and barfed.  Stunned, Rose tried to process 
what just happened.  The woman must have figured this was a regular stall 
and was aiming for a toilet that wasn’t there.  Fortunately for Rose that 
meant the vomit ended up on the floor instead of in her lap.  Unfortunately 
for Rose, vomiting on the floor had the disastrous effect of splashing on 
Rose’s feet and ankles.  It happened so fast and she was so shocked she 
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couldn’t even catch her breath.  She just sat there with the warm liquid 
dripping over her ankles and into her sandals.  The woman looked up with 
bleary, glossed over eyes when recognition suddenly filled them.   
 “Oh crap!” she said and slammed the stall door shut.  “Oh crap, oh 
crap, oh crap,” she said from the other side of the door.  She hadn’t gone 
anywhere.  Rose could still see the woman’s speckled pump sandals facing 
under the door like they were cemented in place.  “I’m sorry,” squeaked the 
woman whose shoes disappeared in a series of shuffling clicks followed by 
the creak of the bathroom door.  She must have flung the door with all her 
might because it smashed against the wall with a loud bang that snapped 
Rose out of her apoplexy. 
 “Aaaiiiiieee,” wailed Rose in quiet desperation.  She started 
hyperventilating, ragged gasps that shook her whole body accompanied by, 
“O’m’gosh, o’m’gosh, o’m’gosh,” over and over for several long minutes 
until she finally got control of herself.  Another minute and then she just 
stood up, opened the stall door and went to the sink.  Kicking off her shoes, 
a nice pair of braided black sandals with modest one and a half inch heels 
she now regretted paying too much for, she hiked up her skirt, put her right 
foot in the sink and turned the water on.  “Gross.  Gross.  Gross,” was all she 
kept repeating. 
 A waitress opened the door and stopped short, ogling Rose, taking in 
what must have been the strangest thing she had seen in some time.  After 
all, it’s not every day you see a woman washing her feet after going to the 
bathroom.  Hands, yes.  Feet?  Never.  Then the waitress’ nose wrinkled and 
she suddenly saw the whole picture.  Like one of those three-dimensional 
pictures they put in the Sunday papers, Rose’s situation popped out of the 
background. 
 “What happened?” she asked in horror, and then as if what happened 
mattered not at all, “Did you see the woman in the white tank with flowers 
on it?  Sitting at the table behind you?”  
 Rose clamped her mouth shut tight, afraid of what vile epithets might 
escape her lips if she talked about that woman.  Instead she pointed at her 
one foot in the sink with both hands, cocked her head and put on an 
expression she hoped declared “what do you think?”   
 The waitress understood.  “I’ll get the manager,” she squealed and 
darted out of the ladies room. 
 It took about twenty minutes for Rose to clean up, and most of that 
time was spent on her shoes.  Fortunately she had been in the handicapped 
stall otherwise Rose would have been covered in vomit.  As it was, she only 
got it from the shins down and thankfully her dress was cut just above the 
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knee and she wore no pantyhose so there weren’t any unsightly stains on her 
clothes.  Her shoes were a different story.  The black sandals were covered 
with a colorful vomit.  Rose tried to clean them up, but after ten hard 
scrubbing minutes she realized that the acidic vomit discolored them, and 
threw them in the trash in disgust. 
 Exiting the ladies room she immediately saw Chip, sitting at the bar 
and chatting up some buxom brown-haired woman.  Rose watched her slide 
a cocktail napkin over to Chip who glanced once at it, folded it up, and put it 
in his pocket with a smile.   

That was the last straw for Rose.  She marched right up to him and 
said, “You’re a creep Chip.  I’m leaving and I don’t want you to call me.  
We’re through.  Good luck finding someone who can put up with your 
chauvinistic attitude and creepy innuendos.”   
 There, that ought to put him in his place, she thought, and turned and 
stomped up the stairs.  Still, she was flustered by his roguish attitude.  As if 
any woman would find that appealing?  At the turn of the stairs she stubbed 
her bare right toe and nearly fell down.  She had to bite her lower lip to keep 
from screaming.  She heard a chuckle from behind and refusing to allow 
Chip to see her anguish, resolutely climbed until she was out of his sight.  
She had to gimp awkwardly up the last ten steps, and her dignity 
disintegrated as everyone at the upstairs bar turned to see what was 
thumping up the stairs and chuckled.  She managed to limp out of the 
restaurant, hail a cab, and get in without stepping in anything squishy, sticky 
or sharp, and thought, finally, at least something had gone right that evening. 
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Chapter 3 
 

 Frustrated, and a little embarrassed by breaking up with Rachael in a 
note, Charlie headed home.  He found a parking spot just beyond his 
building and thought his luck was turning.  But exiting his vehicle as he cut 
behind his Explorer toward his door he noticed the bright yellow bumper 
sticker.   
 “What the?” he said in confusion.  “How did that get on there?” he 
wondered aloud.  He instinctively looked around with the feeling like 
someone was watching him.  Not a mad serial killer stalking you type of 
feeling, but after a few seconds thought he suddenly knew what it must feel 
like to be on Candid Camera.  And in Charlie’s opinion, whoever had put the 
bumper sticker on there had a pretty good sense of humor.  It read: 

JESUS SHOOTS, JESUS SCORES!! 
 He chuckled to himself and continued on to his apartment, wondering 
how long the sticker had been on there before he noticed it.  He couldn’t say 
for sure, and by the time he reached his door he decided to keep the bumper 
sticker on.  He kept imagining Jesus taking a slap shot for the Bruins, 
chuckling anew with the mental image of Jesus, in full robes rather than 
hockey gear, diving like Bobby Orr for the winning goal.  And the images 
just kept coming.  Now it was Jesus cross checking Mario Lemieux into the 
glass.  Then it was Jesus dropping the gloves, pulling the jersey over the 
head of Montreal legend Chris Nilan and proceeding to pound the French 
out of him.  Jesus hoisting the Stanley Cup, a Bruin’s logo on his long, 
flowing robe, emblazoned with the number 1 of course.   

Inside his apartment though, he quickly forgot about the bumper 
sticker.  He went to his bedroom dresser and dug out the small, yellow 
plastic ring with the letter L on it.  Taking the ring to the living room he 
reclined on the sofa, closed his eyes and fondled the toy, letting the nostalgia 
roll over him in waves.   

He pulled it out at every break-up and put it away with each new 
girlfriend.  It was strange, he knew, to keep something so ridiculous from so 
long ago, but he couldn’t seem to throw it away.  It reminded him of the girl 
who gave it to him twenty-some-odd years ago, when he was just eight.  It 
was all he had left of that ethereal encounter.  That familiar melancholy 
settled over him like a shroud.  He shook his head and harrumphed, feeling 
suddenly foolish.  He didn’t even know her name, but he remembered the 
moment he met her like it was yesterday.   

The small classroom was cluttered with colorful toys and chairs and 
other children.  The smell of wet galoshes permeated the air.  The curtains 
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were thrown back and a bright winter morning sun streamed in, its rays 
illuminated magical beams of dust that sliced through the air.  It was the first 
day after the Christmas break, and, for Charlie at least, school was still fun.  
The rambunctious children laughed and played while they waited on Mrs. 
Teal to arrive and Charlie had gleefully joined in. 

Then Charlie saw her, standing next to the curtain, wistfully gazing 
out the window, and he thought she was the most beautiful creature he had 
ever seen.  Her straight brown hair hung almost to her waist and glistened 
like honeyed silk in that morning sunshine.  He timidly went to say hello and 
when his green eyes met her brown something inside him changed.  He 
didn’t know what it was then, and still didn’t know exactly what it was now, 
but it was like something inside of him was removed and in some strange 
way a metamorphosis had begun.  It wasn’t unpleasant at all.  In fact, 
Charlie remembered it as magical, because at the same time something else 
was put inside him.  Something new and different and it completed the 
change within him.  Again, he couldn’t say what, then or now; just that it 
had a profound effect on him.   

They clasped hands as they silently stared at one another, the air 
electrified between them, and he would swear she felt the same things he 
did.  However, at eight years old you don’t have the mental capacity to 
understand complex feelings, nor the verbal capacity to express them like 
you do as an adult.  So they said nothing, only stood staring while that 
transmogrifying transfer occurred.  Though he didn’t understand the word in 
its romantic sense, in those precious few moments that seemed to last 
forever Charlie knew he loved her.  He felt the bond tingle from their 
clasped hands up his arms and settle deep inside his chest.  And again, 
somehow he knew she felt the same.  Charlie would swear later in life that if 
he had ever experienced that thing people call love at first sight, it had been 
at that moment.   

Mrs. Teal came in and broke the spell, but before Charlie and his little 
angel separated she pulled a small plastic ring off her finger.  At first it 
appeared to be one ring, but she pulled it apart and gave Charlie half—the 
half he held now—leaned forward, and kissed him gently on the lips.  It was 
an innocent kiss between eight year olds, but despite the adolescent nature, 
Charlie had never before, and never since, experienced anything so 
exquisite, so radiant, so magnificent; so pure, in a kiss. 

Charlie never saw her again. 
She had wandered into the wrong classroom that morning.  A true 

chance encounter; fate worked its magic that day to bring the two together.  
When Charlie tried to find her again he couldn’t.  Not at recess.  Not at 
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lunch.  Not getting on any of the buses.  Not anywhere.  It was as if she 
really were an apparition, some sweet figment of his pre-pubescent 
imagination.  Yet Charlie refused to believe anything other than she was an 
angel who fell from heaven and won Charlie’s heart only to be spirited back 
by God in a cruel twist of fate.  Of course Charlie didn’t think like that then, 
but now, years later he thought about that day, that girl, every time he broke 
up with a girlfriend.  And he wondered, what might have been?  And 
somehow, someway, he hoped fate would bring them back together again.  
He supposed that was why he held on to the ring all these years. 

Or he could just be over-analyzing and over-dramatizing an innocuous 
incident that over the years and after all his experiences now seemed much 
more poignant than what truly transpired.  He was sure a therapist would 
have a field day with it. 

He put the ring in his pocket and decided to drown his sorrows in 
chocolate milk and bury them under some homemade banana-granola 
pancakes.  Charlie liked to cook, and thought he was a pretty fair chef.  He 
wasn’t a great chef, one who instinctively knew what to add to any dish to 
make it irresistible.  He relied on someone else’s recipes and followed them 
to the letter.  He never varied because when he did the food always turned 
out wrong; sometimes so wrong you couldn’t even eat it.  Too much of this, 
not enough of that, and it never lived up to expectations.  Then Charlie had 
an epiphany: Women were like a good recipe.  Okay, he thought wryly, 
maybe it wasn’t a very good analogy, but there were perhaps some 
correlations between the two.  When his pancake batter came out like 
something between biscuit-batter and Plaster-of-Paris he had to reconsider 
his perceived talent as a chef. 
 Scooping the lumpy, cement-like batter into the garbage disposal he 
decided to skip breakfast and head over to Evan’s apartment in the Back 
Bay.  Maybe they could go grab a bite together somewhere.  When he 
reached his vehicle the bright yellow bumper sticker was gone, replaced by a 
florescent green one.  Looking around again Charlie’s anger began to build.  
The Jesus one was funny, but this one was just plain crazy.  It read: 

Gay Bathroom Sex With A Senator Rules! 
 There was no way Charlie was going to leave that one on.  He ran 
back upstairs and found a razor knife, some nail polish remover and paper 
towels.  Sliding the blade from the knife he proceeded to carefully remove 
the sticker without removing the paint on his bumper.  He was surprised to 
find the Jesus sticker gone.  He expected it to be beneath the new one, but 
whoever put the new one on took off the old one.  Charlie had to admit, it 
was impressive.  His paint job was fine too.  He slipped the blade back into 
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the knife and tossed it, the polish remover, and the towels in his back seat 
and took off for Evan’s. 

When he arrived and was buzzed in Evan met him at the door in a pair 
of plaid boxer shorts and a white cotton tee, rubbing the sleep from his eyes. 
 “Late night Romeo?” teased Charlie.  “It’s eleven in the morning 
buddy, time to get up and going.”  Charlie always called him Romeo and for 
good reason.  He wouldn’t be at all surprised if Evan was up all night 
exploring every fascinatingly beautiful curve and hollow on some gorgeous 
supermodel.  Evan was the kind of guy who could go to a strip club and 
drink all night, get several phone numbers—and not spend a dollar.   

At six foot four, Evander Boniface Winfrith’s athletic build, blond 
hair, blue eyes and perfect teeth were every girl’s dream.  When ‘Hi, my 
name is Evan’ didn’t properly break the ice he fell back on his only pick-up 
line.  Charlie called it the Christmas Story, but it wasn’t anything like that 
classic Christmas movie about the kid who wants an air rifle but everyone 
tells him he’ll shoot his eye out.  No, Evan’s pick up line that never failed 
was an explanation of his lineage to Saint Winfrith of the 8th Century who 
not only Christianized the German barbarians, but was also credited with the 
creation of the Christmas tree.  For some reason women drank that story in, 
swallowed it down and savored the taste like a fine wine.  Some believed 
him, others thought he was lying, but they all liked the story enough to keep 
talking. 

Evan smacked his lips with that morning parchedness and ushered 
Charlie in with a grunted, “Juice?” 

“Sure,” replied Charlie as he walked into the living room and plopped 
down on the beat up old sofa that might have belonged to St. Winfrith 
himself.   

Evan wasn’t a flashy guy, even though he made good money.  They 
were both successful Group Coordinators with Arnold Design, one of the top 
ad agencies worldwide, and both made a much better than average wage.  
While neither lived a lavish lifestyle, Evan took austere living to the 
extreme.  His apartment was sparsely decorated and with the same old 
furniture purchased when he first graduated college.  The type of furniture 
you get at a Bernie & Phyls or a Bob’s Discount.  Cheap stuff that looks 
good for the first few years and quickly deteriorates from there.  But Evan 
didn’t care what people thought, of his furniture, or of himself.  That was 
one of the things Charlie liked about Evan, he wasn’t image conscious, 
which was all the more endearing because Evan was image.   

From his good looks to his smooth and easy manner he made friends 
and sold clients with equal ease.  The fact that he seemed not to notice how 
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the women fawned over him or how the clients gushed about his work made 
him all the more remarkable.  His down to earth nature was a fascinating 
example of how to remain humble.  His humbleness only made him more 
endearing, which led to more and more success.  It wouldn’t be long before 
Evan was promoted to Vice-President.  Charlie would take at least five, 
maybe even ten years to make that leap, but he wasn’t jealous of his friend.  
After all, it was Evan, and he deserved it.  That’s how he made you feel, like 
the good guy finally getting his due, even when his due came early and 
often.   

So Charlie happily took the proffered glass of orange juice as Evan 
eased onto the sofa next to him.  He took a sniff then a cautious sip, testing 
to make sure it wasn’t spoiled.  Evan was a bachelor and from personal 
experience with both their fridges, Charlie knew that everything was 
suspect.  You never gulped down a beverage with a shelf life from a 
bachelor’s fridge without first testing it in some way.  It was fresh however 
and Charlie took a long swallow while Evan flipped on ESPN. 

“So what’s up buddy?” asked Evan rubbing the sleep from his eyes.  
“How’d your break-up go?  I thought you were coming by Friday night.” 

“That was the plan,” began Charlie, “but it didn’t go so good.” 
Evan chuckled, “Did she cry?  Don’t tell me you spent the whole 

weekend with another crier?” 
Charlie winced, remembering.  Evan was referring to another ex-

girlfriend, Lacy.  She was a cute girl he dated almost five years ago, but she 
left an indelible mark on both Charlie and Evan with her post-break-up 
antics.   

“She was no Lacy, I assure you,” promised Charlie.  “Lacy cried 
during sex for crying out loud,” he said with a laugh, and added, “Pardon the 
pun.” 

“Didn’t you run into her a couple years back?” Evan asked with a 
smile. 
 Evan knew the story, but Charlie could tell he wanted to hear it again.  
“I bumped into her at the Galleria two Christmases ago and stopped to say 
hi.  I figured it was what, two years since we broke up?  She should have 
been over me by then, so I ask her to have a cup of coffee in the food court.  
Took me three hours to get away from her and the whole time, from the 
minute we sat down and I said ‘you look good’ she cried.  Deep, heart 
wrenching wails to tiny elfin sobs.  Man was that ever awful.  And the dirty 
looks I got from everyone!  They must have thought I just told her I wanted 
her to get an abortion or a divorce, or to kill her favorite cat!  One lady even 
came up to her and said, ‘you can do better sweetheart,’ patted her on the 
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shoulder, shot me a nasty ‘wish you were dead creep’ look before she 
stormed off!” 
 “She really loved you man,” teased Evan.   
 “Yeah, well, I hope I never hook up with another woman that 
emotional again.  When she cried the first time we made love I thought she 
must have been a virgin.  When I asked her she said no, yet still got all 
weepy and mushy on me.  I knew I was in for it then, but I had no idea how 
bad.  Ironically, I actually didn’t think too much about the crying at first, 
figured it was a one-time thing, but no-ho.  Next time we make love, same 
thing happens, only worse!”   
 “He’s a heart breaker, dream maker, love-taker don’t you mess around 
with him,” teased Evan crooning the famous Pat Benatar lyrics. 
 Charlie laughed.  He couldn’t help it.  That’s the other thing that made 
Evan such a good friend.  He always knew how to make Charlie laugh, and 
most importantly when.  But he also knew when to turn serious too, and he 
did then. 
 “So she didn’t cry, huh?  Must have been some break-up if you took 
two days to come by and talk about it.” 
 “Well I didn’t actually break up with her until this morning,” 
explained Charlie.  “Actually, I think if you called her and woke her up she 
may still think we’re together.” 
 “Huh?  I don’t get it.” 
 “Well, I kind of left her a note,” said Charlie sheepishly.  
 “You didn’t!” exclaimed Evan sitting forward abruptly, suddenly 
wide-awake.   
 Charlie blew out a long, resigned sigh.  “I did.  I didn’t have much 
choice dude, she kept passing out on me!”  
 “Phhsstt!” exclaimed Evan spitting his orange juice back into his 
glass.   
   “She didn’t!” 
 Charlie went on to explain the whole weekend in its awful entirety.  
All Evan could say throughout was ‘wow’, over and over.   
 “Wow man!” he reiterated, “I guess you’re better off, huh.” 
 “I suppose I am.  I mean, she was a nice girl and all, really sexy too.  I 
suppose I am though.” 
 “Don’t go getting all guilt ridden or start thinking you made a 
mistake,” said Evan who recognized Charlie’s mood.  “It’s not like you 
didn’t try and break up with her face to face.  Actually, you did in the cab.  
It’s not your fault she doesn’t remember.  She kind of left you no choice 
anyway.  Besides, if she’s half as easy going as I think, she’s probably going 
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to throw away your note, make a few Bloody Mary’s and forget all about 
you.” 
 “Thanks a lot,” joked Charlie, but a part of him thought it was 
probably true.  And that part of him was a little hurt too.  Its not that he 
wasn’t already over Rachael, but like he supposed a lot of people did, 
Charlie needed to believe that the other person always took it harder.  
Charlie thought it was some kind of primal natural defense mechanism of 
the psyche.  If you thought the other person was taking it harder it made you 
feel just a little better.  And even when you were the one breaking up, you 
still needed to feel that way.  Strange, but the thought of her just shrugging 
him off made Charlie feel worse. 
 “So, re-bound boy, you want to go out next weekend?  We can hit 
Tia’s down at the Marriot Long Wharf.  There’ll be a ton of hotties hangin’ 
out and we can make some bad decisions together.” 
 “I don’t know,” said Charlie turning melancholy again.  He always 
turned melancholy after a break-up.  It was one of his phases and he knew it.  
“Don’t you ever feel like there’s something more to dating?” 
 “You’re talking crazy talk now Charlie,” chided Evan.   
 “I don’t know.  I don’t know what I’m trying to say.  Its, its just that, 
well,” Charlie was a little embarrassed about opening up, even to Evan, but 
he took a deep breath and plowed forward.  “It’s just that I can’t help but 
feel like there’s someone out there for me, but, but, but I’m afraid I may not 
ever find her.” 
 “Dude, that’s half the fun, the looking,” bantered Evan. 
 “Or maybe I already have and missed her,” muttered Charlie.   
 Evan was plenty used to Charlie’s phases and rolled with them 
whenever they came up.  This particular phase was the longing phase, the 
one where he talked about the kiss when he was eight.  So he made Charlie 
laugh.  “You still pining away for pre-pubescent girls you sick-o?” 
 Charlie chuckled, but not as heartily as he normally might.  “I know 
its crazy but I just can’t seem to forget her,” he bemoaned and lapsed into 
his usual melancholy silence staring at his feet.   

When he looked up they weren’t alone.  Charlie was suddenly 
embarrassed.  How much might have been overheard?  A woman—a most 
beautiful woman—was walking down the hall from Evan’s bedroom.  He 
couldn’t make eye contact with her, but even askance she was gorgeous.  
Long, wavy brown hair and dark, dark eyes that made the breath catch in his 
chest when they met his, she smiled at Evan and tossing her hair to one side 
she leaned her slender body over the back of the sofa to plant a warm wet 
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kiss on Evan’s cheek.  She wore skin-tight jeans and a slinky tank top, both 
barely fitting her and yet made her look like a fashion maven. 

“That’s so sweet,” she cooed to Charlie who turned fire engine red 
and got really focused on ESPN’s water polo segment.  To Evan she said in 
a husky, sexy tone, “Thanks for a great time baby.”   

She could make a lot of money with that voice, thought Charlie.   
“I had a great time.  I left my number on your dresser.  Call me?” she 

cooed. 
Evan smiled and Charlie could see the effect it had on her.  She 

seemed instantly buoyed.  “I had a great time too Cheryl.  You busy next 
weekend?” 

She smiled and planted another, longer kiss on his lips and then, 
“Only if you call me baby,” and with a spring in her step and a switch in her 
hips like she were working the catwalk she sauntered through the room and 
spun out the door. 

When the door clicked shut Charlie exhaled the breath he hadn’t 
realized he held since she walked into the room.  “Wow, you dog!” teased 
Charlie.  “You didn’t tell me you had company!  She’s a sexy one, isn’t 
she?”  Charlie wasn’t concerned with Evan getting angry at the compliment.  
All Evan’s lady friends were hot.  Evan bashfully looked away, red-faced, 
and Charlie couldn’t help but smile. 

He turned back to Charlie, suddenly intense.  “She’s a nice girl 
Charlie, but I don’t know.  You know, I just feel like maybe there’s 
something more out there,” he teased, throwing Charlie’s words playfully in 
his face.  As if to say, ‘Right there, Charlie, right there is a whole lot more, 
and there’s more where that more came from!’ 

“Yeah, yeah,” acknowledged Charlie.  “I get your point, but—.”  
Charlie’s words died in his mouth and his chin hit the floor.  He had to rub 
his eyes because gliding down the hall was the most beautiful woman he had 
ever seen.  A blond bombshell with blue eyes as big and clear as a summer 
sky and a body to die for, she slinked up to Evan, slipped over the arm of the 
couch and slid onto his lap. 

“Morning sunshine,” she purred and then planted a sensuous kiss that 
made Charlie squirm in his seat.  He felt like a voyeur, but thought 
defensively, ‘I was here first.’  When she let go of Evan’s tongue she smiled 
to Charlie and said, “Good morning cutie.” 

Charlie stuttered a feeble “morning,” which she briefly acknowledged 
then went back to kissing Evan.  When she finished a second time, Charlie 
definitely felt like a voyeur.  She rose and slinked seductively to the door, 
turned and asked, “Call me?” 
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Evan said, “You busy next weekend?” 
“Hopefully, if you call,” she teased and then out the door she went. 
After a pregnant pause for the giant white elephant that just left the 

room Charlie said, “How many more girls you got back there?”  Then, “How 
do you do it?  Never mind, I know the answer,” and just like that Charlie 
lapsed back into his melancholy mood again. 

Evan shrugged, sensed Charlie’s mood and modestly demurred, “They 
were more interested in each other than me if it makes you feel any better.” 

Charlie huffed a chuckle.  “It doesn’t.  But I’m not jealous.  Really 
I’m not.  I don’t think I could be.  It’s not like I haven’t had a girlfriend in 
ten years or something.  Heck, I just broke up with a gorgeous woman.  It’s 
just...I can’t help wondering...will I ever find someone to love?”  It was a 
question he took more seriously of late and the lack of a satisfying answer 
was wearing on him. 

“You’ve been in love before, haven’t you?” asked Evan.  “What about 
that girl, Linda was it?  She loved you.” 

A rueful chuckle escaped Charlie’s lips.  “You mean Lidia.  Yes, she 
loved me—or thought she did.  I don’t think she knew what the words 
meant.”  In fact, Lidia was from somewhere in Brazil and barely spoke 
English, but almost immediately she told him she loved him.  Over and over 
too.  Charlie always assumed she didn’t understand the words.  “When I told 
her I thought she didn’t know the meaning of the word she flipped out on 
me.”  She had actually started to punch Charlie and when he put the kitchen 
table between them she opted to throw anything within reach at him.  
“Nearly broke all my plates trying to kill me,” explained Charlie.  “She was 
nice though,” he said thinking out loud.  “But I don’t think I could have 
connected with her and besides, after only a month she wanted to marry me 
and move to Brazil with her.”  

“Well it had to be better than Alison, right?  That girl hated you!” 
teased Evan. 

Alison hadn’t really hated Charlie; at least he didn’t think so.  “She 
only said she hated me, but it was kind of like saying something is ‘bad’ 
when you really mean it’s good.”  At least that’s what Charlie believed.  
Alison would tell him she hated him at the strangest and sometimes the most 
awkward moments, leaving him scratching his head in bewilderment.  “She 
told me she hated me just before we made love for the first time,” recalled 
Charlie.  “She was so convincing and I was so shocked I thought she was 
going to get up off my couch and leave.  When she pushed me down and, 
well you know, we, we did it, I was pretty shocked.  At first anyway.  
Afterward I asked her why she said that.  You know what she did?”  Of 
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course Evan knew what she did, but he asked what and Charlie told him 
again anyway.  “She said it again, and smacked me too!” 

Of course they made love again immediately, so he knew she must not 
have meant it.  Charlie thought so anyway.  “She said it all the time.  If I 
complimented her dress, or bought her a birthday present.” 

“Women,” huffed Evan with a shrug. 
“We never did say we loved each other,” remarked Charlie 

thoughtfully.  “Not that I would ever have the nerve to say it even if I did 
feel it.  Not with her always telling me she hated me.”   

“Maybe that’s why she said it,” said Evan.  “You know, trying to 
convince her self that until you felt the same way, she had to hate you.  But 
the whole time she was madly in love with you.” 

“No way,” said Charlie emphatically, but there was plausibility to 
what Evan suggested.  Alison was totally into him.  In retrospect, she might 
have been the nicest girlfriend he had ever had.  Except, that was, for the 
fact she repeatedly told him she hated him. 

“I’m just saying girls are crazy.  Who knows why they say and do 
what they say and do?  Probably Lidia never loved you, even though she 
said it all the time.” 

“Anyway, with Lidia her whole I love you thing happened way too 
fast for me.” 

“But isn’t that the same as you with your mystery girl from grade 
school?” asked Evan cutting right to the heart of the matter.   

Charlie had to grudgingly agree that Evan made a very good point.   
“Love at first sight – if you even believe such a thing exists – doesn’t 

necessarily mean that it’s a two-way thing, right?  What if your eight year 
old girl didn’t feel the same way?” 

Charlie shook his head, stubbornly refusing to believe.  “I can’t 
explain it, but I know she felt the same thing.” 

“How, dude?  How do you know?  After twenty-some-odd years and 
maybe twice as many girlfriends, how can you know?” he argued. 

It was nice of Evan to estimate so high.  He could count the number of 
serious girlfriends on one hand.  “I just do,” replied Charlie who crossed his 
arms and stuck his chin out like a child stubbornly refusing to give in.  “And 
what’s worse, I feel like time is running out.  Not like some biological 
procreation instinct either.  I’m talking about something way more...mystical 
than that.  Its like,” and Charlie paused, groped for the right words, then 
blurted like a love-sick teenager, “It’s like I know I have to find her soon.  
Before it’s too late.  Before she’s gone forever.” 
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When Charlie finished this oral diarrhea he expected a reproach from 
Evan.  As the silence stretched he looked up and saw Evan eyeing him 
strangely. 

“Okay bro.  I don’t think I’ve ever heard you explain it like that 
before; you know, with that kind of emotion and conviction and all.” 

“So you, you believe me?”  
“I guess I do.” 
“So then you’ll help me find her?” 
“Whoa, hold on a sec,” cautioned Evan.  “I don’t know that that’s 

such a good idea.” 
“But—,” 
“No buts; just hold on and let me explain.  I always thought this girl of 

yours was an overblown memory and honestly if it wasn’t for that silly 
plastic ring you keep pulling out I would have thought the whole thing a 
dream.  But Charlie, if she does exist, you can’t really expect to find this girl 
when you don’t even know her name.  And on top of that, if you do find her, 
she could be married with six kids by now.  Did you ever think of that?” 

“She isn’t,” argued Charlie stubbornly. 
Evan threw his hands up in exasperation.  “But what if she is?  What 

will you do then, try and steal her away from her husband?” 
“She isn’t,” insisted Charlie.   
“Okay, let’s say she isn’t married.  What if she’s butt ugly?  What if 

she’s so homely that she scares puppies and makes little kids cry?  Are you 
still going to marry her?  Do you think you could?  Heck, you might not 
even be able to kiss her.” 

“She won’t be,” said Charlie but his conviction wavered.  He hadn’t 
considered that he might not find her attractive.  So much can change from 
childhood with maturity and he had no way to predict her beauty from the 
memory of her as an eight-year-old girl.  It was impossible. 

“Fine, what if she’s beautiful, but locked up in prison for murdering 
twelve guys?”  

“No,” said Charlie, but weakly, wearing down under Evan’s 
persuasive argument and Evan wasn’t letting up. 

“I’m just saying Charlie.  You’ve built her up over the years into 
something more than what she was; more than what she might be.  
Regardless of whether she’s real or not, in your mind she’s the perfect girl in 
a world where there are no perfects.  In addition, you use her, whether you 
realize it or not, as a beacon of hope.  The thought of her is like a lighthouse 
on the beach in the pitch black of a night that is your melancholy.  She gets 
you back on your feet after a bad relationship.  She’s your holy grail of 
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women.  She keeps you searching, dating, desiring, anticipating, wanting.  
What happens to you when she can’t do that for you any more?  Don’t you 
think it’s better to leave well enough alone?” 

“I dunno, maybe you’re right,” said a dejected Charlie, but stubbornly 
hanging on.  “Except I just can’t shake the feeling that I have to find her.  I 
don’t think I could live with myself if I just accepted she was...unobtainable.  
I have to know.” 

Evan stood up with a sigh and went to the fridge to pour himself some 
more juice, leaving Charlie lost in thought on the couch while Chris Berman 
rumbled, bumbled, and stumbled away on the TV.   

Evan sat back down and after several minutes of silence said, “Okay.” 
“Okay what?” asked Charlie. 
“I mean, okay.  If you really feel that strongly about her, we’ll try and 

find her, okay?” 
“You mean it?” asked Charlie who suddenly felt like a fool.  What 

was he thinking anyway?  This was ridiculous bordering on the insane, yet... 
“On two conditions.” 
“Yeah?” prompted Charlie nervously. 
“First, if we don’t find her by the end of July you have to come with 

me to my cousin’s wedding the first weekend in August.  After that you 
aren’t allowed to search for her any more.  We’re not going to turn this into 
some epic quest, got it?  Leave her perfect and in the past and find a real girl, 
and what better place to find one than at a wedding,” explained Evan. 

Charlie could live with that.  How hard could it really be to find her? 
“What’s the second?” 
“The second is if we find her, you have to have at least a dozen dates 

with her before you can break it off.  Unless of course she dumps you first.” 
“I don’t get it?” asked Charlie, confused. 
“That one’s just for my entertainment.  I’m betting she’s a hideously 

misshapen thing, covered in boils, who lives in a cave and I want to see you 
squirm.” 

Charlie punched him in the shoulder playfully.  “Don’t talk about my 
dream girl like that!” 

“Hey, if you punch me again I’ll make you have sex with her as a 
third condition.” 

“As if you could,” taunted Charlie with a smile.  He sat back on the 
couch and for the first time in a long while he felt good.  Excited even.  He 
couldn’t wait to get started. 
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Chapter 4 
 

 Rose spent all day Saturday cleaning her apartment.  It was her way of 
coping when the stresses of life mounted, one on top of the other in her mind 
until her head must fall to the side, top-heavy under a landfill-sized heap of 
cares.   

It was a cute third floor, two-bedroom apartment in Boston’s North 
End.  She had lived there now for almost three years, absolutely loved it, and 
it was a very clean apartment.  The city was a big change from the suburbs 
where she grew up, but living in the North End made it feel more like the 
suburbs than any other part of the city.  Everyone knew their neighbors and 
what’s more, liked them.  For the most part anyway. 
 Mrs.Ginelli, the landlady and a delightful widow in her seventies, 
lived on the top floor above Rose and was always baking something for her 
tenants.  Rose finished oiling the wood in the living room and started in on 
the laundry, which was her typical routine for a Saturday night.  It was half 
past four and Rose was getting an early start on the laundry when Mrs. 
Ginelli knocked on the door. 
 “Hi Mrs. G!” greeted Rose with a hug and ushered the little woman 
in.  She styled her hair in her typical gray bun, and wore one of those 
patterned ankle-length dresses from the fifties with a white frilled apron tied 
dutifully atop.  She sported those old-lady shoes Rose swore she herself 
would never wear.  You know; the white ones that look like orthopedic 
shoes, but really weren’t, just a discount knock-off brand probably from 
Payless.   
 Her wrinkled, sun-spotted face crinkled in a smile.  “Hello dear,” she 
said and spying the laundry basket in the hallway frowned.  “You really 
shouldn’t be spending your Saturday evenings with machines you know,” 
she chastised and Rose blushed at the double entendre.  Despite her kind 
demeanor Mrs. G had a way of commanding respect and when she chastised, 
even politely, she managed to impose her will and you either agreed to do 
what she said or faced the consequences.  “You know, when I was your age I 
went to the church socials, or out with friends to the drive in, or down to 
Celi’s Ice Cream.  My favorite was Celi’s,” she added wistfully. 
 Rose had heard this all before of course.  Celi’s was where she met 
her husband, Frankie, god rest his soul.   
 “Celi’s is where I met my Frankie you know, God rest his soul,” she 
announced for perhaps the hundredth time in three years. 
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 Rose knew.  He was a dashing young man, black hair slicked back 
with pomade, yet always a stray curl would fall forward, just over his left 
eye.  Gave him a roguish look, but he wasn’t a rogue, no. 
 “Frankie was a dashing young man, all the girls made eyes at him,” 
she continued on blissfully.  “What with that black hair all slicked back with 
just a single lock falling forward just over his left eye?  Who could blame 
them?  Not me, no.  Made him look like a rogue, a bad boy, but oh, was he 
ever a sweetheart.  And he only had eyes for me!” 
 Trying to steer the subject away from where Rose knew it would end 
up she said, “What do you have there Mrs. G?” pointing out the covered 
plate she carried.  It smelled like cake. 
 “I made some cupcakes dear and thought you might like some,” 
smiled Mrs. Ginelli and patted the cover lightly before placing them gingerly 
on the counter.  “Strawberry cake with vanilla frosting honey, your 
favorite.” 
 It was Rose’s favorite and she smiled warmly and gave Mrs. G 
another hug and thanked her.  She really did like Mrs. G, even if she was 
personally responsible for the extra five pounds Rose was constantly trying 
to work off at the gym, and the number two source of guilt for failing to find 
Mr. Right.  Number one was Rose’s mother, argh. 
 “Anyway,” continued Mrs. Ginelli with the air of someone used to 
giving advice and being listened to, “you really should go out more you 
know.  Your Frankie has to be out there,” she said pointing through the wall, 
probably in the general direction of Celi’s, “not in here.  Try doing your 
laundry in the morning dear, that way you’ll have time in the evening to 
have a little fun.  Your much too pretty to be single you know,” she chided 
and patted Rose’s cheek gently.  “If I had your looks, I would have had my 
pick of the boys,” she said smiling. 
 Rose blushed.  “Thank you Mrs. G, really.  I suppose your right.  
Maybe next week I’ll go out with the girls.”  That was her standard answer 
whenever Mrs. G pressed her about her social life. 
 Mrs. Ginelli knew it too and frowned.  “You should listen to me 
honey, I know.  I was your age once and believe me.  You won’t like not 
having a man in your bed over the coming years, if you get my meaning.” 
 Rose couldn’t help a smile spreading across her face.  Really, at her 
age it was hard for Rose to imagine her sexually active, and she ought not to 
make such comments, but Rose found it endearing.  “Thank you Mrs. G.  
Would you like some tea?” she asked. 
 “No dear, I’ve got some more cupcakes in the oven.  I should be 
running along now,” she said and bustled herself out the door. 
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 Rose put on a load of laundry and sat down with a cupcake and 
steaming cup of lemon zinger, and thought about what Mrs. G had said.  She 
was right, Rose knew, but the problem wasn’t that she didn’t want to go out 
on a Saturday night.  She just didn’t have anyone to go out with.  Rose 
didn’t have a lot of friends, and those she did have were married or were like 
Trish engaged to be married.  Rose always felt like a third wheel going out 
with her couple friends.  Every few months they orchestrated a girl’s night 
out, which turned into a chat fest about the other girls’ husbands.  Rose 
never could commiserate because Rose had never even lived with a 
boyfriend.  In fact, most of the men in her life lasted on average about five 
months.  That’s all it took for Rose to figure out that the guy was a creep, or 
a loser, or a chauvinist, or a whatever he turned out to be.  She didn’t have 
any friends at work either.  She was a paralegal for a small law firm, Eaton, 
Kohn, DeLongway, and there was only one other woman, Gerri, a part time 
receptionist, that worked there, and she was almost fifty and had a husband 
and four kids of her own.  Her bosses were really nice too, but they were her 
bosses.  And they were homosexual, although that didn’t have much to do 
with things.  Except that Rod Eaton, the most flamboyant of the three, 
constantly lamented the fact that Rose was straight.  He would come in 
Monday mornings and bewail, “Oh Rose!  I met this wonderful woman this 
weekend!  She was smart and funny and sexy and had her own place on the 
South Shore, right on the water!  She would be perfect for you.  I mean, if 
you, ahem, cleaned the carpet so to speak.”  So Saturday evenings turned 
into laundry evenings because Rose just could not bring herself to go out 
alone.  Imagining herself alone at the end of a bar, fielding all those cheap, 
lousy pick-up lines, pushing away drunk men, she shuddered silently.   
 The phone rang, interrupting her waking nightmare.  Glancing at the 
caller ID before answering elicited a groan.  Her mother Gladys was calling.  
From one nightmare to another she picked up the phone and clicked talk. 
 “Hello mom,” she said in her happy voice. 
 “Don’t hello mom me,” warned her mother.  “I know when you’re 
being condescending dear and I don’t like it.” 
 “Sorry mom,” she said in her contrite voice. 
 “Oh dear, don’t be sorry, and don’t be such a pushover either.  Men 
don’t like a pushover Rose.  Just ask your father.” 
 Rose groaned, carefully keeping the mouthpiece away from her 
mouth.  She didn’t need to give her mother something to complain about.  
She never did.  Gladys was a very opinionated woman, and not averse to 
sharing those opinions either.  She was the only daughter of her 
grandmother, Edith, and after marrying Rose’s father Gino Cordelia, a 
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young doctor with a promising career in medical science and academia, she 
filled the role of mother and wife for fifty plus years with aplomb.  Her 
father was a professor at Harvard Medical School and quickly distinguished 
himself as one of the most talented minds in medical science, writing several 
books and dissertations on then radical treatment ideas that later became 
standard practices.  He was a scientist first, however, and most of his time 
was spent in the lab, testing and experimenting on everything from cancer 
drugs to growing organs from raw tissue.  His mind was considered the 
brightest and his work the best and his results backed both sentiments up 
completely.  Being Mrs. Doctor Gino Cordelia meant attending all the high 
society functions in Boston and around the country that her esteemed 
husband often found himself invited.  Grant money came from everywhere, 
even from overseas and so Gladys quickly adjusted and even thrived as one 
of the social elite, busying herself in philanthropic and charitable activities, 
even chairing on several boards for non-profit organizations.  When it came 
to Rose, Gladys chagrined her for her choice of careers, and was openly 
disdainful of her sporadic love life and poor choice of dating partners. 
 “How’s work dear?” asked her mom. 
 “Fine,” she replied rather tersely. 
 “I don’t see how you could be employed there for six years and never 
get asked out once!” she over-dramatized.  “I mean, really darling, you are 
far too beautiful.  At least one of those three partners ought to have at least 
flirted with you by now.  I hope you’re not one of those silly types who 
think dating in the workplace is a recipe for disaster.” 
 “Mother, how many times do I have to tell you, my bosses are all 
gay?” 
 “Oh, what does that matter darling?  You can’t convince me that just 
because they like boys it doesn’t mean you couldn’t turn the train around 
and get it headed in the right direction,” she said frankly. 
 “Arrrgh,” murmured Rose. 
 “Don’t grumble at me dear, it’s unbecoming and you’ll get frown 
lines.  You should be looking for a husband and who better than a partner at 
a law firm, right?  If not one of your bosses, maybe you can ask them to set 
you up with another firm’s partner.  All those lawyers know each other 
anyway.  They sit around and decide cases and how much they’re going to 
charge while playing a round of golf.  I’m sure one of them could put in a 
good word for you.” 
 “Oh they have, mom,” she said with a wry chuckle, thinking of the 
last woman they tried to convince her to date.  Between them and her mom it 
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was laughable.  One wanted to turn her gay, while the other wanted her to 
turn gay men straight.   
 “Well good,” she said, but her tone said she wasn’t sure if she were 
being mocked.  “Don’t screw it up then,” she added, apparently deciding that 
Rose was being honest. 
 “I’m sure I won’t mother,” she replied sweetly. 
 “So what are your plans for next weekend, honey?” asked her mom. 
 Rose’s blind date antennae went up at this question.  This was the 
opening salvo for Gladys in another one of her match-making attempts and 
Rose was well aware of what she would be in for if she found herself 
without plans. 
 “I’ve got wedding preparations to go through with Trish,” she 
responded quickly and decisively.  “All weekend,” she added, just to be 
certain. 
 “Oh well, you’ll just have to cancel them then,” said Gladys 
haughtily.  “I’m sure Trish can handle things, what with all her free time and 
her husband’s money.  See what happens when you marry well dear?” 
 “Mom, I can’t cancel!  I’m the Maid of Honor!” 
 “Pshaw!  I know you think the whole thing hinges on your 
participation, but trust me dear, if you died tomorrow Trish would pull 
herself and her wedding together just fine without you.” 
 “Arrrgh!”  That made Rose angry, but she bit her tongue.  Arguing 
with Gladys never gained Rose the least little bit.  She dug in her heels 
though.  “I won’t cancel mom, so you’ll just have to tell whoever’s mother 
who has a fantastic and eligible bachelor son that I won’t be able to make 
whatever dinner and show you’ve prearranged.” 
 “Dear, I had no such designs,” she said innocently.  “I had hoped you 
could come for dinner Sunday.  It’s been so long since your father has seen 
you, I’m afraid we wouldn’t recognize you if we bumped into you on the 
street.” 
 Rose suddenly felt guilty, and despite knowing her mother played the 
guilt card to perfection she was still susceptible.  “Oh, well, maybe I could 
make dinner before I go to Trish’s.  What time?” 
 “One o’clock dear, and wear something nice.  The Chauncy’s are 
coming and Hillary’s son Calvin should be stopping by too.  He’s really 
handsome and of course single and eligible, a real catch darling.  So don’t 
pull any of your childish antics like the last time,” warned her mother. 
 Rose started to respond but she heard the click of her mother hanging 
up and just fumed into the receiver in her hand.  Her “childish antics” as her 
mother called them were nothing more than her unwillingness to flirt with 
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another so-called catch that happened to be from England and the son of 
some minor baron or other such vague claim to royalty.  Those things were 
difficult for Rose to understand and she was not nearly pedantic enough to 
care.  Never mind that he was ten years older than her with the paunch and 
receding hairline of a much older man.  His father was a big contributor to 
the research work Rose’s father was involved with and Thomas was in town 
to visit and take in some of the culture, this his first trip to America.  Rose 
blushed a little remembering that evening.  Thomas kept asking her 
questions, trying to engage her in conversation, and Rose continually played 
dumb, though she may have taken it a little too far.  Maybe she should have 
tried harder, but there was really no point in raising expectations, right?  
Though she probably could have admitted to knowing Fenway Park was 
home to the Red Sox.  Still, she decided to skip going to her mom’s and deal 
with the fallout like any daughter of a disappointed elite socialite.  She 
would avoid her at all cost. 
  
 The next day Rose arrived at her friend Trish’s bearing cupcakes.  
Trish was her best friend in the whole world and as such was always the one 
to pick Rose up after a bad break-up.  Not that Chip exactly qualified as a 
break-up.  They only went out the three times.  But the manner and 
circumstances made Chip a top five break-up.  I mean really, thought Rose, 
when there’s vomit, another woman’s breast, and a third woman’s phone 
number, you just had to say it was one of those nights you wish you could, 
but know you never will, forget. 
 Rose rang the bell at Trish’s and put on her best smile.  She hoped it 
conveyed a calm, I’m okay, he was no prize so no big deal vibe.  “Hey 
Trish!” she greeted as they kissed cheeks.  “I brought some of Mrs. G’s 
cupcakes.” 
 “The world famous baked goods of the superior Mrs. G make it to 
Cambridge,” declared Trish good-naturedly.  “I can’t wait, but I’ll have to.  
The coffee is brewing as we speak.  C’mon in.” 
 Rose handed off the cupcakes and made her way to the living room.  
Not seeing George she asked, “Where’s Mr. Potato?”  That was Rose’s 
affectionate nickname for George.  It seemed like every time she visited 
when George was around she found him lounging on the couch.  George 
wasn’t really lazy.  A dentist with a successful practice in Cambridge, his 
normal office hours were eight in the morning until six in the evening, 
Monday through Friday and Saturday he worked ten till two, but he was 
forever going in early or staying late to treat some dental emergency.  Trish 
had been encouraging him to take on a partner, but George was against it.  
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Said one quack was enough, he couldn’t guarantee the quality of some other 
quack.  So whenever Rose came by George was decompressing on the couch 
and trying to enjoy a sporting event or catch up on the news or simply take a 
nap.   

“He’s at the office!” Trish called from the kitchen over the sound of 
clinking dishes.  “Another tooth emergency!  But Melanie and Allison will 
be here any minute.  You know George, always trying to save the world, one 
cavity at a time,” Trish joked walking into the room.  With melodramatic 
flair she declared, “It’s his dream to rid the world of gingivitis, tooth decay, 
bad smiles, and of course,” dropping her voice down low, “the dreaded 
halitosis.”  She set a tray on the coffee table, laden with cups, creamer, 
sugar, spoons and the plate of cupcakes.  She poured for both and settled 
down on the couch next to Rose, when the bell rang, eliciting a groan from 
Rose that earned her an annoying glare from her friend. 

“Sorry Rose, but that’ll be the girls.  I know you don’t get along well, 
but they’re my friends honey so please, for me?” said Trish setting her cup 
down gingerly before rushing off to the door.  The problem was that Melanie 
and Allison were only polite towards Rose because of that friendship.  And 
by polite Rose meant that they barely acted civil towards her.  Rose was 
convinced that if she were drowning they wouldn’t lend a hand.  In fact, they 
probably wouldn’t even call for help, instead they would likely settle down 
to watch the show, full of not so cutting witticisms like, “I thought fat floats” 
and “Take off those dreadful shoes, they’re sinking more than just your 
fashion sense.”   

They entered the room all smiles. 
“Hi Rose,” they chimed, sweeping into the room.  In a moment they 

were all settled on the couch. 
 “So, tell me all about critical number three,” Trish said spooning some 
sugar and swirling in some cream.  Critical number three referenced Rose’s 
third date with Chip, the critical number in Trish’s estimation.  Rose wasn’t 
sure if she agreed, though in Chip’s case it turned out to be way critical.   
 “Oh do tell,” urged Allison in a voice pitched and ready for dirty 
secrets.  
 Melanie added in the same tone, “Oh, please, I’m dying to hear about 
Chip!” 
 Rose knew they in no way cared about her or Chip.  They wanted to 
muckrake for embarrassing details.  She ignored them, even sitting on the 
sofa catty-corner so that she faced Trish and left Allison and Melanie in her 
far peripheral. 
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 “He’s a creep,” Rose said, plain and simple, and immediately realized 
how easily those words came out.  The definite lack of emotion was 
worrisome as well, but she pushed those concerns aside and proceeded to tell 
Trish all about the horrible evening.  It was good to talk to a friend about it, 
get it off her chest.  The other women chimed in with sing-song alacrity 
whenever Rose touched on a particularly embarrassing point; however they 
failed to fully capitalize on Rose’s discomfort.  It was a blessing to Rose that 
they were in no way as witty as they thought they were.  Coming full circle 
her story ended with, “He’s a creep,” though of course she added in all the 
other insults she had neither the courage nor the presence of mind to sling at 
Chip in person. 
 “No kidding,” remarked Trish.  Her tone screamed I told you so.  And 
for good measure she said, “I told you so.” 
 “Well, ‘you get what you are’, my mother always says,” sniped 
Melanie.   
 Rose had already heard an earful from Trish on Chip; nothing so 
scathing as Melanie’s snide remark, but she ignored Melanie.  Chip was a 
friend of a friend of George’s.  That was how they met.  One night after 
work they all met at The Stop, a hole in the wall place near Chinatown that 
the local business crowds hit Wednesday through Friday nights.  The place 
was a ghost town any other night, but apparently made enough money those 
three nights to stay open the other four.  Chip had seemed nice that night and 
was handsome too so when he asked for her number she thought, why not?  
But the next day Trish got the scoop from George and it was right from the 
compost heap.  The basic dirt was that Chip was a creep.  He never dated a 
girl longer than a few months and usually treated them so bad they didn’t 
last a few weeks.  There was one instance of borderline stalker behavior, so 
if you counted that one he might have had one relationship last a year and a 
half.   By the time Trish alerted Rose to his less than stellar reputation she 
had already made a date with Chip.  What could she do?  A friend of a friend 
wasn’t as easy to blow off without damaging your reputation with those you 
know and like.  Besides, Rose already had a reputation of being too picky 
when it came to men.  She was afraid if she canceled that would only add 
credence to the rumor that was so unfair.  Of course, she knew she was 
dissembling, and to herself no less. 
 The sound of the front door opening interrupted their discussion.   
 “George is home,” squealed Trish with delight, jumped from the 
couch and ran to meet him at the living room entryway.  She flung herself 
into his arms, wrapped her legs around his hips and kissed him, long and 
tenderly.  In a few seconds their lips parted and she leapt down. 
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 “I see the weekly Femi-Nazi meeting has come to order.  Hello 
ladies,” drawled George smiling. 
 “Hi George,” cooed Allison and Melanie together. 
 “Hey Mr. Potato,” teased Rose.  “Sorry we’re monopolizing your 
couch.  We’ll be gone before you know it.” 
 “Just remember to take all your Femi-Nazi literature with you when 
you go,” he teased back with a wink.  “Nothing ruins Football Sunday like 
finding extreme feminist pamphlets while I’m diving for peanuts in the 
couch cushions.”  
 “I guess the osmosis experiment was a bust then, huh?” said Rose.  
“The girls said all your brains are in your butt at your age, but I said you 
never had enough brains to begin with.  I guess we were all right.” 
 “Ha-ha,” he said with mock indignation.  “I guess I’ll grab a beer and 
hide out in the den until its safe,” he quipped.  To Trish, he planted a kiss on 
her cheek, slapped her butt and left. 
 “You’re too picky by far Rose,” remarked Trish, reading Rose’s state 
of mind before George had interrupted, “but no one would have blamed you 
for canceling.  For the love of god, even his friends don’t like him!  How do 
you think George heard what he heard?” 
 “Yeah, yeah,” droned Rose, taking her comeuppance with as much 
dignity as she could muster.  “I know, but he seemed nice the first date,” she 
said and immediately knew it for more dissembling.  That first date he was a 
gentleman with Rose, but his wandering eyes were clearly a warning.  But 
she chose to ignore it.  “Besides, I wanted to give him a chance to beat what 
might have been a bad rap, you know?  Sometimes people say things that 
aren’t true, maybe ‘cause they’re jealous or have a vendetta or something.”  
She paused here to let her gaze flit over Melanie and Allison, two women 
who, if not guilty of doing that in this situation were certainly guilty of it 
other times.  She was rewarded with a blush from Allison and compressed 
lips from Melanie.  Hit.  “Plus, he was really good looking.  Maybe 
someone’s girlfriend flirted with him or something and it got blown out of 
proportion.”  She was really reaching and if she sounded half as ridiculous 
as she thought she did, she was going to get it from Trish for sure. 
 “Don’t be such a fool,” said Trish, laying into her.  “You know as 
well as I do that after the first date you should’ve dumped the loser, just for 
ogling the waitress.  Forget that he slept with his so-called best friend’s 
wife!  And I don’t care whose fault you think it is, he’s a creep just the 
same!” 
 “Don’t be so hard on her Trish,” said Melanie sweetly.  “Some 
women just don’t know any better.” 
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 “Or can’t do any better,” stung Allison.   
 “Nonsense!” Trish declared in defense of her friend.  “Don’t say such 
stupid things girls.” 
 Hit and hit.  Rose blushed.  “I know,” she agreed with Trish while 
giving the women a nasty glare. 
 At odds with her defense of Rose Trish claimed, “All in all, I think he 
might have been the worst you’ve dredged up!” 

That was the problem with best friends.  They tended to hit you right 
between the eyes with the truth, and Trish had excellent aim.  Definite hit.  
Today though, Rose felt like defending her besmirched and befouled honor, 
and argued, “Oh, I don’t know about that.  What about the English guy, 
Geoffrey?  He had the worst breath, and on top of that he reeked!  
Remember?” 

That got a laugh from Trish.  “How could I forget Geoffrey?  Didn’t it 
take you until the third date to figure out he had that bad body odor?” 

“The guy must have known he smelled,” giggled Rose in between sips 
of coffee.  “He had me meet him at an Indian restaurant the first two dates!  I 
swear if I let him, he would have met me there a third time.  Thank goodness 
I insisted on Italian.  Of course, I couldn’t eat with the smell.  When we left I 
was so thankful for the fresh air I suggested we walk home.  Ugh!” Rose 
shuddered remembering, “I still can’t forget the horrible breath when he 
tried to kiss me good night!  You know he went for the lips, but I just 
couldn’t!  I gave him the cheek and thank god I did!  Still, it was like 
sticking my head in a dumpster on a hot summer day!”  They both burst out 
in laughter and it was like they were in high school all over again.  Allison 
and Melanie laughed along with them, but it wasn’t the kind of 
commiserating laugh-fest among friends.  Rather it was like hearing a bad 
joke at work, but it was your boss who said it so you had to laugh; a 
mirthless chuckle that got you through the backslapping, sidesplitting 
charade. 

Trish decided to play along.  “Ooh, ooh, I got one!  How about that 
loser with no money?  What was his name?” she asked with a wry grimace.  
“Dave, Dan?” 

“Dick,” corrected Rose and they burst out laughing again.  
“Sometimes, its all in the name, isn’t it?” 

“You said it sister!  What was that lame excuse he used?”  
“Which one?  He left his wallet at home the first date, and the second 

date he said he got mugged,” explained Rose and they started giggling again.  
“I can’t believe I fell for that one!  Of course, the third date we just went to 
Burger King and could you believe he pulled out two rolls of dimes?  Not 
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even quarters!  Dimes!” said an incredulous Rose, feeling the good vibe 
buzzing through her body.   

“Oh baby, I don’t know how you meet these guys,” teased Trish 
inhaling deeply. 

“I do.  I’m a magnet for losers.”   
“From the mouths of babes,” sniggered Melanie. 
Rose had half a mind to lay into Melanie over that one.  Like she 

could talk, she was married to the biggest loser in Massachusetts.  Instead 
she kept her cool. 

“Oh well girl, you’ll find Mr. Right soon enough.  You’re way too 
beautiful not to,” Trish said with cheerful optimism.   

“I’d settle for Mr. Okay, or maybe Mr. So-So,” quipped Rose like she 
always did when the subject of Mr. Right came up.  She was beginning to 
wonder if there was such a person. 

Reading her thoughts Trish said, “He’s out there girlfriend, and one 
day soon you’ll meet and fall in love and get married, just like George and 
me!  Hey, that reminds me.  George and I are invited to my cousin’s 
wedding next weekend but George can’t make it.  Some flimsy dental 
excuse, but I know he just can’t stand my cousin.  You have to come with.” 

“I don’t know,” stalled Rose.  She really didn’t like weddings.   
“Nonsense!  I won’t take no for an answer.  Besides, weddings are a 

great place to meet guys!  After all, that’s how I met George.” 
“Yeah, yeah, great place,” said Rose without enthusiasm.  In a not so 

rare, precognitive moment, all Rose could think of was what could possibly 
go wrong with the next guy she met. 

Perhaps feeding off that psychic energy Trish asked, “Isn’t Shirley 
supposed to be setting you up with one of her friend’s cousins’ cousin or 
something?” which completed the omen and aligned the stars for a disaster 
of cosmic proportions. 

“Lance,” answered Rose in a mere whisper. 
“Oh, he sounds hunky.  What does he look like?” 
“He’s cute,” admitted Rose.  “But I only have a head shot, and with 

my luck he’s probably fat or deformed or, or...or something horrible or 
unattractive, I just know it.” 

“Relax honey.  I’m sure he’s perfectly normal.” 
But Rose didn’t think he would be.  When Allison and Melanie both 

assured her as well, Rose just knew it. 
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Chapter 5 
 

 “Dude, I haven’t been back here in almost twenty years!” exclaimed 
Charlie nostalgically as they walked into the Elm Street Elementary School 
in Wrentham.  “Whoa, everything seems so small?” 
 “That’s ‘cause you were a little runt the last time you were here,” said 
Evan glancing around.  “Doesn’t seem so small to me.” 
 “That’s because you were five feet and shaving by the fourth grade,” 
quipped Charlie. 
 Evan of course didn’t attend school with Charlie until their high 
school days when his family moved to the suburbs from Brighton.  Being 
back in this school brought back some serious memories for Charlie though.  
He remembered his second grade play, when he was a tomato in Fruits of the 
World, a stunning performance earning him rave reviews from his parents 
and his Aunt Clarice, but earning him a punch in the stomach from Johnny 
Petrollio, a jealous third grader whose lemon outfit was just a recycled 
banana costume from his older brother that made him look like a flattened 
tennis ball.  It wasn’t entirely Charlie’s fault everyone laughed at him.  
Although he did look like a flattened tennis ball, Charlie probably shouldn’t 
have pointed that fact out in front of most of the school. 
 “I remember,” said Charlie wistfully as he gazed out the hall window 
overlooking the playground, “when Dawn Jansen gave me a box of 
chocolates for Valentine’s Day in the fourth grade.” 
 “Wow,” declared Evan skeptically, “The fourth grade?”  
 “Yep!  Right over there,” said Charlie nostalgically.  “She was a real 
cutie too, long straight sandy hair and beautiful brown eyes, and oh what a 
smile she had, practically lit up the room!  Though of course, I teased her 
incessantly about it.” 
 “You teased her?  That wasn’t very nice,” remarked Evan with a 
smirk. 
 “I was a kid, you know.  Kids aren’t that nice.  I remember getting 
teased plenty myself.” 
 “Yeah, but she was giving you a present man.  How could you tease 
her?”  
 Charlie sensed he hit a nerve with his friend.  “Did someone tease you 
for giving them a present when you were a kid?” 
 Evan looked to the floor, embarrassed.  “I gave Lucy Gilford a 
Valentine’s card that I made myself.  All covered with hearts that said ‘Be 
My Valentine’ and ‘I Love You’.  She tore it up in my face and her older 
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brother knocked me down right in the middle of the cafeteria.  It took me 
years to get over that.”  
 Charlie was taken aback.  It was hard to imagine his friend, Evan, the 
ladies’ man, ever getting shot down by a girl, no matter what his age.  That it 
affected him so deeply was also a surprise.  By his tone Charlie would have 
expected him to grow into some extreme introvert.  You know, the serial 
killer type that only talked to women if he had to, like a waitress or a bank 
teller or his deranged mother, and then say only enough to get through the 
conversation, hopefully without having to kill her.  Not the ladies’ man, that 
bastion of masculinity, confident in every social situation that Evan grew 
into. 
 “Sorry dude, I never knew that about you,” said Charlie 
sympathetically.  Then, as they pushed through the door labeled Office, 
perhaps out of guilt or maybe some other repressed childhood emotion 
related to the incident Charlie said, “But I’m sure I didn’t leave any lasting 
impression with Dawn.  In fact, I bet she doesn’t even remember me.” 
 “Chucky Lomman!” screeched the receptionist, “You bastard!  You 
come to poke some more fun at me!”   

“D-Dawn?”   
The screaming woman looked vaguely like Dawn, though it appeared time 
had not been kind.  Charlie stood agape while behind a chest-high counter 
the woman seethed, arms folded across her chest and her head cocked to the 
side, as if to say, ‘what are you still doing alive?’  Gone was the long sandy 
brown hair.  Cropped short and all spiky now in a very Brittney Spears-post 
buzz cut, grow back phase.  Gone were the fantastic brown eyes, covered 
with coke bottle glasses that made her pupils look like giant acorns.  Gone 
also was the fabulous smile, lost presumably with her top two front teeth.  At 
least she was still skinny, thought Charlie absently. 
 “H-high Dawn.  Wow, you look, you look, you look g-um, ah, great,” 
remarked a shocked Charlie, reeling badly from the coincidental surprise.  
“I, uh, I uh, was just telling my friend Evan here all about you.” 
 Misinterpreting she turned to Evan and barked, “Did you get a good 
laugh frat boy!” 
 Evan took a defensive step backwards, but said nothing. 
 Charlie stepped up and leaned onto the counter and gave her his best 
smile.  It was a smile he used often on girlfriends when he wanted 
something.  “It’s been a long time, hasn’t it?” 
 “Not long enough Chucky.  You’re still alive!” she spat viciously. 
 “Its Charlie,” corrected Charlie politely. 
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 Dawn scoffed.  “Still don’t like Chucky, huh Chucky.  More 
appropriate now though, don’t you think.  Like that giant rat from Chuck E 
Cheese, scaring the crap out of little kids.  Like tormenting little kids, don’t 
you Chucky?” 
 Charlie could see this was going to take all his considerable charm.  
“Dawn, I haven’t been called Chucky since the fifth grade, but if you want 
to you can call me Chucky, okay?” 
 “Darn right Chucky ‘cause I’m not going to stop for a rat fink like 
you!  Why I ought to come over this counter and kick the crap out of you 
right now just on principal!” 
 “I don’t understand,” remarked Charlie in his most bewildered and 
affronted tones.  It was marvelously done, he thought, and she would have to 
relent— 
 Without warning she lunged at Charlie, hands outstretched, reaching 
for his throat.  It was a miracle he was able to dodge back in time.  Then he 
saw what saved him.  Dawn lunged again, this time apparently trying to 
vault the counter like it was some giant gymnast’s horse without the handles.  
She grabbed the far edge, wedging her waist against the counter’s edge on 
her side.  Rising behind her was a monstrous, gigantic, jiggling rear end.  It 
prevented her from clearing the counter.   
 Charlie barely suppressed a smile.  After two attempts at vaulting the 
counter she smoothed her clothes and hair and marched diligently around to 
the gate at the far end. 
 “Uh, oh,” said Charlie.   
 “I’m going to wipe the smug look off your face once and for all 
Chucky,” warned Dawn as she squeezed through the swinging gate 
sideways. 
 Charlie was sure she would have killed him, certain, had Evan not 
interceded.  Evan smoothly stepped between her and Charlie and pleaded, 
“Hold on just a second Dawn, hold on.” 
 She looked him up and down and said, “You better be a football 
player or something, else I’m going through you like Ben Afflek goes 
through girlfriends and bad movie roles!” 
 “Just give me a second to explain,” pressed Evan bravely.  “We were 
just talking about you.  Charlie was just telling me how sweet it was that you 
gave him chocolates for Valentines Day.” 
 Dawn stopped short, laying her right hand gingerly on her chest.  “He 
said that?” “In so many words, yes.” 
 She looked at him skeptically, unsure if she was being mocked anew.   
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 Evan pressed on, into the breach.  “He was just telling me about how 
pretty he thought you were and that you had the nicest long, straight hair.” 
 She patted her over-done Bob hairdo self-consciously, a nervous smile 
slipping through the crack of her lips. 
  “How you had the most beautiful brown eyes,” continued Evan, 
sensing the progress he was making and pressing the advantage bravely.   
 She took her glasses off and for a second Charlie was reminded of her 
eyes way back when; they were gorgeous.  Then her right eye wandered off.  
Evan stumbled ever so slightly. 
 “And he said you had a smile that could light up a room,” declared 
Evan full of sincerity. 
 “He said all those things?” she asked shyly, hand still on a chest that 
began to rise and fall more rapidly.   

She looked at Charlie and smiled, and Charlie winced.  Thank 
goodness, he thought, that she didn’t have her glasses on to see. 

“I saw that!” she snapped and put her glasses back on and stormed 
back behind the counter.  “But you aren’t worth it Chucky, nope, not worth 
it at all!” 

“Listen Dawn, I’m really sorry about that teasing in the third grade,” 
pleaded Charlie in all honesty.  “And I did say all those things to Evan about 
you just now.  And I also said that I was wrong for doing it, and I was 
wrong.  And, and, I’d like to apologize to you for acting so badly.” 

Dawn searched his face, glasses on, looking for the lie.  After about 
ten seconds she finally said, “Okay Chucky, I accept.” 

“It’s Charlie,” corrected Charlie. 
She shot him a dirty look and said, “Rome wasn’t built in a day 

Chucky.  Did you come here for a reason?” 
“Yes,” moped Charlie.  “I was looking for a girl who used to go to 

school here.  But I don’t know her name, first or last.  All I have for a clue is 
that it might start with an L.” 

Dawn harrumphed, “Bet you wish you were nicer to her too, huh?” 
“Actually, I think she might be my true love,” said Charlie earnestly, 

to which Dawn began guffawing like a drunken sailor who just watched a 
shipmate step off the boat and miss the pier. 

When she could speak again she asked Charlie, “When?” 
“I don’t understand?” asked Charlie in confusion.  “Can you look 

now?” 
“When was she here Chucky!  Don’t be such an idiot!” 
“Oh, oh yeah, right.  I, uh, I think we were in the third grade.” 
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“Can’t help you,” she said and began sorting through a stack of 
papers. 

“Aw, come on Dawn.  I really need your help,” pleaded Charlie, now 
fully regretting his misguided behavior along the way with Dawn. 

“Sorry Chucky, but—I—can’t—help—you.” 
Frustrated, Charlie lashed out, “You really shouldn’t hold a grudge for 

something that happened in the fourth grade you know.  I mean really!  
What can you expect from a boy at that age?  Boys will be boys, after all.  
Quite frankly, I’m disappointed in you Dawn.  I had no idea how shallow a 
person you turned out to be.  You know what?  I’m glad I wasn’t nice to 
you.” 

Dawn’s lips were pressed into a thin white line and her eyes 
smoldered behind her thick glasses.  Charlie was reminded of burning ants 
on the sidewalk with a magnifying glass, but instead of ants burning it was 
acorns. 

“You finished?” she said smugly, and not waiting for an answer 
asked, “You want to know why I can’t help you?” 

Oops, thought Charlie; I missed something. 
“There was a fire Chucky.  Back in ’89.  Burned the whole west 

wing—including the records room!—down to the ground.  Nothing but 
ashes Chucky, so that’s why I can’t help you.” 

Well, that’s a bummer, thought Charlie.  “Sorry,” he squeaked 
miserably.  “No hard feelings?” 

“Yeah right Chucky, no hard feelings.  Ha!  I hope you rot Charlie!” 
she scathed and scooping her papers waddled off into a side office and 
slammed the door.   

 
“Okay,” said Evan as they walked to the car, “that went horribly 

wrong.” 
Charlie shrugged sheepishly.  “Who knew she would hold a grudge?” 

he mumbled. 
“Never mind Chucky,” teased Evan.  “She couldn’t help us anyway, 

remember the fire?” 
“Yeah, I suppose.  I still feel horrible though.” 
“You should,” said Evan seriously, turning guidance counselor.  

“Teasing can have a lasting negative impact on children as they get older.” 
“Maybe I should send her flowers,” suggested Charlie.  
“Let it go Chucky.  I suspect she’d just toss them in the garbage.” 
“Yeah, maybe,” muttered Charlie, but resolved to send her some 

anyway.  Maybe even send her chocolates too. 
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As they approached Charlie’s Explorer Evan said, “I didn’t realize 
you were such a softie for hookers?” 

“What?” asked Charlie, confused. 
“Your bumper sticker dude!” said Evan pointing. 
Charlie walked behind his car and groaned.  Whoever was tagging his 

car with bumper stickers had struck again.  He couldn’t help looking around 
the parking lot for a camera, but he knew it must have been put on at his 
apartment and he just hadn’t noticed it until now.  He wondered how long he 
had been driving around with this one.  It read: 

 
If it wasn’t for Politicians,  

How would the Hookers Survive? 
 

It wasn’t quite as bad as the last one, and living in Massachusetts 
tended to jade a person to politicians, so Charlie let it stay for now.  Getting 
in the car, he explained the strange bumper sticker situation to Evan who 
found the whole thing very amusing, never mind the potential damage that 
might be done to his car and the obvious offensive content.   

“I mean, really!  What if I hadn’t noticed that Gay Bathroom Sex with 
a Senator one?  Can you imagine how embarrassing that would be?” 

Evan chuckled.  “Evil bumper sticker genius terrorizes North End 
residents,” cracked Evan spreading his hands out in front of him like an 
editor setting the headline for tomorrow’s edition.  

With a huff Charlie changed the subject, merging into traffic.  “I guess 
this means I’ll never find her,” bemoaned Charlie.  “I suppose it was never a 
real possibility anyway.” 

“I don’t know Charlie,” offered Evan supportively.  “You say she was 
there one day and gone the next, right?” 

“Yeah,” agreed Charlie trying to see where Evan was going with this. 
“Well, what does that tell you?” 
“That she was an imaginary friend,” cracked Charlie trying to make 

light of the situation. 
“No stupid.  She moved.  At least, that’s what I think.” 
“Great!  So now I have to look nation-wide – maybe even worldwide 

– for a girl with an L for a last name, or worse yet, a first name!  No 
problem!” 

“Don’t be such an idiot Chucky,” chided Evan. 
Charlie could tell the Chucky nickname had now found a home with 

Evan.  Thankfully he was only using it when Charlie was being stupid.  He 
detested any derivative of Chuck.  Too much like a verb.  Up-chuck.  Chuck 
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it in the trash.  Chock the tires.  Okay, so that one didn’t count, but still.  
Chucky?  Ugh. 

“We can search the town’s Registry of Deeds for that year.  If she 
moved, her parents sold their house, right?  How many houses do you think 
sold in Wrentham that year? 

In two hours Charlie, walking out of the Registry of Deeds, had his 
answer, twenty-two.  Twenty-two houses were sold that year in Wrentham, 
Massachusetts.   

“This is going to be easier than I thought,” remarked Charlie happily. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Brrrring.  Brrrring.  Brr— 
“<click>Hello?” 
“Yes hello Mr. Levine?” 
“Huh?  Who’s that?  What?” 
“Mr. Levine?  Am I speaking with Mr. Levine?” 
“No, I’m not leavin’.” 
“No, sir, I don’t think you heard me.  I’m looking for Mr. Levine?” 
“I can’t help if your hurt, but I ain’t leavin’.  This is my house!” 
“Frank Levine!  Is Frank Levine there!” 
“Yes, this is Frank.” 
“Oh, thank god.” 
“Huh?” 
“Never mind.  I—” 
“God is kind.” 
“Yes, I suppose so Mr. Levine.” 
“I told you already, I ain’t leavin’.” 
“Nobody is asking you to sir.  I just have a few questions.  Did I catch 

you at a bad time?” 
“It’s three-forty by my watch, but what’s that got to do with God or 

leavin’?” 
“Frank, I need to ask you a question!” 
“As long as it ain’t, ‘when am I leavin’’, cause I already told you, I 

ain’t.” 
“Right.  Okay Frank, I’m trying to get in touch with old school friends 

from Wrentham in the 80’s.” 
“Yeah, weather’s great in Florida, it’s pretty much in the 80’s all the 

time down here.” 
“No, Frank.  School in Wrentham!  I’m trying to find school friends 

from Wrentham in the 80’s!” 
“Well you got the wrong Frank.  I graduated high school in ’55.  Sorry 

I can’t help you now, bye!” 
“No!  No, wait!  Frank!” 
“Huh?” 
“Yeah Frank, I’m not looking for you!” 
“Than why’d you call me?” 
“Well, I’m wondering if you have a daughter around twenty-nine 

years old?” 
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“You’ve been wandering the weather for twenty-nine years all told?  
That don’t make no sense son.  Why would anyone wander outside that long, 
weather be damned?” 

“No.  Arrgghh.  Do you have any children?” 
“Huh?” 
“Children!  Do you have any kids?” 
“Ah, children.  Yep.  I got me a fine handsome son, Frank Jr., and a 

beautiful daughter, Annabelle.” 
“That’s great!  How old—,” 
“Yep, Frank Jr. is a bigwig with that, uh, watchacallit, that Citi Bank 

or Citi Corp, or, I dunno, Citi somethin’ company, down in Connecticut.  
You ever hear o’ them?” 

“Yes sir, I believe I have.  How about Annabelle?” 
“Habitable?  Of course Connecticut is habitable.  You from outer 

space or somethin’?” 
“Annabelle!  What about Annabelle?” 
“Oh, Annabelle.  She’s married, two kids, down Cape Cod way.” 
“Oh...well...that’s, uh, that’s, that’s great.” 
“Huh?” 
“Nothing.  How old is Annabelle?” 
“Why you want to know?” 
“I’m looking for friends from school back in the 80’s, remember?” 
“Oh yeah.  Well...I guess she’s got to be thirty-five now.” 
“Oh.  Well, I’m sorry—,” 
“No, that ain’t right.  She’s got to be turning thirty this year.  Yeah, 

she was a real surprise.  Don’t let anyone tell you those profolactical-
thingamajigs work ‘cause they don’t!  Ah, but what a sweet surprise she 
was, daddy’s little angel she is, and the apple of her mom’s eye.” 

“Really?  She’s going to be thirty?” 
“You got a hearing problem fella?” 
“Grr.  Sorry, I’m just, grr, never mind.  Can I have her address?” 
“Of course not.  You some kind of weirdo?” 
“Uh, no sir.  I just thought you would have her address.” 
“Why would a normal fella wear a dress, red or otherwise?” 
“Heh, sorry sir.  I meant do you have her address?” 
“Of course I do, but I ain’t giving it out to creeps like you!” 
“Er, uh, yeah.  How about a phone number where I can call her?” 
“Ha!  You gonna call her and talk to her on the phone?” 
“Well, uh, yeah, that was the idea.” 
“I don’t think so son.  She’s deaf for cry-eye!  Has been since birth!” 
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“Oof.  Sorry, I guess she isn’t right.” 
“What do you mean she isn’t right?” 
“No.  I mean, she’s not the one.” 
“She’s gone?  Where’d she go?” 
“No sir, this is all a big misunderstanding.” 
“I don’t know where that is.  That on the Cape?” 
“No.  A mistake.  There’s been a mistake.” 
“A mistake?  What kind of mistake?  What’s happened to my 

Annabelle?” 
“No, I mean an accident!” 
“An accident?  Is she all right?” 
“Grr.  She’s fine, I’m sure she’ll live.” 
“She’s fighting to live!  Oh my, what happened?” 
“Ahh!  Oh no.  Uh, Mr. Levine, your daughter’s fine!” 
“Well—you—little—punk!  I ought to kick your ass for putting—,” 
“Grrrrah—<click>!” 
 
“That didn’t sound too promising,” commented Evan. 
“Grrr.  Call me a punk will he,” mumbled Charlie, then, “grr ah, this 

hasn’t been easy.” 
“That was the last one?” 
“Unfortunately.” 
“Well, you got two meetings set up, right?” added Evan with a 

chuckle. 
“Yeah, but obviously only one can be right, if that.   And I’m just not 

sure about either of them.  Especially Laura,” said an exasperated Charlie. 
“Why?” asked a still chuckling Evan? 
Charlie shot him a glare.  “You know why!  The woman sounded like 

she was sixty for Pete’s sake!” 
“Peoples’ voices sound different over the phone,” offered Evan 

weakly. 
“No.  No way,” retorted Charlie emphatically.  “No way is she thirty.  

Well, maybe if she smoked four packs a day since she was ten!  If she didn’t 
remember the name of the other second grade teacher, Mrs. Bell, I would 
never believe she was my age.  Maybe she’s the mother of a student?  Oh 
no.  I hope not.” 

“Well, there’s still Lisa.  She sounded...promising, right?” asked Evan 
who was now openly laughing. 
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“It’s not funny,” said Charlie in a lame attempt to shut Evan up.  
Unfortunately, Lisa did sound...promising.  “She did have a nice voice 
though, didn’t she?” 

“Hah, I knew it!  Even if she isn’t the one, she certainly sounds...fun!” 
Lisa had one of those killer phone voices; the perfect tone, the hint of 

a whisper that brought to mind full lips and a sexy smile, just the right 
amount of pause with an alluring ‘mmm’ or an inviting ‘ohhh’ while 
considering her answers.  In short, the perfect phone sex voice.  Or 
telemarketing voice.  Charlie would buy anything from a woman who 
sounded like that.   

Except, Charlie and Evan had already gone over that one.  It was all 
Charlie could think about for an hour after he hung up the phone.  That is, 
until they saw a picture.  Charlie had emailed her a photo first, and she sent 
him a link to her Facebook page.   

“According to you though, she’ll have a different voice in person!” 
accused Charlie playfully, “not a different face!” 

“Hey, you can’t tell a person’s looks from their voice!  It’s not my 
fault she looks like Prince Charming instead of Sleeping Beauty.  Hey, 
maybe she’s like Moe from The Simpsons, you know, just can’t seem to take 
a good picture,” teased Evan. 

“I wish,” he bemoaned.  It wasn’t that she was ugly, per se.  She 
simply wasn’t very...feminine.  “And if it wasn’t for her voice I wouldn’t 
have set up a meeting.  And I’m only going to meet her to rule her out for 
sure.  It was pretty clear that even she didn’t think she was the one,” said 
Charlie.  He was beginning to think if he started dialing random women and 
giving them this line, more than half would agree to meet with him, just for 
kicks.  It must be the romantic side of women, he mused.  There were eleven 
women from the list close enough to Charlie’s age.  Out of eleven, nine were 
single, a startling number, but a number he could manage too.  Selfishly, of 
course, he believed that that gave him better odds of finding his girl.  Of the 
nine, not a single one failed to offer to meet with him anyway; even after it 
became apparent that she wasn’t the specific girl for whom he was 
searching.  Two boldly told him to call back whether he found her or not.  

“Well, I’m going to find out this weekend which, if either, is the right 
one.  Lunch on Saturday and again on Sunday,” said a glum Charlie. 

“Cheer up Charlie.  You should be excited!” offered Evan with all the 
phony exuberance a best friend could muster. 

“Yeah, I suppose so,” moped Charlie. 
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Chapter 7 
 

It was time, Rose thought, for the ghastly blind date.  All day Rose 
had been dithering about, anticipating this moment on tenterhooks of dread.  
Saturday night, seven sharp.  He should be arriving any second, and of 
course she wasn’t ready.  Her doorbell rang and she jumped nervously, 
nearly applying mascara across her forehead.  Oh, he was punctual, she 
thought, and allowed an uneasy groan to slip through her new raspberry red 
lips – compliments of Dior.   

She fretted uselessly.  Nobody’s punctual on a blind date, right?  Five 
to fifteen minutes late is the earliest you show up.  The latest would be forty-
five minutes accompanied by the excuse that your friend the matchmaker 
told you it was a half hour later.   

Punctual was bad, and she could feel it in her bones now that 
something horrible awaited her this evening.  He might as well be early.  
Early was really bad, but really, there wasn’t much difference between being 
punctual and being early when it comes to blind dating.  You don’t want to 
seem desperate, right?  You’re supposed to nonchalantly show up late like it 
doesn’t make a difference, even if you were ready to go a half hour early.  
Even if you were so excited you couldn’t sleep the entire week leading up to 
the date.  You – don’t – come – on – time.   

Arriving early tells the other person you are way to excited to be 
going on a date, which in the case of a blind date is the same thing as saying, 
you are way to happy to be going on any kind of date, which is, of course, 
the same thing as saying, you are so pathetic that your friend’s cousin’s 
cousin – regardless of looks – is the best option you’ve had in the last twelve 
to eighteen months, maybe longer.   

Tossing the mascara on the counter Rose ran to the door and hit the 
intercom button.  “Yes,” she said, trying not to sound rushed. 

“Hello, Rose?” chirped the speaker. 
“Yes,” replied Rose, nervous and extremely unsure what to say.   
“This is Lance,” he said, continuing the brilliant conversation that 

threatened to overwhelm them both with desire.   
“Yes, I figured that was you.”  She pressed the buzzer and intercom 

buttons together and said, “Come on up Lance, I’m almost ready.  Third 
floor,” she added and then dashed back into the bathroom to check her self 
over one last time. 

Despite her misgivings about men, and dates, and blind dates, and this 
blind date with Lance especially, Rose found herself tweaking out a little.  
She was nervous, she had to admit, but she wished she knew why.  Or more 
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specifically, if the why was because of that sense of impending doom that 
loomed over her all week had finally arrived, or if it was because she 
actually thought Lance was cute and she might just be surprised tonight and 
find out there’s nothing freakish about him? 

She smoothed the front of her black fitted blouse, checked the 
scooped neckline and wondered if it was too low, teased her hair in the front 
and checked the back to make sure the bobby pin was holding her peacock 
twist nicely, took a deep breath, and smiled.  When she heard the door knock 
she called, “Just a minute,” and checked her teeth for raspberry red.  She 
took a long look at herself in the mirror.  Everything looked fine.  She 
looked fine.  She looked really good, she thought, turning to check out her 
butt in her sexy hip-hugger, bell-bottom jeans.  She stepped into her two-
inch pumps and with one last deep breath she called, “I’m coming,” and 
ambled casually over to the door.  She didn’t want to appear desperate.  She 
paused again, hand on the doorknob, and took another deep breath.  
Curiosity got the best of her and she peeked through the peephole.  Before 
her stood Lance, casually staring around the landing outside her door, now 
looking up, now looking down.  Patiently waiting for her to open the door.  
Well, she thought with a smile, from the waist up anyway he doesn’t look 
deformed.  He was even cuter in person.  One last tease to her hair and she 
turned the knob, opened the door with a smile, and said “Hello Lance, nice 
to...see...you.” 

One more word would have been impossible.  One syllable of one 
more word could never have rolled across her raspberry reds.  If her 
apartment building were ablaze she would not have been able to yell “fire”.  
If Lance didn’t immediately begin talking and artfully keep the conversation 
going until they arrived at the restaurant, she was certain they would never 
have left her doorstep.  She could not take her eyes off Lance, who for some 
reason was standing on a step or a stool or something?  When she opened the 
door there he was smiling away, like some kind of living statue on his own 
raised dais.   

“It’s very nice to meet you Rose,” he said politely and with just the 
right amount of sincerity, not overdoing it.  To which of course Rose 
responded with a vague nod of her head while she tried to close her mouth, 
which for some reason had decided to suddenly go slack, preventing her 
from supplying a more traditional response. 

He held out a hand, which Rose somehow clasped while not feeling 
her arm move or her fingers flex.  Suddenly she had gone numb and was 
certain he just shook hands with a dead fish.  “It’s so nice to finally meet 
you,” he said again and politely looked past her into her apartment. 
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She mumbled, “You too,” and his wandering eyes snapped her back to 
some sense of normalcy.  “Come in,” she muttered, embarrassed, wondering 
if he picked up on her shock.  “I’ll be just another minute.  One more fluff, 
puff, er, you know,” she clumsily offered and spun toward the bathroom, but 
not before she witnessed him step off his stool, reach down and neatly fold it 
up to carry it inside with him.  She darted to the bathroom and closing the 
door sat down for a minute on the edge of the tub to collect her thoughts. 

She stood and in a stunned whisper argued with her self in the mirror.  
“What on earth did I just see?  Did he just bring a stool to stand on while 
waiting for me to open the door?  No.  No.  No.  I couldn’t have seen what I 
think I saw.  It’s impossible.  I must be dreaming.  But...he bent down and 
picked it up and brought it inside with him.”  Her thoughts continued racing 
out loud.  “Why a stool?  No, that’s silly.  I know why, but what I don’t 
know is why?  He’s short of course. What, about five feet tall, right?  That’s 
only eight inches smaller than me.  Right.  So he’s short.  But does that mean 
you bring a stool everywhere so people think you’re taller?  Doesn’t he 
know that I can see the stool?  Does he really think I’m not going to notice?  
Oh my god!  Am I going to have to go the whole night pretending I didn’t 
see that?  Ah!” 

“Nice place you have,” called Lance from the living room.   
She took a deep, calming breath and squealed, “Thanks!  I’ll be out 

shortly!  Ah, er, I mean I’ll be out in a minute!”  To her self she said, “Fool!  
What did you say that for?” 

It took her close to three minutes to calm down enough to go out and 
face Lance.  That didn’t mean she was completely calm, just calm enough to 
get over her initial shock.  She slipped out of her two-inch heels and darting 
into the bedroom across the hall she found a pair of open-toed flats that 
weren’t exactly beautiful, but considering the circumstances, necessary.  
Putting them on along with her best smile that she hoped didn’t appear 
forced she came out of the bedroom and into her living room.   

Lance was sitting on the couch.  He looked normal enough, cute even, 
but there on the floor next to his left leg was the folding stool, leaning 
against her couch.  He must have seen her eyes dart toward it, for he said, 
“Oh this?  Its just a stool, I hope you don’t think I’m crazy, but I read that 
ninety-five percent of all successful relationships are determined in the first 
few minutes and first impressions have more of an impact on how people see 
each other moving forward.”  

She smiled, and tried to say something witty but all that came out was, 
“Yeah, big impact,” and wanted to kick her self immediately.  He certainly 
made quite the first impression.  Wow. 
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“Sooo, you ready to go?” he asked, still smiling.   
He really did have a nice smile, she thought.  “Yeah.  Yeah let’s go,” 

she said gaining a little confidence.  So what?  He was short, that’s all. 
He was double parked out front, and Rose would have felt terrible if 

he had got a ticket, but luckily his windshield was clear.  “Nice car,” she 
said, and meant it, but she had to bite her lip to keep from laughing.  He 
drove a BMW M6 convertible and it really was nice.  It was a unique color 
too.  It sort of looked like polished bronze.  Very nice, but all she could think 
about was what they say about BMW owners.  Of course, they weren’t 
talking height were they?  He was a gentleman too, and opened her car door 
for her and waited until she was settled before gently closing her in.  He 
skipped around the car and on his way dumped the stool in the trunk – 
thankfully – jumped in and sped off. 

He had the restaurant all picked out; Morton’s, which was nice she 
had heard, though she’d never been before.  They pulled up out front and the 
valet attendants swept open their doors and ushered them to the curb all 
smiles.  Lance tipped the valet and said, “Take good care of her,” to which 
the valet replied, “No problem sport,” which, for some reason Rose couldn’t 
quite understand, rankled Lance because he scowled at the man as he drove 
slowly away from the curb. 

To his credit, she supposed though still confused as to why he seemed 
angered, he quickly forgot about the valet and took Rose’s arm with a smile 
and escorted her into the restaurant.  She realized then that he might actually 
be less than five feet tall, but squashed that image from her mind.  She 
looked about the dimly lit and tastefully decorated foyer and found herself 
feeling a little self conscious about her clothing.  It appeared that most of the 
men were in suits and the women were dressed to match, perhaps out for a 
night of dinner and a show at the Omni or similar venue, and she felt a little 
underdone in her jeans and casual top.  She looked again at Lance and 
finally noticed him.  He was dressed in black chinos with a blue Oxford 
button down under a black blazer with flashy bronze buttons and a matching 
bronze kerchief artfully poking from his breast pocket.  On his feet was a 
pair of expensive looking shoes with a shine you could see your reflection 
in.  They say you can tell a man by his shoes, though for the life of Rose she 
didn’t know who “they” were, but if “they” were right Lance was one hell of 
a man.  Just not a hell of a lot of man.  He had black hair, cut just above the 
shoulder, thick and full with just a little wave in it, tastefully styled back 
with just the right amount of gel or spray so it didn’t look slick.  He was a 
well-proportioned man too, although that observation had to be taken quite 
literally and in its most myopic sense.  You could not say that he had a great 
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body because at less than five feet tall he wouldn’t be mistaken for a model 
in a crowded room.  More likely he would be overlooked in such a room, 
going unseen altogether.  But he did work out, or at least exercised enough 
to stay fit because he had a solid build; chest out just a little, waist in just 
enough, pants filling out the thighs and butt in good measure.  He was 
proportionate and if you looked at him standing by himself he was 
handsome, provided he wasn’t juxtaposed with something or someone that 
provided contrasting dimension.  In that case he was reduced to cute, like a 
kitten is cute.  But once grown the mature cat trades cute for a majestic 
royalty that it flaunts with pride, whereas Lance, when seen as a mature 
adult cannot surpass cute and any attempt at pride – at least this evening – 
and he appeared to come off as a simple spoiled brat.  Cute, but spoiled.   

Still, thought Rose, cute can’t be all bad. 
They waited a few minutes while several parties put their names in 

ahead of them.  There were a few settees in the waiting area, artfully placed 
among end tables adorned with robust flower arrangements and potted 
miniature trees providing a modicum of privacy, making the most of the 
limited space.  Most were occupied on this busy Saturday evening and the 
quiet cacophony of a crowded lounge wafted through the doorway to the left 
while the more subdued sounds of dining carried through from the door to 
the right.  As for the kitchen, not a sound could be heard.   

When Lance arrived at the maitre de’s podium he politely asked for a 
table for two. 

Leaning forward and looking down the bridge of his nose at Lance he 
replied smarmily with all the unctuousness that accompanies the classless 
rich, or in this case the men who deal with them, “Yes, um, we are quite 
busy this evening young sir.  It will be at least an hour before a table can be 
found for you and your miss.” 

Rose noticed the subtle effect the maitre de was having on Lance, in 
particular his choice of words.  Exacerbating his poor wording was the 
obvious fact that he must be around the same age as Lance and she, and 
thought this a very inauspicious start to their dining experience.  It would get 
worse, but Lance, like a good soldier fought on.  He looked a question at 
Rose who immediately nodded her head, though in all honesty she could not 
say what the question was meant to be.  She hoped it was the equivalent of 
‘You want to go somewhere else?’ because she was starving.   

She was wrong and her stomach grumbled its disappointment.   
“We can wait,” Lance said curtly to the maitre de. 
“And the name please,” requested the maitre de, the perfect picture of 

propriety. 
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“Procer,” said Lance.  “Lance Procer.” 
“Very well, ahem, Mr. Procer.  Why don’t you make yourself 

comfortable here and I will call you when your table is ready,” said the 
maitre de waving his arm in a mutual offer and dismissal, and looked past 
Lance to the couple behind. 

“Excuse me sir,” interrupted Lance in an icy, bordering on aggressive, 
tone, who refused to be waved aside like some annoying fly, “but is there a 
reason we can’t enjoy the lounge?” 

“Oh no,” groaned Rose under her breath. 
The maitre de was not easily put off his game.  He turned his oily 

smile back to Lance and said; “The lounge is quite full at the moment and I 
thought, the young man,” and maybe it was a figment of her imagination, 
but his words seemed to stress and crawl all at once, nearly bogging down 
over those two simple words, “and his lady friend would prefer the comfort 
and privacy of a divan over the more claustrophobic and august lounge.”   

“Really?” said Lance raising his voice.  “Are you sure it isn’t because 
you assume I’m not august enough to enter the lounge?” he hissed angrily. 

“Oh Lance,” interjected Rose, “I don’t—,” 
“Well, if you would like to wait in the lounge it is that way,” said the 

maitre de smoothly and waved his hand in dismissal once more. 
Lance stood there staring at the maitre de, waiting for eye contact, 

practically daring the man to say something more, but to his credit he 
continued interviewing new arrivals without another thought for Lance. 

“Come on Lance,” urged Rose quietly tugging on his elbow until he 
looked away and followed her.  Phew, she thought, that was nearly a very 
ugly scene, and she couldn’t help but wonder if Lance was always so 
sensitive or was it simply because he was with a “lady friend” that caused 
him to be so thin-skinned.  Or worse yet, perhaps Lance was toning it down 
for her sake. 

Lance shrugged once, adjusting his blazer in obvious irritation, and 
then they walked into the lounge.  There were several foursomes of high-
backed cushioned chairs surrounding low glass coffee tables, happy quartets 
chattering away over martinis and scotches and the occasional imported beer 
while awaiting their turn at the dining room.  The bar itself was a deep 
brown mahogany that stood about five feet high with tall, silver framed, 
padded spinner chairs, occupying the entire left-hand side of the room.  The 
right-hand wall was a replica of the left, with a mirror on the wall in place of 
another serviceable bar.  The maitre de was right, the lounge was full.  A 
quick scan revealed only two available seats, one at the real bar on the left 
and one opposite, on the faux bar to the right.  Rose took a step to her right 
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at the same time as Lance moved left and they both paused awkwardly, 
trying to figure their next move.  Rose stepped left and Lance stepped right 
simultaneously, bringing them back to their original position upon entering 
the lounge.  They both laughed, and Rose was grateful for the tension 
breaker.  She smiled and gently urged him to the real bar. 

He approached first and pulling the stool out he patted the seat gently 
and said, “Please, have a seat.” 

Rose had to fight down a hysterical laugh as it seemed the world and 
all its objects had suddenly grown larger.  She had a brief dizzying sensation 
that she had entered Swift’s magical world of Brobdingnag, where she was 
Glumdalclitch and Lance her cute little Grildrig.  She smiled, graciously she 
hoped, and climbed into the seat.  And she had to climb because like so 
many bar stools, these were designed to allow a person to rest their elbows 
on the bar while sitting.  It might have been Rose’s imagination, or maybe 
simply Lance’s contrasting presence, but this bar seemed on the higher side 
so the stools in their turn seemed taller too.  The end result was an 
unfortunate increase in height for Rose, leaving an already hypersensitive 
Lance to crane his neck to look her in the eyes.  She did her best to smile and 
ignore this new dynamic, but it was nearly impossible once they started 
talking. 

“So, you’ve never been to a Morton’s before?” asked Lance 
conversationally. 

In the noisy lounge she had to lean down to hear him and became 
frightfully aware of her swooping neckline.  Why was it, that she never 
seemed to pick the right outfit, she thought morosely?  Yet Lance proved to 
be the perfect gentleman, neither letting his eyes stray south of her chin no 
matter how high he must crane his neck, nor making an obvious remark in 
an attempt to be flirty. 

“No, but I guess they have some good steaks,” she replied, though 
with the quiet cacophony of the room she thought it best to lean down to 
speak into his ear.  She hoped he didn’t start talking about steaks.  She 
already emptied her reservoir of knowledge on that topic.  Fortunately Lance 
was preoccupied with trying to get the bartender’s attention, and only 
mumbled, “Mmm,” distractedly.   

He wasn’t having much success.  First off, this apparently gigantic bar 
transported from his majesty’s court in Lorbrulgrud would have come up to 
Rose’s chest had she been standing.  For Lance, it came up to his chin, 
which in Rose’s opinion made him look like he was hiding.  She stifled a 
giggle at the thought and deftly caught the eye of one bartender.  When he 
came over and asked her what she wanted she demurred with a nod to Lance 
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who slightly startled the bartender, like realizing suddenly that someone 
stood just outside your peripheral vision and you weren’t quite certain how 
long they were there.     

“What can I get you?” asked the bartender, a tall, older gentleman in a 
white tuxedo shirt and bow tie, his costume ruined by the plain white apron, 
folded and tied around his waist. 

“I’ll have a Jack and Coke, and...” he paused with a look to Rose 
which drew the bartender’s gaze back to her. 

She smiled politely and said, “I’ll have a Cosmo.” 
The bartender returned her smile and repeated, “One Cosmo and one 

Jack and Coke.”  Then he turned to Lance and asked, “Can I just see your 
ID?” 

Rose’s sharp intake of breath was drowned out by the general din of 
the room, but Lance’s retort was loud enough to make the people on either 
side of them glance over their shoulders.   

“You think I’m not old enough to drink?” he accused.  His face started 
to redden, not in embarrassment Rose was sure, but in anger.   

The bartender, in a failed attempt to disguise his faux pas, turned to 
Rose too and asked, “Yours too miss,” but he was a fraction too late. 

“How old do you think I am?” asked Lance full of irate paranoia. 
Rose could see the bartender realized he upset his customer and this 

was a nice place so it appeared he wanted to make amends.  He said, “When 
you get to be my age, anyone under forty looks twenty,” and then laughed, 
hoping to draw a laugh from Lance. 

Lance glared stone-faced.   
Rose did her part and laughed, though she was nervous and it came 

out in a sort of forced bark that wasn’t very convincing.  It convinced the 
bartender that he was in deeper trouble than he original suspected though. 

“Look sir, just let me take a quick peek and—,”  
Lance rudely cut him off.  “No.” 
“Sir, I need—,” 
“No.  I won’t.” 
“Then I’m sorry, but I can’t serve you alcohol,” he said with a shake 

of his head.  Rose could see he felt bad, but since he had already asked for 
the ID he couldn’t very well take it back.  She thought he was afraid to 
compromise some sort of bartender code of ethics.  “Can I get you 
something else?  A coke, water?”  Lance shook his head so he turned to 
Rose, “and you wanted a Cosmo, right?  How about that ID?” 

Lance touched Rose’s arm lightly as she dug in her purse for her ID.  
She very nearly shrugged him off and went for it anyway, but she looked up 
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at him first and saw his pained expression.  However misplaced his anger 
was this evening Lance had obviously struggled all his life with his height 
issue, and without a doubt had gone through his share of tribulation and 
embarrassment as a result.  There at the bar, looking into his eyes she could 
see the pain he endured, almost heard the jibes and insults, and she new that 
if she went for the ID now she would somehow cross over from potential 
friend, maybe potential lover, to definite antagonist and join the long list of 
those who wronged Lance in the past.  As much as she wanted that Cosmo, 
she just couldn’t bring herself to knowingly hurt him.   

She smiled and turned to the bartender and said, “No thanks, I’m 
fine.” 

The bartender shrugged and walked away and Rose could see the 
tension visibly drain from Lance and his whole posture relaxed. 

After an hour of uncomfortable moments of silence separated by 
awkward bits of conversation, they finally reached their table and Rose was 
parched.  She mentally refused to settle for water and immediately put her 
plan for alcohol into effect when the waitress showed up. 

“Can I please see your wine list?” she asked pleasantly. 
The waitress smiled and handed a hardcover billfold emblazoned with 

the words “Wine List” in gold leaf lettering.  She also left a menu for each 
and said pleasantly, “I’ll be back in just a minute with some water and to 
take your wine order.  We have a special today on the Petite Noir that is 
fabulous.  My name is Tanya.  Don’t hesitate to ask if you need anything.” 

Rose smiled, but spied Lance struggling not to frown.  Thinking 
Lance wasn’t much of a wine drinker she asked, “What’s wrong?  You don’t 
like wine?  I’m sorry, I thought it would be nice to get a bottle, but if you 
don’t like wine we don’t have to.” 

Lance shrugged and then managed a smile, if a bit forced, and said, 
“No, no, that’s okay.  I like wine just fine.” 

“Then what?” asked Rose curious, but cautious too, sensing the 
delicate balance in Lance and leery of upsetting it. 

“Do you really think she needed to tell me about the Petite Noir?” he 
asked, his emphasis on petite spoke volumes. 

Rose nearly gaped at him.  She wanted to laugh, but knew without 
doubt that that would be met by anger and would ruin any chance of a 
pleasant dinner.  She wanted to scold him too, for thinking that every 
comment was a direct attack on his “shortness”, but knew too that this would 
be met by a paranoid anger that would ruin any chance to enjoy the evening.   

Instead she opened the wine list and turned it to him saying, “See?  
No sale menu.  I’m sure she mentions it to everyone, just like dinner 
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specials, you know?” and held her breath until he nodded and smiled 
sheepishly. 

“I’m sorry Rose,” he said sincerely apologetic.  “You must think I’m a 
nut.” 

“No,” she replied, smiling sympathetically.  “It was the bartender,” 
she said, offering him a life line.  “He got you going in the first place and so 
it’s only natural that you would be a little sensitive with the waitress.  But 
she’s not the bartender,” stressed Rose and reached across the table to 
reassuringly grip and pat his forearm.  He warmed to the gesture and smiled 
broadly now, without hesitation or suspicion.   

Just the same Rose ordered a cabernet. 
After their wine was poured the waitress asked for their order. 
“I’ll have the eight ounce filet,” said Rose, licking her lips for 

emphasis, “with mashed potatoes and creamed spinach, no salad or soup.”  
The waitress smiled as she jotted down the order and then turned to 

Lance. 
“I’ll have the sirloin,” he said, “with mashed potatoes and asparagus, 

and no soup or salad for me either,” he added with a conspiratorial smile for 
Rose. 

“You want the small sirloin, right?” asked the waitress, and just like 
that she had lit the fuse of Lance’s jumbo-sized petite paranoia and off he 
went. 

Angrily he said, “Of course not.  I want the sixteen ounce.”   
There were three sirloins, eight, twelve, and sixteen ounces.  Tanya, 

bless her heart, didn’t pick up Lance’s tone.  She said, “You sure?  That’s an 
awfully tall order?  The small sirloin usually weighs in around twelve 
ounces, even though it says eight.  But that sixteen looks more like twenty 
ounces and practically hangs off the plate!” 

Lance wanted to be angry with Tanya, but after a few moments 
glaring he realized she was blissfully ignorant of her insult.  Like flipping a 
switch he smiled and said, “That’s what I’m talking about,” with 
conspicuously false bravado, and added, “Give me a man’s size portion of 
meat!” while beating his chest like some kind of ape. 

Rose was too happy things didn’t spiral out of control to get freaked 
out by his weird caveman style demand.  She did, however, chuckle, but 
immediately regretted it as Lance gave her a suspicious stare that she 
pretended not to see. 

They ate dinner in relative silence.  For some reason – she hoped it 
wasn’t because she laughed at him – Lance had gotten really quiet, turned 
inward in a severely introverted way.  Lance’s steak turned out to be huge 
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and really did hang off the plate.  She commented on that too, but regretted 
saying that the waitress was right, and finally resigned herself to a meal 
eaten in strained silence. 

After clearing their plates, the waitress asked, “How about desert?” 
and then to Lance, “Though you probably couldn’t eat another bite after that 
steak, huh?” 

Lance had eaten every last bite of that humungous side of beef.  Rose 
was sure he was only trying to make a point.  She was also sure that he had 
eaten himself sick.  He rubbed his belly and sat awkwardly in his chair, 
leaning back a little and in obvious discomfort.   

But by now Rose was getting miffed with his attitude, so she asked 
the waitress, “What do you have?” 

“The triple chocolate layer cake is to die for,” she said rolling her eyes 
in feigned ecstasy, “and the blueberry cheesecake is always good, but the 
special today is strawberry shortcake and its sooo good and really light.  
You’ll really appreciate it.”  She winked at Lance to emphasize her last 
comment, which immediately relit his fuse. 

“Short-cake!” he sneered. 
This time Tanya picked up his mood.  “I’m, I’m sorry, I just thought 

that after that huge steak—,” 
“You know, I’ve had just about enough of this,” started Lance loudly 

and Rose knew he was going to blow.  She tried to interrupt him, but he rode 
right over her.  “All night I’ve put up with the smarmy innuendos, blatant 
disrespect, and the outright rude attitudes from the entire staff!  And all night 
long, I’ve taken the high road!  Well, no more!  I refuse to be the butt of 
your classless jokes!  I refuse to sit still for your abuse any longer!  I’m done 
acting the bigger man!  I demand—,”  

Rose couldn’t quite stifle her laugh and he stopped and shot her a 
glare that should have burned a hole right between her eyes and out the back 
of her skull.  She couldn’t help it though, her patience was used up.   

“I demand,” he continued, and stood up, burning with an acid glare 
that now included her as well, “that you both apologize.  Otherwise I am 
leaving immediately and without paying and without looking back!”   

He was serious, Rose could tell, and “without looking back” was a not 
so veiled threat to leave her to make her own way home.  Unfortunately for 
him, or maybe fortunately for her, she was tired of his bluster and the chip 
on his shoulder the size of the Grand Canyon that made him so annoying.  
She touched her chest in mock surprise and asked, “Apologize?  Why, what 
for?” 

“You know what for,” he said. 
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The waitress inadvertently believed that this was now a personal 
matter, backed off and ran for the kitchen.  He shot her a glare and muttered 
under his breath, but turned an expecting gaze back to Rose.  “You laughed 
at me,” he stated, his fists quivering at his side. 

She smiled sweetly and said, “I thought it was funny, and I don’t see 
what the fuss is all about.”  Although she didn’t say so, she was feeling a 
little remorse at laughing, but found it extremely difficult to admit it to a 
man who took everything way too seriously, despite what his past personal 
experiences might have been.  She was tired of being on edge all night, 
worried about his fragile ego.   

He waited, his gaze changing from one of anger to simple expectation, 
and finally to worried pleading, but ironically his pride was bigger – much 
bigger – than his desire for peaceful resolution.  He said, “I guess this is 
good night Rose,” and turned and walked away as promised, without a look 
back. 

The waitress came back and seeing him gone asked worriedly, “He 
didn’t leave did he?  Oh my gosh, I’m so sorry!  I thought he was just 
kidding.” 

“Don’t worry about it,” replied a frustrated Rose.  Frustrated with the 
evening, with Lance, with her entire love life even, but not with the waitress, 
so she refused to let any of it affect her.  Instead she asked, “Can I have the 
triple chocolate cake?” 
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Chapter 8 
 

Saturday came quickly.  Charlie met Lisa of the sexy voice at the 
Cheesecake Factory for lunch.  If nothing else, he figured he’d have a good 
lunch.  He arrived late – on purpose – and she was waiting for him. 

“I’ve been here for nearly thirty minutes,” she explained breathily, 
“and almost left, but decided I’d give you another five minutes, just in case 
of traffic.”   

Charlie had to admit, she had a fantastic voice in person too.  If he 
closed his eyes he would swear he was having lunch with a supermodel.  If 
he were ever to lose his eyesight this would be the girl he would call.  He 
was surprised to find her attractive from the neck down too, though in 
retrospect he was unsure as to why.  She had a great body, ample cleavage 
displayed through a black off the shoulder tee that hugged her trim belly.  
She had long, sexy legs that sprouted from delicate ankles and ended in 
khaki shorts that were just small enough to add length to the leg while short 
enough to make you appreciate the rest of her figure.  Honestly, if the lights 
were out he wouldn’t care about her face, but with the lights on? 

She had black hair that was cut just at the shoulder and worn straight 
and plain and was no help at all.  No fancy bangs, no stylish braids or pins or 
clips, just tucked behind the ears and straight.  It framed her square face 
perfectly, accentuating a wide forehead dominated by eyebrows that were an 
eighth of an inch shy of being a uni-brow.  It made Charlie wince every time 
he tried to make eye contact.  But where else could he look?  Beneath the 
almost uni-brow was a pair of brown eyes set just a hair too far apart and 
otherwise altogether unremarkable even if the uni-brow didn’t draw one’s 
attention away.  Moving down her face her nose was flat and broad like her 
forehead, and with a slight bump on the bridge that made it look like it 
belonged on a heavy weight prizefighter.  Beneath the nose was the mouth, 
perhaps her best facial feature and the one area he decided to focus on when 
not closing his eyes and day dreaming about Giselle Bundchen.  Tom Brady 
was a lucky guy.  Yet still it was rather plain; thin lips that were a pale pink 
without any lipstick and unlike the spreading forehead, eyes and nose, her 
mouth was abnormally narrow in width.  This really made her square jaw 
stand out.  That and the cleft on her chin, which looked good on Tom Brady 
but not so much on Lisa.   

Oh, but when she talked, he pined silently and for the hundredth time, 
with eyes closed.  For that reason only, he thought at first, the lunch lasted 
over two hours.  Toward the end of lunch he began to realize she was an 
interesting woman, and actually considered asking her out again.  That is, 
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until he opened his eyes.  Then all he could think about was kissing Jay 
Leno.  And that could kill a buzz like nothing else. 

“You know,” she said shyly after the waitress brought them dessert, 
cheesecake of course, “I’m actually happy that I came today.  You may not 
think so, but I don’t really date much,” she demurred. 

“You?  Nooo,” he replied, trying to look stunned.  “I would never 
believe it.” 

“Really, I don’t, and not because I don’t get asked either,” she 
qualified, “because I get asked out all the time.  Its just, well, I can’t seem to, 
well, most of the time I don’t seem to get, aahh.  All my dates end early!” 
she declared in embarrassment and to her credit added, “It’s because of my 
chin,” and looked down in embarrassment. 

“No!” Charlie said with all the credulity he could muster.  He thought 
it was desperately lacking so he added another, “No!” for good measure. 

It must have worked because she said, “That’s just it,” and her 
enthusiasm buoyed noticeably.  “You haven’t said anything about my, my 
looks.  And we’ve been talking for over two hours and you actually sound 
like you’re enjoying my company!  I think you actually flirted with me a 
couple of times, though I couldn’t be certain cause your eyes were closed, 
but don’t deny it!  And honestly Charlie, this is the first time in ten years that 
I made it through dessert on a date!” 

“Oh, well this isn’t really a date you know,” Charlie politely 
protested.  “At least, not yet,” he added when her eyes reflected all the 
sadness and disappointment of an unfulfilled dating life.  He was shocked by 
a sudden wave of empathy.  Perhaps there wasn’t so much different between 
her situation and his.  When he spoke again he spoke tenderly.  “What I 
mean is, I’m trying to – like I explained on the phone – I’m trying to find a 
girl from grade school.” 

Lisa smiled hopefully and said, “Yes, I remember.  You said you had 
something to show me and that if I recognized it that I would be the one, 
right?” 

Charlie nodded and reached into his pants pocket for the little plastic 
ring he treasured for so long.  When his hand closed around it he felt all the 
sadness and un-fulfillment of his own dating life and suddenly felt closer to 
Lisa than he ever thought possible.  Like they shared a similar history, or 
rather, a similar fate.  Brought about by drastically different circumstances, 
sure, but the end result was the same; they were both unable to connect with 
other people and as a result were unhappy and lonely.  And in the end, being 
unhappy and lonely it didn’t matter why, just that you were, and that you 
didn’t want to be unhappy and lonely anymore.   
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As he brought out the ring he was acutely aware of how nervous he 
was, and why.  He was surprised to comprehend that if she recognized the 
ring, part of him would be happy because he realized he enjoyed their lunch.  
She was an intelligent, caring, sensitive woman who had opinions she was 
not only willing to share, but also willing to stand up and argue for with a 
passion that spoke to her well-formed conscience and sturdy convictions.  
She had a beautiful body and an absolutely wonderful voice, and he started 
to scare himself by wondering how he might overcome her face.  He was 
terrified she might be the one, and with a shaky hand he opened his palm to 
let her examine the ring. 

She gingerly picked it up and turned it over in a surprisingly delicate 
hand that trembled slightly.  He could tell right away she didn’t recognize it, 
but he stifled a sigh and kept his face expressionless.  She stared at it for a 
long time, trying it on, turning it over, and closing her eyes in thought.  
Although he was uncertain why, Charlie remained silent throughout this 
weird Cinderella charade, perhaps out of a sort of respect, that through her 
candor over lunch she had earned the right to try.  Once more to her credit 
she opened her eyes and sighed, a delightful release of air from her chest that 
reminded Charlie of a summer breeze whispering off a calm lake, full of 
warmth and life. 

“As much as I want this to be familiar Charlie, I can’t say it is,” 
admitted Lisa, unable to hide the disappointment in her Picassoan face.  
“I’ve never seen it before Charlie.  I thought about lying – for an instant – 
you might be worth the lie Charlie.” She paused, then, “But in the end I 
couldn’t.” 

She handed it back and Charlie nodded, “Thank you.” 
There were a few moments of uncomfortable silence that fortunately 

was broken by the well-timed arrival of the waitress with the check.  Lisa 
offered to pay half, but Charlie wouldn’t hear it.  While they waited for his 
credit card to be run the silence once again stretched awkwardly and Charlie 
felt like something must be said. 

“You know, I enjoyed lunch and I’m glad I met you.  And I wouldn’t 
have been disappointed if it was you,” he added and was surprised at how 
sincere he sounded. 

His sincerity made her smile warmly.  “Thank you Charlie.”  He could 
see the tears welling up in her eyes and deliberately looked away to allow 
her a chance to pull herself together.  “I should go,” she said after a few 
seconds, and stood up. 

Charlie stood up and gave her a friendly, yet lingering hug.  Finally, 
she patted him on the back and as she left she said, “You have my number 
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Charlie.  You should give me a call if your search doesn’t work out the way 
you hope.  But I hope it does Charlie, I really do.  Everyone deserves true 
love.”  And then she was gone. 

Charlie sat back down, slightly raddled.  In a strange way he felt like 
he and Lisa just broke up and he wondered if he didn’t just make a huge 
mistake. 

 
Sunday followed Saturday, like it always did, and Charlie danced with 

fate, like he always did, and he lost, like he always did.  Charlie met Laura 
of the husky voice at The Berkeley Grill in Wellesley.  While Lisa had 
moved to Quincy and came to the city often, Laura still lived in Wrentham 
and said she didn’t like driving into the city so they had compromised on 
Wellesley.  Fortunately Charlie had dated a girl from Wellesley and thus had 
frequented The Berkeley Grill on occasion, so that like yesterday, Charlie’s 
pre-meeting philosophy held that at least he would have a good meal.   

He arrived a few minutes early and decided to wait in his Explorer to 
do a bit of amateur sleuthing.  He was hoping to get a glimpse of Laura on 
her way in, though it would only be a guess as he didn’t know what she 
looked like.  He found a spot that gave him a view of the front door and 
settled in to watch.  It was just before noon and people were steadily arriving 
for lunch.  For the most part the customers arrived in parties of two or more, 
but several lone females entered the restaurant.  Charlie had a hard time 
putting a face to the voice on the phone and Laura had said she didn’t want 
to send him a picture so he really didn’t know what to expect.  If he were 
being honest with himself he would say he was worried about that fact.  She 
said she didn’t take good pictures, but Charlie thought there was more to it 
and consequently fretted over it.  Had he had any experience with Internet 
dating, he would have realized how accurate his instincts were.  While he 
waited, he saw a woman come out that he hadn’t noticed go in.  She stopped 
just outside the door and lit up a cigarette.  Charlie groaned. 

By the look, she weighed about two hundred and fifty pounds and 
stood about five foot two.  She had short brown hair, done in a trendy style, 
but Charlie thought must look better on the model in the magazine from 
whence the fashion sprung.  The supermodel-want-to-be was wearing a blue, 
super extra large blouse that might have doubled as a bed sheet that hung 
over black stretch pants and white sneakers.  He watched her as she lit up 
and puffed away and couldn’t help but think she must be Laura.  He even 
noticed her watching each car pull in and conspicuously gaze at the drivers.  
Charlie didn’t want to go in anymore, but he had to rule her out.  “Please 
God,” he thought, “Let me rule her out.” 
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He waited until she went back in, checked his hair in the mirror and 
grabbed a pack of mint gum (just in case) before heading inside.  There was 
a couple waiting to be seated by the hostess stand, but the smoker in blue 
was nowhere in sight.  When the hostess came and took the couple to a table 
he poked his head into the lounge and then the dining room before he found 
her, sitting by herself, facing the other way and looking out the window.  
Steeling himself for the trial ahead he took a deep breath and a step toward 
her when the returning hostess caught his attention and asked, “Can I get 
you a table?” 

“No thanks,” replied Charlie, “I’m meeting someone and I think that’s 
her,” he said pointing.  The waitress followed his finger and with a 
permissive smile allowed him into the dining room.  He was ashamed to say 
he walked along slowly, wondering if this was what it might be like for 
prisoners walking to their own execution, understanding a little better what 
the phrase ‘Dead Man Walking’ really meant.  But before he actually 
reached her table another gentleman walked over and sat down opposite her 
and began a conversation.  A closer look revealed two drinks and silver for 
two and Charlie understood they were together and spun on his heel to make 
his way back to the hostess stand.  With a sheepish smile he told the hostess 
that must not have been her and explained it was a sort of blind date, but not 
a real blind date, because the hostess was kind of cute and he was still really 
worried about what Laura might look like.  She said he could wait in the 
lounge and she would find him if someone asked so he made his way up to 
the bar and ordered a beer.   

It was early, and it was Sunday, but he was nervous before his almost 
embarrassment with the stranger in the dining room.  After that near fiasco 
he decided he needed to calm those nerves.  He took a few large gulps of his 
Miller Lite while standing at the end of the bar and then glanced around.  It 
was a cozy lounge, an L shaped bar nestled in one corner with several TV’s 
hung above the back bar, tuned to baseball and golf.  The walls were lined 
with privacy booths and there were half a dozen square tables in the center 
floor.  There were several booths occupied and one table with four older 
gentlemen playing a game of cards.  And there were a few people at the bar, 
two guys and a woman, but they all three were alone and spaced out 
accordingly.  The two guys, he figured, were about twice Charlie’s age while 
the woman was probably somewhere between thirty-five and fifty.  The 
lounge’s dim lighting didn’t help.  She wasn’t fat, but she wasn’t exactly 
toned up either.  She was more or less slim by nature rather than effort and 
women like that were difficult to put an age to.  In addition, she obviously 
went to the beach a lot or owned her own tanning salon, as she was 
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extremely tan, with a dark, toasted almond tint to her skin.  Her brown hair 
was bleached lighter by the sun and done up in a loose tail that might have 
looked as normal on a teenager as it would on a forty something woman.  
She was dressed in a white skirt that was probably cut just above the knee 
when standing, but was riding up somewhat further while she sat on her bar 
stool, and a white spaghetti strap tank top over a black strapless bra that 
Charlie was sure he had seen younger women pull off.  As he stared trying 
to put an age to her she noticed him and smiled.  Then to his complete 
astonishment she called in that recognizable husky voice, “Charlie?” 

He stuttered his response.  “Yes.  Yes, I’m Charlie.”  Then like an 
idiot asked, “Who are you?” 

Fortunately she laughed, a sound like two pieces of sandpaper rubbing 
together, and quipped, “I’m Laura, remember?  The woman you’re supposed 
to be meeting?  Gosh Charlie, it’s a wonder you can remember to get dressed 
with a memory like that.”  She ogled him up and down and added, “I wish 
you had forgotten,” and clucked suggestively. 

Charlie could feel his face heat and stuttered a bit trying to find an 
appropriate answer.  He finally settled on, “Laura.  So nice to meet you.”   

“Well it’s nice to meet you too sweetheart,” she cooed, a sound like 
gurgling phlegm that jump-started Charlie’s gag reflex.  “Pull up a stool 
Charlie,” she offered, adding a suggestive smile to her nod that made Charlie 
think of his aunt trying to act sexy.  The problem wasn’t that his aunt 
couldn’t be sexy, which was a scary thought all on its own, but because she 
was his aunt, and therefore she couldn’t be sexy to him.  He hesitantly pulled 
up a stool but positioned himself far enough away to avoid casual touches 
and angled just right to be able to make or avoid eye contact depending on 
the situation.  He was certain that this last precaution was going to be the 
most helpful.   

“So, I uh, I guess you must be kind of curious,” Charlie began. 
“Yeah, I’m really curious,” she said leaning forward flirtingly.  “I 

mean, it’s not every day that you get a call from someone you haven’t seen 
since grade school who thinks you might be his long lost love.”  Reaching, 
she caressed his knee with a hand that looked like speckled, well-worn 
leather.  Not enough space, he thought regrettably.  He misjudged her 
flexibility and reach just a tad.  “Very romantic, don’t you think?” 

“Yeah Laura, about that.  Are you sure you were in Mrs. Bell’s class?  
I mean, the same year?” he added, realizing that she could have been in Mrs. 
Bell’s class any year before or after him.  If his memory were correct, Mrs. 
Bell was in her fifties back then, plenty old enough to have students ten or 
even twenty years older than Charlie.   
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“Silly, of course I was.  Let’s see, that would have been when I was 
eight and I’m only twenty-nine, just like you Charlie.  Plus, I remember you 
Charlie, how could I forget?  You were the cutest boy in school.”  Again, 
she leaned forward and this time caressed his cheek.  “Why?  Do I look 
older than twenty-nine?” 

Charlie wanted to say, “yes”.   He wanted to say, “Yes, you look older 
than thirty-nine,” but he knew better than to suggest to any woman that they 
were any older than they admitted.  If anything, history taught him to aim 
lower, maybe five to ten years lower depending on how much flattery you 
wanted to dispense.  Plus, he still wasn’t certain she wasn’t the one, his 
mystery girl, and no use insulting her right from the start.   

And what if she was, he wondered?  What then?  He took a real close 
look at her and found absolutely no attraction to her whatsoever.  In fact, he 
was not only mortified by every flirty stare, overt caress, and suggestive 
comment, he felt sick to his stomach.  He wasn’t sure if his queasy stomach 
was a result of her looks or her obvious attraction to him or if she might 
possibly be the girl he was looking for, or worse, the combination of all 
three.  He found himself wishing very strongly that he had taken Evan’s 
advice and left well enough alone.  He could see now that the idea of her 
was much better than what the reality might quite possibly turn out to be.  
Really, what were the odds a girl he met at age eight would grow up to be a 
beautiful, well-adjusted, woman who just happened to somehow remain 
single while pushing thirty.  Despite what he wanted to be true he had to 
concede that the probability was she was either like Laura sitting at the bar 
next to him, Lisa from the previous day, or even Dawn from the school.  
And yet...he still felt compelled. 

Not wanting to prolong this meeting any longer than absolutely 
necessary Charlie cut right to the chase.  “So I guess I’ll just show it to you 
and you can tell me if you recognize it,” said Charlie digging for the little 
plastic ring with the L on it.  Handing it to Laura he watched closely, 
desperately wishing she had no clue.  She snatched it eagerly from Charlie 
and with two hands brought it right up to her face. 

“Oh Charlie, I can’t believe you kept this all those years,” she said 
breathlessly, and favored him with an adoring gaze.   

“So you do remember it,” said Charlie, disturbed by her recollection 
and afraid he was unable to keep his disappointment from his expression. 

She noticed.  “Oh Charlie, its okay.  I know how you feel,” she 
commiserated. 

Charlie said, “You do?” wondering how she could be so 
understanding of such an obviously shallow reaction. 
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“Yes, I do.  Losing these twenty years is difficult for me too.  If we 
could turn back the clock and relive all those milestones together, how 
deeply in love might we be now?”   

She was getting excited again, but Charlie had to stifle a laugh.  She 
had misread the source of his disappointment and he wasn’t about to clue her 
in. 

She stood up and closed the gap, uncomfortably so for Charlie, and 
said, “Our first time holding hands, our first dance,” she sidled up to his 
stool, tucked the ring into his hand seductively, and began to swing and 
sway her hips, and bend her knees; it was like she were giving Charlie a lap 
dance except she wasn’t a stripper and wasn’t on his lap.  More like a horny 
dog getting friendly with his leg.  “Orrrrr,” she purred, like an eighteen-
wheeler idling, “our first kiss,” and she leaned forward on her tiptoes and 
tried to kiss Charlie right there. 

Fortunately for Charlie he saw it coming and was able to lean back 
and turn to avoid any lip contact.  As it was she managed to plant a sloppy 
kiss on the side of his chin, which he promptly wiped off.  “I’m sorry 
Laura,” he explained to her now angry glare, “I’m just a little shy, and this is 
all just a little too sudden.” 

He watched her think about his excuse and when she came to the 
conclusion that he might be serious and wasn’t necessarily trying to insult 
her, she softened.  “Its okay Charlie, I can wait,” she said and sat back on 
her own stool.  “Not too long, baby, but I can be a little patient.” 

Phew, thought Charlie.  “Thanks,” is what he said, and as sheepishly 
as he could.  It wasn’t difficult. 

“Besides, it’s not everyday you find the guy who has been thinking of 
you for over twenty years,” she said approvingly.  “I mean, saving that ring 
for twenty years!  Really, I’m surprised you had the guts to steal it in the 
first place, but then to keep it after all that time?  Wow, Charlie!  I’m 
impressed.  And don’t think I won’t let you know how much I appreciate it 
either,” she purred, this time like an outboard motor. 

“Whoa, hold on a sec,” Charlie interrupted.  Relief.  “You mean to say 
you were happy that I stole it?”  He knew he hadn’t stolen the ring, and if 
she thought he did, well that meant one of two things:  Either she was a liar 
trying to trick Charlie, or she was genuinely confusing Charlie with someone 
else.  Unfortunately, it was extremely difficult for Charlie to believe the 
latter and therefore...she must be a liar.  He actually started to get angry, but 
decided to be flattered by it instead.  Either way, he needed her to confirm 
his suspicions before he leveled any kind of truth. 
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“Well, duh,” she snorted.  “I knew you took it while you thought I 
wasn’t looking, but I had such a crush on you I didn’t have the nerve to say 
anything.” 

Charlie started to smile, and the smile broadened until it covered his 
face.  Laura watched and thought the smile was for her and smiled herself, a 
mischievous, minx of a smile.  Charlie ignored it and opened his mouth to 
tell her it was all a mistake when she slipped out of her seat and lightening 
quick leaned into him again, this time managing to lock one of her legs 
around one of his and suggestively squeeze her thighs.  He tried to pull away 
and push her off but she was like an octopus, suddenly all arms and legs, and 
before he knew it she had latched onto his neck.   

“Aaagh!” he shrieked and nearly toppled off his stool trying to detach 
himself from this new species of vampire cephalopod.  “Wait a sec Laura,” 
he implored.  “I think you’ve made a mistake.” 

“I don’t think so,” she said and immediately tried again for his neck, 
but he was ready for her now and pushing her back he stood up and held her 
at arm’s length.  She glared at him, but that was better than the alternative in 
Charlie’s view.   

“I do.  See, I never stole this ring.  The girl I’m looking for gave it to 
me.  There’s really no room for any other explanation.”  Charlie decided to 
give her a break anyway.  “I’m sorry Laura, but I’m afraid you have me 
confused with someone else.” 

“Gave, stole, what’s the difference?  I remember you Charlie, and you 
remember me, so let’s just get past the whole ring thing and just get busy 
getting busy, okay?” she cajoled, seemingly unaffected by the revelation that 
she had the wrong guy. 

Horrified at her suggestion Charlie wanted to run but his gag reflex 
began working overtime and he thought might vomit; or perhaps run then 
vomit.  “That’s, that’s not what I’m looking for Laura, sorry,” he said 
swallowing bile and dug in his pocket for some cash to pay for his beer.   

Laura wasn’t giving up so easily however, turning suddenly sweet she 
pleaded, “Oh Charlie, don’t be such a prude!  And don’t tell me you 
wouldn’t like a little lovin’” she accused as she grabbed his butt and 
squeezed a yelp from him like he was a human bicycle horn.  “See, I can 
make you scream even louder too Charlie.  I bet I can make you scream all 
day and all night baby, so how about it, huh?  Let’s head to my place or 
yours, whichever is closer, and let’s get busy getting busy, huh baby?” 

Appalled at her promiscuity and the dizzying multiple usage of the 
word busy Charlie was very nearly rendered speechless.  All he managed 
was a croaky, “No.” 
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Then she got angry.   
“Don’t tell me no, Charlie!  How dare you!  You call me out of the 

blue and all the way out to Wellesley with the most ridiculous pick up line 
ever and then tell me you’re not interested!  No way Charlie.  You better 
believe I’m here for some lovin’ and you’re the one goin’ to give me some.  
You got it!” 

Charlie was past appalled.  Without a word he ran.  She followed him 
out of the restaurant but fortunately only hurled insults at him as he raced 
across the parking lot.  He paused at the rear of his car with another groan, 
but didn’t dare take the time to peal this new bumper sticker off.  It read: 

 
If You Can Read This, 

Quit Humping My Bumper! 
 

Instead, he dove into his car and sped away with the horrifying image 
of Laura humping his bumper flashing through his mind.  Still raddled as he 
merged onto the Mass Pike he nearly crashed, swerving at the last instant to 
miss a small Toyota.  “My fault!” he shouted with a wave and sped off, 
anxious now to get home.  It took him a few miles, but before he knew it he 
was smiling from ear to ear.  She was still out there.  Not Laura; well, she 
was out there too, god help us all he thought wryly.  His dream girl though, 
she was still out there.  And that was worth a smile.  If only the fates would 
help him find her. 
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Chapter 9 
 

 Rose had to swerve into the breakdown lane as some maniac in an 
Explorer nearly merged her and her borrowed Camry off the road and into 
an early grave.  Glaring at the vehicle as it sped away she saw the bumper 
sticker and thought aloud, “What a jerk!”  It read: 

 
If You Can Read This, 

Quit Humping My Bumper! 
 

 As the SUV sped off the driver flipped her off and she shouted, 
“Nice, like that was my fault!”  Refusing to let it affect her she put the crazy 
road-rager from her mind and as her vehicle dove underneath the Prudential 
Center she allowed herself to imagine what her blind date tonight would 
look like.  As with any fantasy she granted herself special license to endow 
him with all the attributes she found physically appealing, and when the 
image of her dream man spoke, his sexy tenor said all the right things.  If 
only the real thing could be so easy, she thought wistfully.  She shook her 
herself from her funk and zoomed the Toyota out of the tunnel, veered off 
the highway toward home and what hopefully then would be a nice early 
dinner a little later. 

Sunday wasn’t a usual date day for Rose, but with all her bad luck 
recently she just couldn’t go through another Saturday night torture session 
that ended in any of the myriad of embarrassing horrors that plagued her 
dating life.  It was so bad, she was starting to feel like she must be a carrier 
of some rare biological disease and Mother Nature not only realized her rare 
condition but worked her natural selection magic to ensure the breeding of 
her weaker, diseased person would never occur.  So she did her laundry 
yesterday and made a mental note to call somebody to look at her dryer 
which was making a funny noise.  She also agreed to meet Gil tonight for an 
early dinner.  Gil, a friend of Trish’s, sounded really nice over the phone and 
Trish promised her that not only was he cute, but he was a real gentleman.  
Of course this meant that Gil must have some sort of hidden disfigurement.  
If it wasn’t a third nipple, it must be an emotional quirk that tick, tick, ticked 
away – away from prying eyes – or what she liked to call the relationship 
boil, that unsightly personality trait unseen to the casual observer, but when 
exposed to the dating ritual it raised its ugly, puss-filled head.  Rose had run 
into her share of those, ugh, and even lanced a few, ewe.  

Trish had done her best to assure Rose that Gil wasn’t some closet 
weirdo so she would just have to go on the date and see for herself.  All 
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kidding aside, Rose trusted Trish like no other friend.  If there were 
something to know about Gil, Trish would have found it out.  In fact, Trish 
was so good at investigating men she should probably be a profiler with the 
Boston Police; that or a matchmaker for E-Harmony.  But even though she 
trusted Trish, she still borrowed her Camry to take on the date.  This way, 
she reasoned, if the date got weird she wouldn’t be stuck for a ride.  They 
were heading south of the city, to The Rock Bottom Restaurant and Brewery 
in Braintree; she wasn’t sure where the T station was and a cab wouldn’t be 
cheap.  She laughed; a brief cynical huff, at the realization such precautions 
were necessary in her life.  Why couldn’t she expect a date to be normal?   
Why couldn’t she just go out with a guy, have dinner, go see a movie, kiss 
on the stoop and go to bed like normal women?  Maybe once in a while meet 
one you wanted to invite in for a drink and a little cuddling.  Instead, Rose 
couldn’t leave the house without making sure she had enough money to 
cover dinner for two, a movie with popcorn, drinks, and Junior Mints, and a 
cab ride home.  She knew it wasn’t healthy thinking and probably would 
somehow affect her this evening with Gil, but she had to face the truth and 
the truth was she was conditioned to think like that.  By the time she found a 
place to park she was so wound up she decided she would take a bath, just to 
relax. 

 
Two hours later Rose felt like a million dollars.  It was three-thirty.  

She was meeting Gil at five, and was just starting to get ready.  She was 
relaxed and positive and without stretching the definition of positive too 
much she felt like this might be a good night after all.   

 
One hour, three different eye-shadows, six blouses, and one near-

nervous breakdown later she was rushing around her apartment, desperately 
looking for her cute little black, sequined bag that she took to weddings and 
funerals, but would go perfectly with her black tank with the sparkles that 
spelled ‘funky’ on the front.  She was going to be late and for some reason, 
that sixth sense, that extra-sensory perception of a woman, she knew being 
late would be a very bad start.  She tore apart her bedroom and hall closets 
before she found it tucked in the pocket of her winter overcoat.  Flying out 
the door and down the steps, she very nearly bowled over Mrs. G. on her 
way up.  “Gotta go!” was all she said, waving over her shoulder and dashing 
out the door.  She hit traffic on I-93 but some outstanding driving that would 
have made Mario Gordon and Jeff Andretti jealous, she shaved off barely 
enough time to pull in just ten minutes past five.  Perfect.   
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She checked her hair and make-up in the rear view, sidled out of the 
car and sashayed into the restaurant feeling pretty good despite the 
portentous fact that it was named Rock Bottom.  

 
She returned the Camry after work Monday, out of gas and needing a 

good cleaning.  She honked the horn as she pulled in the driveway and 
before she got out of the car Trish was waiting on the front steps to meet her. 

“So how did it go?  Am I good or what?” crowed Trish with all the 
humility of a strutting peacock.   

Rose was speechless for a moment and the only sound that escaped 
her slack jaw was a low huff of air let out in disgusted amazement.    

Like any best friend should Trish sensed Rose’s mood and 
immediately flipped the switch from cocky to commiserating.  “Oh honey, 
I’m so sorry.  Come in, come in,” she said in a soothing manner as she 
ushered her in and closed the door.  “I’ve got the coffee brewed, let’s pour 
and you can tell me all about it.” 

In a few minutes they were both settled in the living room with a 
steaming cup of coffee and a box of thin mints.  Trish took a bite of one and 
said, “Okay, I thought Gil was perfect.  What happened?” 

Rose swallowed a sip of coffee, took a deep breath and said, “What 
didn’t happen is more like it?  How could you possibly think Gil was my 
type?  I mean, really.  You owe me one for setting me up with this guy!” 

“I don’t understand,” began Trish in a state of utter confusion.  “I saw 
his picture, he’s cute.  He’s cute, isn’t he?  George would have told me if the 
picture was pre-horrific accident Gil or pre-genetic mutation Gil.” 

“Oh he looked like his picture, sort of,” complained Rose.  “I mean, 
his face was the same, and I suppose he had the same body type, its just...”  

“What?  What?” 
“He’s changed since George last saw him Trish and I personally don’t 

believe for the better.  At least I hope he’s changed since George last saw 
him.  I’d hate to believe George thinks he’s my type.” 

“I don’t understand,” said Trish again, her face screwed up in 
puzzlement.  “How has he changed?” 

“He dressed differently, for one.” 
Completely missing the point and unaware Trish prattled on.  “Well 

that’s not so bad, is it?  Maybe it was an old picture?  You want a guy who is 
fashion-conscious, right?”   

The picture given to Rose was taken within the last year, and it was 
taken in a bar in downtown.  George and Gil, both dressed in business 
casual, so it must have been a workday, he looked like a normal guy.   
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“Well in George’s defense part of the change is a relatively new one 
according to Gil,” explained Rose.  “He quit his day job.” 

“No!  George said he was a day trader and made great money!” tsked 
Trish.  “That’s too bad.” 

“Yes, he was a day trader,” said Rose, “the emphasis on was.  You’ll 
never guess what he does now!” 

“What?” asked Trish, who was now fully involved and ready to hear 
the dirt dished. 

“He’s a—oh no, you have to hear this first, else I’ll ruin the rest,” 
declared Rose, now fully involved and ready to dish the dirt.  “So we meet 
over at the Rock Bottom in Braintree.” 

“Oh, how was it?  I’ve heard their seafood is great!” interrupted Trish. 
“Don’t bet on it,” answered Rose who explained, “Well, the oysters 

were okay, but the rest of the food we had wasn’t very good.  The salmon 
was overdone and the rice was undercooked.  Gil had the shrimp scampi and 
said the pasta wasn’t done either and the shrimp tasted funny.  I warned him 
not to eat it and to send it back but he didn’t listen!” she said dramatically. 

“Oh no, I think I know where you’re going.” 
“You have no idea,” said Rose.  She popped a cookie in her mouth 

and chewed in silence for a minute while Trish took her guesses. 
“He got sick all over the table, didn’t he?  No, he didn’t get sick, but 

his breath was horrible and made you sick all over the table?” 
Rose swallowed and teased, “You could say we both got sick, but 

maybe not both from the shrimp.” 
“Oh, tell me!  Tell me!” pleaded Trish bouncing off her couch-turned-

trampoline in near hysterical anticipation. 
“Okay.  So first let me tell you that he confesses early on that he quit 

his excellent job to pursue his life-long dream.” 
“Oh, honesty’s good, right?  And it sounds adventurous and 

romantic!” offered Trish with a sly look. 
“Hardly!” deadpanned Rose.  “His dream?  He wants to be a rap star.  

A rap star Trish, I mean, really!  A thirty-two year old white rapper?  Who 
ever heard of such a thing!” 

“Kidding!” blurted an incredulous Trish. 
“Not kidding!” 
“Definitely kidding!” 
“So not kidding, and it gets better, or rather worse.” 
“How?” 
“Well, first, let me just say we ate our meals and talked and aside 

from the food not being that good we got along well enough.  I still couldn’t 
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understand why he wanted to be a rap star at his age, but who am I to squash 
his dreams, right?” 

“Good for you girl!” 
“So, we finish dinner and it’s just after seven and can you guess 

what?” 
“What!” squealed Trish. 
“Karaoke kicks in at the bar.” 
“No!  Way!  He didn’t?  No!  He did?  Ah!  Tell me!”  
“He says, let’s have a drink and just listen for a while, and I figure, 

he’s been a nice guy, he actually picked up the tab – definitely a point in his 
favor – so I think, why not.  Well, we settle into a corner booth and the lights 
are dim, except for the stage, and we start talking, but all he can focus on is 
the stage.  I’m talking to him and he’s nodding like an old dog in the bed of 
a pick-up truck, but he’s looking at the stage and that microphone like it was 
a bone.  So I decide to be nice, right?  I figure, I let him sing a song, or rap, 
or whatever he calls it, freestyle?  I don’t know, but I figure, I let him do his 
thing and we can move on, plus, I get to see if he’s any good.  You never 
know, right?  Maybe he’s a superstar and just hasn’t been discovered yet.” 

She paused to taste her coffee and get another cookie and Trish 
couldn’t help but fill the silence.  “But he’s not a superstar, is he?  Not the 
next Run DMC, or Snoop Dog, huh?  So how bad was he?” 

“He was amazing,” she said in all seriousness.  “He sang Brown Eyed 
Girl and was actually really good.” 

“Kidding!” 
“Totally not kidding!” 
“Seriously?” 
“Yes.  I admit I was nervous.  I actually thought he was going to get 

up there and start rapping.  You know, maybe he embarrasses the heck out 
of me; maybe he even singles me out in some way like I’m his shorty or boo 
or whatever and starts rapping to me.   But he doesn’t and I’m thinking, 
wow, if he can rap as good as he can sing he might just make something of 
himself.  I’m even starting to say to my self, “Trish really did all right with 
this guy.” 

“Told you girl!” reveled Trish in all her match-making glory. 
“No, uh-uh girl, you don’t get off the hook that easy.” 
“What are you talking about?  He sounds perfect!  He bought dinner, 

made great conversation.  He sings like a young Elvis.  I swear, what can 
you be upset about?” 

“Oh, if only the date ended right then Trish.  It would have been a 
success.” 
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“What happened?” 
“He had a surprise planned,” she said in a forlorn whisper. 
“He didn’t!” 
“He did,” she said and went on to explain sullenly.  “He said he had a 

surprise and that we just needed to head over to Jamaica Plain.  Now it’s still 
just a quarter till eight and even though he’s being all mysterious about this 
surprise I’m still thinking we’ve had a great time so far.  What’s another 
hour?  So I agree.  We hop in your Camry and zoom over to the Boyz Club, 
a Hip Hop joint.” 

“No way!” squealed Trish. 
“Yeah, full on way!  And, of course, it’s open mike night!”  Trish 

started giggling and nearly choked on a cookie, but Rose plowed ahead.  
“Now I know I should have never gotten out of the car, but all I kept hearing 
in my head was him singing Brown Eyed Girl.  So in we went.” 

After several wistful sighs Rose said nothing for almost a full minute.  
Trish couldn’t take it.  “So what happened!” she screeched. 

“Oh Trish, I don’t even want to tell you.” 
“You have to honey, I have to know!” 
“You won’t want to know once I tell you.” 
“Nonsense.  How bad could it be?” 
“It’s bad.” 
“How bad?” 
“Remember when that loser Peter broke up with you to go back with 

his ex-girlfriend Jenny, so we had a girls’ night out?” 
“Yeah, vaguely,” lied Trish nervously. 
“Remember how you had way too much to drink and when Jenny 

showed up you tried to fight her, but got beat up instead?” 
“Ugh, thanks a lot Rose!  I thought I had repressed that awful night 

forever!” 
“And remember when she knocked you down and instead of getting 

up you puked all over yourself and then passed out?” 
“Now that was just uncalled for Rose!” said Trish indignantly.  “I was 

twenty-one and couldn’t hold my liquor and besides, I slipped.  Jenny didn’t 
knock me down!” 

“Whatever!  Just know this; last night was waaaay worse than that!” 
“You’re kidding!” 
“So not kidding!” 
“Well, I’m still dying to know!  What happened?” 
“He went to the bathroom or back stage or wherever and changed 

into...i dunno, gangster clothes?  You know, big baggy jeans that hung 
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barely on his hips, long shirt un-tucked that said “Whitey’s Got the Power” 
and the goofiest steel chain wrapped several times around his neck.  Then he 
got up and did his thing, his rapping thing – freestyle.”  Rose got quiet again 
before she finally looked Trish in the eyes and told her all.  “He is a 
confused man Trish, and I think he might be a racist, though it was hard to 
tell.  And I’m not just saying that because of his outfit.  First, he was 
introduced as White Nigga G.  I mean, I didn’t know it was him until he 
came on stage and did a double take because he changed.  He got up there 
and pretty much insulted everyone in the place who wasn’t white, which was 
most of the place.  I mean, he started in on the guys and went on to the girls 
and even started in on their kids!  It was all really tasteless.” 

“What did he say?” 
“Oh, I’m not even going to repeat the stuff.  But let’s just say that 

Michael Richards has nothing on Gil when it comes to racial tirades.  And 
this was no Laugh Factory audience Trish.  I swear some of those people 
wanted to kill him, a few even tried.” 

“Wait, what do you mean, tried?” 
“Well, he started his rap and real quick the place got quiet.  I wanted 

to pull a turtle, or better yet a Houdini, but I was his ride.  Anyway, I hid in a 
corner as he gets booed, but he doesn’t leave the stage.  He just keeps going 
until finally the place goes nuts.  A guy jumps up on stage and punches him 
right in the face!” 

“Oh my gosh Rose!  What did you do?” she asked breathless and 
concerned. 

“I was so scared Trish.  I’ve never seen anyone get punched before, 
except maybe a boxer.  Never a live person and certainly not someone I 
knew.  But it didn’t knock Gil down.  He just pushed the guy off the stage 
and kept going.  Then the whole place erupted.  I thought I was caught in a 
time warp, stuck in the middle of a civil rights uprising from the sixties.  
Except it was really happening!  I think they tore off his shirt trying to get to 
him, but the bouncers – thank goodness – pulled Gil backstage before the 
crowd could tear him limb from limb.  It took them about fifteen minutes to 
restore some semblance of order, get some music playing again and for the 
crowd to settle down a little, but you could still feel the tension in the place.  
It had a sort of vibe; I now know what people mean when they say you could 
cut the tension with a knife.  That room was so tense though, a knife would 
have started world war three.  Anyway, after about thirty minutes I figure I 
better go ask someone about Gil ‘cause he hasn’t come back.  The bouncers 
said they tossed him outside twenty minutes ago, through a side door, so I go 
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running outside and find him sitting on the ground next to the car and he’s a 
bloody mess.” 

“Oh my gosh Rose, was he, is he okay?” 
“Oh, he’s fine Trish.  At least he isn’t dead or permanently disfigured 

like he ought to be.  Can you believe he started blaming the club owners for 
being racist?” 

“No way!” 
“Total full-on creepy way!  Here I am thinking, ‘Dude, you’re lucky 

to be alive!’ and all you want to do is blame someone else?  I mean, he was 
pretty banged up and he said that the owners told the bouncers to rough him 
up before tossing him outside, but still, you should have heard some of the 
things he was saying!” 

“So, what then?” 
“I took him home and that was that.  Oh, and he threw up all over the 

front floor.  Just another one for the record books Trish.  It was another 
“Crash and Burn!” and in one of the most colorful ways possible.  That’s my 
life!” 

“Oh honey, you’ll meet Mr. Right, I’m sure of it.  You’re too nice not 
to have a little good Karma once in a while.” 

“I’d settle for a normal date with someone I have absolutely no 
physical attraction to,” lamented Rose.   

“Well Rose, you’ll definitely meet someone like that next weekend,” 
teased Trish. 

“What do you mean?” asked Rose. 
“You remember honey, my cousin’s wedding?  George can’t make it?  

You and I on the prowl for some hunky eligible bachelors for you to date!  
Don’t play dumb with me girl, you promised you’d go.” 

Rose wasn’t playing dumb, but after yesterday’s fiasco it was difficult 
to wrap her mind around cruising for men right then.  She groaned and 
acquiesced, knowing there was no way out.  She just hoped that if there 
wasn’t a Mr. Right that there wouldn’t be a Mr. Wrong either.  She wasn’t 
sure how much more she could take right now. 
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Chapter 10 
 

“Yes, hello.  My name is Charlie Lomman and, and I’m calling about 
your daughter,” said a nervous Charlie from his office phone. 

The old man’s voice on the other end replied, “Lucille?  You...you’re 
calling about Lucille?” 

“Ah, um, yes sir.  I, uh, she’s the same Lucille Durant who went to the 
Elm Street Elementary school in Wrentham, back in the early eighties, 
right?” 

“That’s my Lucille.  What’s this about?” 
“I know this is going to sound crazy, mainly because it’s been so long, 

but I wonder if you could answer a few quick questions.” 
“What are you, a reporter or something?” he asked in guarded tones. 
“No, no sir.  I, I’m actually an old friend of hers.  Well, at least I think 

I am.  Would it be okay if I asked you some questions?  It won’t take but a 
few minutes.” 

“An old friend you say?  Why didn’t you say so?  I can always spare 
some time for one of Lucille’s old friends!” 

 “Great sir, thank you.  I’ll be brief, I—,” 
“Nonsense,” he interrupted, “Are you busy this evening?  I’ll put on 

some coffee and we can take as long as you like.” 
Charlie was a little confused.  “I, well, I uh, I hadn’t really wanted to 

be a bother.”  Actually, it was a pretty long drive, and on a Monday evening 
no less. 

“Don’t be silly!” he said cheerily and then conspiratorially, “I don’t 
suppose you have any pictures?” 

“I, well, no.  We were friends back in grade school.” 
“Oh, well than I’m the one who has all the pictures that matter.  Why 

don’t you come on over, say seven o clock?” 
Charlie was suddenly intrigued.  He could get the most recent pictures 

of her, find out all about her really, and all before ever talking to her face to 
face.  If she was some kind of weirdo, or morbidly obese, or just plain crazy 
he could back off without ever alerting her.  Charlie frowned thinking how 
that was the cowardly way out.  Then shrugged and thought about Laura and 
Lisa and how he wasn’t really being cowardly, per se.  More like being 
prudent.   

When he went to his car in the parking garage he noticed his nemesis, 
the evil bumper sticker genius had struck again.  The new sticker read: 

Dyslexics Of The World UNTIE! 
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With a chuckle he decided to leave it for now.  This one was up there 
with the Jesus one, funny and not so offensive.  He left the garage and in two 
turns merged onto the Mass Pike from the end of Newbury Street.  Lucille 
Durant’s house was in Blackstone.  Or rather, Lucille’s father’s house was in 
Blackstone.  He started the drive wondering where Lucille might be living 
now and spent the better part of the next hour letting his mind wander 
through such topics as what she might look like, what career she might be 
currently mastering, what sports she might like, and what hobbies occupied 
her spare time.  After almost an hour Charlie found himself pulling into her 
father’s driveway, sweaty palms slipping on the steering wheel, with what he 
might consider as the perfect woman created in his mind’s eye.  She of 
course loved football and baseball – not necessarily the Patriots and Red 
Sox, though from a compatibility standpoint they would be ideal – had a 
burgeoning career as a sexy anchorwoman/model/Hooters calendar girl, was 
an Olympic alternate in the 100 Meter Breaststroke, and enjoyed employing 
both the finer points of gourmet European culinary art and the expert 
relaxation techniques of a Swiss masseuse as phases one and two of a 
patented three-phase romantic evening.  A quick flashback to Laura and Lisa 
brought Charlie back to earth.  He shut the engine off and stepping out of the 
vehicle he calmly walked to the door. 

He barely released the bell when the door swung inward.  Opening the 
screen door with a smile was a man old enough to be Charlie’s father, and 
dressed, well, accordingly.  He wore a green short-sleeve button down 
alligator, gray slacks that were just a hair too tight and perhaps three inches 
too short, and the strangest light-blue puffy slippers Charlie had ever seen.  
His bald and spotted pate fit his wrinkled face and double chin perfectly and 
his smile reached kindly blue eyes that were sparkling with unfettered joy as 
they welcomed Charlie. 

“Hello son,” he said then reached out and grabbed his arm and pulled, 
“come in, come in.” 

Charlie allowed himself to be led into a dimly lit hall and downstairs 
of the split level ranch.  At the bottom Charlie was ushered left into a cozy 
looking den with several couches, an easy chair, a long low coffee table and 
an end table, a fireplace centered along one wall and a television set against 
another wall that might be twenty years old if the rabbit ears perched atop 
were any indication.  A quick scan of the walls surged Charlie’s pulse rate 
dangerously high.  All over the room were pictures of an absolutely stunning 
young woman.  With dirty blonde hair cut just below her shoulders and 
styled mainly straight or pulled back simply yet demurely, her warm friendly 
smile beamed throughout the room from every angle.  On this desk, arm and 
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arm with a girl friend, on that wall, atop a horse in full riding panoply, over 
the mantel, she posed for what might have been a college or even high 
school graduation picture.  He even spied a school photo of her on the swim 
team next to half a dozen trophies that upon closer inspection revealed she 
starred in the 400 Meter Freestyle.    

“I used to call her tadpole,” said Mr. Durant in a suddenly quavering 
voice.  “She was always in the water that one.” 

Charlie was a little surprised by such an emotional display from Mr. 
Durant while visiting with someone he hardly knew.  He thought maybe Mr. 
Durant was particularly involved with her successful swim career.  “She was 
good at what she did, whatever that might have been,” observed Charlie 
trying to help Mr. Durant get a grip on his emotions.   It seemed to work. 

“Yes,” he coughed, and, “She was an honor student as well, ranked 
number nine out of seventy-four seniors, she lettered in Swim Team, Soccer, 
and Soft Ball, and she starred in her high school play of Romeo and Juliet.” 

“Wow, she sounds wonderful.  I can only imagine what she must have 
done in college,” he said trying to tease some more current information from 
him. 

He turned around and muttered, “She was wonderful and everyone 
did,” and sat down with a long sigh.   

He recovered well and quick enough, and motioned Charlie into the 
couch opposite him with a wan smile.  Charlie sat down, concerned about 
the man’s swinging emotions.  They made small talk for a few minutes, 
mainly about the weather and sports, Charlie giving him all the time he 
needed to regain his composure, though why he needed to was beyond 
Charlie.  Finally, Mr. Durant brought the subject back to Lucille. 

“So, you had some questions about my Lucille?” he asked politely, 
master of his emotions once more. 

Charlie, sensitive now to Mr. Durant’s emotional state, decided to be 
open and honest about the nature of his visit.  “Sir, I’m afraid I’m in love 
with your daughter,” he said, and instead of being embarrassed by his own 
proclamation, he found himself reassured by saying it out loud.  It felt good 
to admit it to someone, anyone might have done, but there was something 
special about confessing his feelings to her father.  Mr. Durant opened his 
mouth, but in his apoplexy nothing came out.  Charlie then continued to 
explain himself, detailing their encounter in the third grade, the strong 
emotional connection they shared, the first kiss, the giving of the L ring, all 
of it.  “And if it’s okay with you sir, and I hope that it is, I would like 
permission to date your daughter.  She wouldn’t have to if she didn’t want to 
and if she’s married – gosh, I hope she isn’t married – but if she’s married of 
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course she wouldn’t have to date me.  Unless she wanted to.  Uh, I mean, 
I’m not condoning her cheating on her husband.  Only if she didn’t love her 
husband.  What am I saying?  Of course she loves her husband.  I meant, oh, 
I don’t know what I meant.  I’m sorry sir.  That all just came out wrong.” 

Charlie trailed off pensively and watched Mr. Durant’s features 
remarkably soften toward Charlie.  His look went from admiration to 
something like commiseration and then settled into a look full – of all things 
– pity.    

He leaned forward in his chair and placed a friendly hand on Charlie’s 
knee and brought Charlie’s world crashing down around him.  “I’m sorry 
son, but Lucille’s dead.  She, she passed away now about ten years ago, 
when she was only nineteen.  I, I thought you knew, else wise I would have 
told you over the phone.  I’m sorry son.” 

Now it was Charlie’s turn at apoplexy.  His mouth opened and 
nothing came out.  The range of emotions he felt was difficult to 
comprehend.  On the one hand he hardly knew her so her death wasn’t a 
personal loss for him, per se.  It wasn’t like losing someone you’ve grown 
up with your entire life, shared those milestone experiences with, have to 
reconcile the fact that they’re gone forever, it just wasn’t the same.  But on 
the other hand, it was very personal, in a way.  She was someone that he did 
know for almost his entire life, albeit not that well and certainly not recently.  
But she was someone he thought of regularly.  And her relationship to him 
was absolutely a personal one, one that he treasured unlike any other, and 
one that he would miss like no other, now or ever.  Lucille’s death, however 
sudden to him now and despite how long ago, he knew would impact the rest 
of his life.  Things could never be the same.  Not that he wanted them to be 
the same.  The fact that he was here, at her father’s house, was a testament to 
what he hoped to change in his life, through her and with her.  Now all that 
hope was gone, that idyllic dream shattered.   

He spotted a class picture of hers on the end table and he picked it up 
and said, “I just can’t believe it.  I, I don’t suppose she ever mentioned me, 
did she?” he asked, clinging to some wild hope of acknowledgment from 
beyond the grave that she in fact did think he was her one true love. 

“I’m sorry son,” he said quietly.  “That was a long time ago and I 
don’t think she would have mentioned anyone to me back then.  Her mom 
was alive then too and she would have talked to her if she talked to anyone.” 

“How did, how did she pass?” he stammered, morbidly curious as to 
what so cruelly took his dream from him. 
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“She had Leukemia son.  It was terrible and it was swift.  Sometimes 
I’m thankful that it was so swift, others I’m angry at my little tadpole being 
snatched away from me in just a few months.” 

Charlie could feel the tears welling up in his eyes.  “I’m very sorry for 
your loss sir,” he said, staring fixedly at the picture in his hands.  He read the 
caption at the bottom, “Third Grade, Mrs. Teal, Elm Street Elementary, 
Wrentham.”  He scanned the list of names and found Lucille; matched her 
picture to the one in the second row and realized immediately something 
wasn’t right.  While she did somewhat resemble the girl he remembered 
from that day so long ago, she did not look so much like her that he was 
absolutely certain.  In fact, if he was to be completely honest, she seemed a 
little too different.  Her face wasn’t quite right; eyes, ears, mouth, all of it 
not how he remembered her.  It was a long time ago though.  Maybe he 
misremembered.  He chastised himself for the thought.  He wanted to 
misremember.  Now that she was dead, he selfishly wanted to be wrong 
about her.  But the more he looked at the photo, the more he felt he was right 
about being wrong about her.  Then he realized one important factor; he was 
in the picture.   

“Oh my.  It’s not her,” he whispered.  Not quietly though, because Mr. 
Durant heard him and responded. 

“Of course it is son.  It says so right there in the picture.” 
“No, I mean, it’s not her I’m in love with,” he said, his tone growing a 

little excited by the realization. 
“I don’t understand,” said Mr. Durant in his confusion. 
“She’s not dead!” Charlie nearly screamed as he leapt off the sofa. 
“I beg your pardon!” said Mr. Durant sharply. 
Charlie could barely contain his excitement, but understood he was 

upsetting his host.  “I’m sorry Mr. Durant, but I don’t love your daughter!” 
“Why I—,” he started but Charlie interrupted him. 
“I’m sorry,” he said, “that came out all wrong.  Your daughter is dead 

but that’s okay because it’s not her that I love!” 
“Now see here young man,” he began. 
“Oh, I did it again.  What I mean is that its okay that I don’t love your 

daughter because she’s not the one that loves me and its even better because 
your daughter is dead and the one that loves me may still be alive.  So you 
see?  I still have hope!” 

Mr. Durant stood up and loomed menacingly, nose to nose with 
Charlie said, “Son, I don’t know what’s gotten into you, but I think you had 
better leave.” 
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Charlie gulped, knowing he just completely insulted Lucille’s father.  
He opened his mouth to try and apologize, but Mr. Durant interrupted him. 

“One more word from you son and I’m not sure I’ll be able to do the 
Christian thing.  You better just turn around and show yourself out.” 

Charlie swallowed his apology, turned, and walked quickly out of the 
den, up the stairs and out the door.  He didn’t look back until he was pulling 
out of the driveway and was heading down the street.  When he did, he saw 
Mr. Durant shaking his head at the door.  He couldn’t help beeping and 
waving as he pulled away, knowing his dream girl was still alive, and out 
there, somewhere. 
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Chapter 11 
 

Charlie signaled for another beer and slid his empty across the bar.  
Evan nodded to the bartender and did the same with his empty.   

“I still can’t believe you said that about his dead daughter,” cracked a 
chuckling Evan. 

“I know,” moaned Charlie feeling badly, “I don’t know what came 
over me.  I didn’t mean for it to sound so callous, but I was just so happy.  I 
mean you can’t understand how depressed I was just a few minutes 
beforehand.  All of a sudden I’ve got hope again and I just couldn’t contain 
myself.  I’m going to hell, I know it.” 

“Nah.   At least, not for that you’re not,” laughed Evan.   
“Still though.  I’ve exhausted myself searching for this girl.  I’ve 

looked everywhere I know to look and I can’t find her.  I’m afraid she might 
as well be dead, for all the good her being alive is if I can’t find her.” 

“Careful what you wish for pal,” he teased.  “Hey, I’ve been thinking.  
You know how sometimes when people lose stuff they run an ad in the 
paper?  Or like when there’s a class reunion they advertise those too?  Why 
don’t you run an ad?” 

Charlie scoffed at the suggestion, scooped up his fresh beer and took a 
swig.  Wiping his mouth with the back of his hand he said, “Yeah, great 
idea.  I can see the headline now.  Lost: My One True Love.  If Found, 
Please Be Gentle and Call, yadda, yadda, yadda.” 

“Actually,” said Evan seriously, “that sounds just about perfect.” 
“Yeah right,” Charlie scoffed again.  “Two beers and you’re drunk 

already!  You better take it easy, it’s only Tuesday.” 
“No, I’m serious.  I mean, you’ll need to add some details, but I think 

you’ll get a lot of responses.  Maybe too many, but hey, right now you’ve 
got no prospects.” 

“You really think people will call?  You don’t think its way too 
desperate?” 

“I didn’t say it wasn’t desperate and what the heck?  Desperate times 
call for desperate measures, right?  If we word it right you’ll have girls 
mailing you their underwear, regardless of whether they know you or not.  
Hey, I got an even better idea.  I know a guy over at the Globe.  I bet he can 
run your ad like a Human Interest story, put it in the Metro/Region section.  
He owes me a favor, so I’ll give him a call and we’ll see.” 

“Really?  That would be cool, I guess.  Not so desperate sounding 
anyway.” 
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“Oh, it’ll be desperate sounding still, maybe even more so if we let a 
reporter handle it, but you’ll get way more people to see it and that’s what 
you want, right?” 

Charlie mulled it over with a sip of beer.  “Okay, let’s do it,” he 
agreed and somehow felt like he had just ordered the D-Day invasion or the 
bombing run of the Enola Gay.   

Evan brought Charlie’s mood crashing down like the Hindenburg 
when he said with a giddy smile, “Ooh this is gonna be great!” 

 
They finished their beers and each went home, Evan on the way out 

reminding Charlie, “Hey, don’t forget, we’ve got my cousin’s wedding this 
Saturday.  Four PM at the Algonquin Club with reception and hotties to 
follow.  You remember your promise, right?” 

Charlie nodded morosely, “I’ll be there.”  A promise was a promise. 
 
Saturday came fast and shortly before 4 PM Charlie was circling the 

Commonwealth Avenue address, in search of a parking spot.  Exeter, 
Newbury, Gloucester, Marlborough, over to Dartmouth, up to Beacon, down 
to Massachusetts Avenue, back to Newbury and start over again, he drove 
through the ebbing rain in search of something close by.  Finally, while at 
the corner of Marlborough and Exeter he spied a spot ahead on the right.  He 
cut off a vehicle coming south on Exeter and got beeped at.  As he waved an 
apology he swerved over into the curbside spot and his Explorer lurched into 
a pothole that must have been a foot and a half deep and twice that long.  A 
wall of water rose up and absolutely drenched a poor woman walking by.  
Her black raincoat and umbrella might have been adequate protection 
against a downpour but they proved ineffective against the tidal wave 
Charlie sent crashing over the curb.  Through his window he waved an 
apology, and as he looked realized that the spot he pulled into was a 
handicapped space and pulled back out into traffic.  He realized belatedly 
that the woman had been signaling him for some reason, but between the 
weather and his radio he couldn’t make anything out of her hand gestures 
and muffled shouts.  He slowed down, briefly considered rolling down his 
window and asking her what she wanted, but the car behind him beeped and 
he regrettably sped off in search of a legal spot.   

When he finally made it into the Algonquin Club the wedding was 
just getting ready to begin.  He found Evan and they settled in to wait on the 
bride and groom to get the show going.   

Evan commented, “Plenty of women at this one buddy.  Ooh, look at 
her.” 
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Charlie inconspicuously glanced in the same direction and saw several 
attractive women in that general area.  They all appeared to be checking 
Evan out too.  “You think you’ll let me have your leftovers pal?”  He was 
teasing Evan, but part of him knew the truth of the statement, because no 
matter how many women were present at a particular party, function or club, 
it never seemed to fail that they all went for Evan first.  Only when it 
became apparent that Evan had settled on a particular woman did the rest 
seem to settle on the remaining men.  It was as if Evan occupied the high 
ground and the women were like water, pooling around him until eventually 
draining off, seeking its own level among the surrounding lower knolls.  The 
tide today would be the same, but from his initial impression there would be 
a veritable deluge of eligible women.   

“Don’t worry my friend.  I’m going to make it my personal mission to 
get you hooked up tonight,” he said full of assurance. 

Charlie moaned playfully.  Truthfully, Evan wouldn’t be overbearing.  
He would probably just pick out the girl he was most interested in and make 
sure she had a friend for Charlie to talk to and hang with.  If there weren’t a 
love connection there Evan would cease and desist, leaving Charlie to make 
his own way, which was something he was capable of in the first place.  
Charlie smiled, looking forward to the evening’s fun, and the music started 
up. 

 
The ceremony was entirely too long, lasting almost an hour and a half, 

but the reception was worth the wait.  The Algonquin Club was private and 
very posh, and the happy couple’s distinguished parents opened up the bar 
for the entire evening.  There was the main function hall where dinner was 
served and the dancing took place, but the entire floor plan was a series of 
foyers and sitting rooms and libraries, all with hors devours tables and mini 
bars that offered an environment that was both widely social as you might 
expect at a wedding and at the same time intimately private if you should 
desire.  It was really an outstanding layout and a fabulous place for a 
wedding party. 

As predicted, the women were chasing Evan for the first hour of the 
reception.  Finally, Evan made his decision and started chatting up a 
beautiful woman name Helen who might have given the famous lady of 
Troy a run for her money.  She had a friend named Trish who Evan 
introduced Charlie to, but it turned out Trish was getting married in another 
few weeks.  Trish mentioned she had a friend she thought would be perfect 
for Charlie, except that for some reason she hadn’t arrived yet.  She had tried 
her cell phone, but hadn’t reached her, yet still insisted Charlie not stray too 
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far.  She kept at it so much that Charlie began to doubt how perfect her 
friend must be.  He kept thinking of an old maxim he found appropriate: 
Empty cans rattle the loudest.  Trish was making an awful lot of noise about 
her friend. 

He wandered away after a while, in search of another drink and 
perhaps to strike up a conversation with a woman that was actually present 
and therefore measurable and possibly attainable to Charlie.  A half an hour 
later Charlie hadn’t made more than small talk with a couple of cute women 
when he spied Trish rushing to the door to meet a woman.  It was too far to 
make out her looks, but from her yellow rain slicker he assumed she wasn’t 
that hip of a girl.  It appeared to have a floral pattern that Charlie would have 
expected his grandmother to wear.  She had a wrap around her head that 
covered her hair and she turned away from him before he could get any 
closer.  They peeled off into a side room and Charlie figured he’d follow and 
introduce himself.  How bad could she be, right?  They were heading for the 
coat check and he ambled along, not in any real hurry.  As he got closer, the 
bride and several of her maids angled in front of him on their way over to 
Trish and her friend.  Apparently the bride knew Trish quite well, but not her 
friend.  Charlie waited patiently on the fringe of this large group of women 
and overheard a part of their conversation.  Because of the club’s layout he 
could only see the Bride and two of her maids, but he could hear them all 
with no trouble. 

“It’s very nice to meet you,” said the bride.  “Any friend of Trish’s is 
a friend of mine.  But why so late?” 

“Ugh, you’ll never believe it!” said Trish’s friend with a wave of her 
hand.  It was her way of trying to dismiss the topic, but the bride pushed for 
more, perhaps sensing a juicy tale.  So Trish’s friend filled them all in.  
“Well, I get here with plenty of time to spare because I know parking is 
going to be a bear.  So I find a place over on Beacon.  Kind of far, but I’m 
okay.  I’ve got my nice black trench and matching umbrella so I’ll walk the 
four blocks, stay dry, and look good doing it, right.  So, I’m walking up 
Exeter and some jerk pulls off to the side next to me and into this huge 
puddle, sending a wall of water splashing into me.”  Measured gasps escape 
the lips of the ladies, but all Charlie could do was groan.  “I absolutely 
freeze.  Water has completely drenched my head, ruined my hair, and soaked 
through to my dress underneath.” 

“Oh you poor thing,” remarked one of the bridesmaids.  “No wonder 
you just got here.  I would have had to go home and start all over with a 
shower.” 

Charlie cringed. 
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“Well, that’s not all,” continued Trish’s friend and Charlie slid around 
the corner in the opposite direction as the group headed his way.  “The guy 
driving starts waving to me to come over.  I think he’s lost or needs 
directions, right?  And I’m thinking he doesn’t even realize he just soaked 
me, otherwise, why would he call me over to the car?  So I start over to the 
car and just as I’m reaching for the door handle he speeds off.  And I’m not 
sure, but I think he flipped me off.” 

Charlie shrank back against the wall and continued to sidle in the 
other direction. 

“He didn’t!” said a shocked Trish. 
“Well, I think he did,” she said again.  “And I’m sure I’ll remember 

that vehicle if I ever see it again.  It was a blue Ford Explorer.” 
“Oh, there has to be thousands of blue Ford Explorers driving around.  

You’ll never remember that one,” said one of the maids. 
“Oh yes I will.  It had the craziest bumper sticker that said, ‘Wave Your 
Pimp Hand Strong!  Midol, Beating Your Bitch Since 1910’” 

Charlie groaned again and not just because he knew he was 
responsible for dousing Trish’s friend.  His new and mysterious nemesis, the 
evil bumper sticker genius, had apparently struck again, this time with an 
offensive one.  It appeared his M.O. was to alternate between funny and 
offensive.  He sought out Evan quickly and pulling him aside filled him in 
on the details. 

“I’m out of here dude,” said Charlie as he glanced nervously over his 
shoulder.  “I don’t want her to figure out it was me.” 

“I wouldn’t sweat it dude,” said Evan trying to calm his friend down, 
keep him from leaving.  “I’m sure if you tell her what actually happened 
you’ll all get a laugh out of it.  Besides, she supposed to be cute man.” 

“You can tell her for me then.  I don’t want to be within arms reach 
when she hears that was me.  Ooh, here she comes.  Later dude!”  And with 
that Charlie slipped away from the party. 

He had time enough to hear Trish comment to Evan, “What happened 
to your friend?” before he made it out of earshot.  He grimaced, unsure of 
exactly what might be said in his absence.  He hoped Evan wouldn’t be too 
harsh on him. 

But Evan was a good friend and didn’t mention anything, only saying 
that he had a family emergency and had to leave.  But also like a good 
friend, after he met Trish’s friend he pulled Trish aside and asked for an 
invite to her wedding.  He promised to bring Charlie if Trish’s friend hadn’t 
already found someone in the two weeks between now and then.   
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Chapter 12 
 

 The following Tuesday Charlie and Evan met with Evan’s friend Brad 
at the Boston Globe.  They talked for almost two hours and finally agreed on 
doing a Human Interest piece on Charlie, but based on a paid ad.  The ad 
they hashed out was scheduled to run for one week in both the Personals and 
the Classifieds and read: 

Lost: My One True Love 
Name: Unknown 
Description: Female, Brown Hair, Brown Eyes, Average Build  
Where: Wrentham, Elm Street Elementary School, Mrs. Teal’s 
Third Grade Classroom 
When: 1989, you wandered into my third grade classroom one 
winter morning.  We met by the window where we shared a 
magical moment and you gave me something.  When class 
started you left and I never saw you again.  You would have 
been seven or eight years old then, now just under thirty years 
old.  If you are this girl, felt the connection I felt, and are still 
single please call 617-527-4300 x2120.  I believe we are soul 
mates and can’t wait to find you.   

 
 That was the simple line ad.  The Human Interest story was something 
else entirely and had Charlie squirming when he read it in print. 

FINDING LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT  
By Bradley Jay 
 As a Metro/Region reporter for the Boston Globe, people 
often approach me looking to promote a cause, whether it is 
shedding light on a neighborhood concern, embellishing on the 
promise of a young athlete, or providing well-deserved credit to 
a retiring teacher.  So when I was approached by our own 
classified department I was surprised and somewhat reticent to 
get involved.  But when the story unfolded I simply couldn’t 
resist.  What can I say?  Inside the gruff exterior of this beat 
reporter is a sloppy romantic with a heart as soft and sweet as 
chocolate pudding.   

The classified ad (inset right) is scheduled to run for one 
week beginning today and is both absolutely original and 
hopelessly romantic.  Who could read such an ad and not feel 
their heartstrings plucked for our man, and who because of the 
nature of the ad wishes to remain anonymous, we’ll call 
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“Chad”.  You see, Chad believes when he was eight years old 
he experienced what so few of us in life ever do, no matter how 
long we live.  He experienced love at first sight.  Did I mention 
he was only eight years old?  Love at first sight ladies and 
gentlemen.  Love at first sight.  I want you all to take that 
concept in, try and wrap your arms around it.  Imagine laying 
eyes on a person and instantly knowing you are looking at the 
one person in the world meant for you.  What makes the 
phenomenon so unique is that both parties experience it.  Love 
at first sight is not a one-way street.  The love is reciprocated, it 
has to be, otherwise its just infatuation or even lust, but not 
love.  Never love.  Imagine Romeo falling for Juliet, only to 
discover that Juliet has eyes for Mercutio?  Shakespeare’s play 
would go in a much different direction if it retained legs at all.  
Would Troy have fallen if Helen spurned Paris’ love?   

Most modern adults will tell you it’s impossible to love 
someone at first sight.  I believe however that if you haven’t 
experienced it yourself you can’t refute the possibility, right?  
For those persons like me the world can hold out hope, but 
some will even tell you love isn’t real at all.  Those persons the 
world should pity.   

Interestingly enough, in a recent study published in the 
Journal of Social and Personal Relationships, researchers found 
a direct connection between initial observations and long-term 
relationships.  So that gut feeling about Mr. Wonderful or Miss 
Perfect is far more accurate than most of us give credit.  
Therefore I submit that love at first sight is not only plausible, 
but quite possible, and perhaps even quite rampant, if grossly 
misinterpreted. 
 So then what happened with our friend Chad?  While the 
ad gives us the relevant factoids, we chased Chad down and 
asked him to fill in some of the blanks.  It all began one winter 
morning back in January 1989.  While waiting for Mrs. Teal’s 
third grade class to begin he saw what he described as “an 
absolute perfect angel” across the room.  He watched her for 
several minutes while she absently stared out a window before 
he plucked up enough courage to go say hello.  Did I mention 
he was only eight years old?  He goes on to say that from the 
instant they made eye contact he felt something deep and 
complex happening.  Something he couldn’t explain then, but 
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upon reflection understands that it must have been the sweet 
stirrings of love awakening in a young and innocent heart.   
 Now up until this point of the story you are probably 
thinking like me and saying there’s no way this kid understands 
love.  You said he’s only eight years old.  Like me you’re 
probably thinking that he must be some kind of depraved adult 
male who never kissed a girl before and thinks every woman 
who talks to him secretly loves him.  This is the type of person 
you expect to stalk and murder the girl next door, not the type 
you end up identifying with, sympathizing with, and rooting 
for.  But that’s exactly what happened to me and I’m sure that if 
you have a heart at all it will happen to you too by the end of 
this article.   
 Let me just say a few words regarding Chad.  I sat down 
with him, face to face, man-o e man-o, and first of all, he has 
two eyes, two ears, a nose, mouth and chin.  I’m not an expert, 
but I think it’s fair to say that our guy Chad has the requisite 
facial makeup that most women would find attractive.  Indeed, 
Chad himself explains that he has never had trouble getting 
dates.  His problem has been finding the right one.  He’s also 
physically fit.  He works out at a local gym three days a week 
and he likes to play softball and flag football with the guys.  He 
has a condo in the North End and a decent position (earning 
much more money than this beat reporter) with a leading ad 
agency here in Boston.  In short, Chad is a catch, ladies.  A 
bona fide, certified, Grade A hunk of man that any girl would 
be proud to bring home to momma.  But I begin to digress. 
 You see, he explains what happened next on that day 
long ago with utter disbelief, and that tone lingers in his voice 
to this very day.  They kiss.  Again, you and I are probably 
thinking alike, except that he says she kissed him.  He’s sure.  
One hundred percent positive.  She.  Kissed.  Him.  They didn’t 
talk.  He didn’t fumble around awkwardly with the English 
language, searching for the right words.  He says hello.  Their 
eyes meet.  An inexplicable feeling occurs that he says leaves 
him speechless.  And then she kisses him!  Did I mention he 
was only eight years old!   
 Now his memory to this point has been steady.  I was 
sure to check and recheck his facts as my interview went on.  I 
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even called him the next day and quadruple-checked.  He didn’t 
vary in the slightest.   
 After she kisses him – wait.  Let me just say this.  This 
was a kiss between third graders.  Nothing in the romantic adult 
sense you might be visualizing.  This was as Chad put it “a kiss 
of the purest kind, full of unadulterated, raw innocence between 
third graders with no conception of sexuality.”  So this wasn’t a 
passionate kiss more recognizable for steaming up the silver 
screen than elementary school chalkboard.  This wasn’t a 
tongue kiss accompanied by the proverbial Russian hands and 
Roman fingers.  This wasn’t even an open mouthed kiss.  This 
was a pucker-up-and-kiss-your-grandma on the cheek kiss.  
Except it wasn’t with his grandma and the only feature that 
might remotely be construed as adult in nature was he did 
confirm that he closed his eyes.  The little devil! 
 So after she kisses him, again, he didn’t spoil the mood 
with inappropriate words, and neither did she.  Instead, she 
reaches out and takes his hands in hers and they lose themselves 
in each other’s eyes.  His words, I swear.  The moment hung 
there, he says, like time was magically suspended, until the 
teacher declared the day ready to begin and instructs our 
mystery girl she must go to her own room.  You see, she wasn’t 
supposed to be in Chad’s class, but for some unknown reason – 
fate, Chad believes – brought her in that morning.  So when 
Mrs. Teal told her she must leave she remarkably had the 
presence of mind, as if realizing that this may be her only 
chance to leave Chad with something to remember her by, to 
slip Chad a memento.  Did I mention he was only eight years 
old?  I cannot say what that memento is in these lines because 
our broken hearted Chad needs this information held back to 
prove the woman who contacts him today is the same from 
back then.  I will say this: the memento is real, and it is 
something I could see a third grade girl having and parting with 
in such a situation.   
 So that’s the story of Chad’s love at first sight.  Tragic 
for Chad who does not even know her name, and perhaps tragic 
for his mystery girl who might suffer from the same fate of lost 
love and the only link between them is a childhood memento, 
saved lovingly all these years.  A compelling story brought 
public by Chad’s desire to find this woman after all these years.  
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Why?  Because he has always felt that connection with his 
mystery girl, that invisible bond, like some ethereal cable 
stretching off in the distance, too far to see where the other end 
is attached, but knowing with the slightest of tugs that it is 
firmly tethered to his heart.   

So why turn to the newspaper?  I asked Chad the same 
question.  He recently went back to his elementary school in 
search of records of this mystery girl.  Unfortunately, a fire 
gutted the records wing of the school.  Nothing remains.  He 
has gone so far as to do a little amateur sleuthing, checking 
public records, calling families that moved, etc.  Every step of 
the way he has been unable to make progress.  He is at the 
paper trail’s and his wit’s end.  So girls or I should say ladies, if 
you or someone you know had an experience that resembled the 
one described here, call the Boston Globe’s personals at 617-
527-4300 and leave a message for Chad at extension 2120 
today. 

 
 The Human Interest story was so popular that they ran it again the 
next day, and the day after that and every day the line ad ran.  The response 
was amazing.  That first day Charlie had over one hundred phone messages.  
The voice mailbox at the Boston Globe was constantly filled up and they had 
to set him up with six more extensions to handle the flow the second day, 
which went over six hundred.  He and Evan spent the entire week after work 
just checking messages.  At first it was cool for Charlie.  To think that there 
was that many women out there that not only identified with him, but 
actually wanted to date him was very flattering.  The more he listened, 
though, the more his point of view shifted. 
 BEEP “Hello Chad, I know that’s not your real name, but I like the 
sound of it anyway.  I’m definitely not the girl from your ad but I’ll be your 
mystery woman if you like.  Just give me a call honey, anytime at—,” 
CLICK 
 BEEP “Hi, my name is Melissa and I’m the girl from the ad.  I can’t 
believe that after all these years you’re still in love with me.  That’s so 
sweet!  I’ve thought about you too, on and off for...well, for practically my 
whole life.  I, I really feel a little silly saying this, but I believe you are my 
soul mate too.  I’ve felt like a part of me has been missing all these years 
and I just know it’s you.  We should get together right away.  I’m sure we’ll 
hit it off again.  Then, we can move in together and get married.  You know, 
start that family you’ve always dreamt about.  Well, I’m married now, but 
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that’s no problem.  I’ll get a divorce just for you.  Oh, the memento I gave 
you was a piece of gum, Bubble Yum brand—,” CLICK 
 BEEP “Hey handsome.  I can say that ‘cause I know you must be if I 
was into you.  I’m free all week and I desperately want to rekindle our 
romance.  My name is Rene and I’m pretty sure I gave you my lunch box, a 
cute little Barbie one, but I’m really—,” CLICK 
 On and on the messages went.  Charlie was shocked at the number of 
women trying to convince him they were his mystery-girl and even more 
surprised by the volume of women who didn’t care that they weren’t and yet 
still wanted to date him.  The only clue he had to go on was the memento 
and fortunately it was obscure enough that most weren’t close to guessing 
correctly and even the rare few that did guess a ring couldn’t describe it 
properly.  Perhaps the most unnerving revelation was how many women said 
that the memento was their panties.  Didn’t they even read the ad, the 
article?  I mean what kind of eight year old takes off her panties in school 
and give them to a boy.  Disturbing was what that was. 
 “Dude,” said a surprised Evan, phone to his ear.  “This girl is having 
phone sex with the voice mail.” 
 “Really?” said Charlie, who thought he had experienced it all when he 
heard the message from twins that were in love with him and couldn’t wait 
to get together. 
 “She’s really pretty good at it man,” said Evan and put her on 
speakerphone. 
 “Ooooh...mmmmm...yeah, right there Chad...mmm...ooh...yeah baby, 
just like that...mmm...uhh...uhhh...ooh...ooh....ohhh Chad!  Oh Chad!  Oh 
Chad!  OH CHAD!” CLICK 
 Evan hung it up with a chuckle.  “You’re like some kind of celebrity, 
Charlie, except that nobody knows who you are; heck, nobody even knows 
your real name!  But that doesn’t stop the ladies from wanting to get to know 
you.  Dude, they’re getting in line, man.  Walk down the street Charlie and I 
guarantee you that half the women you pass are thinking about you right 
then, just dying to jump your bones.  If they ever got a photograph of you, 
you’d be chased around the city like the Beatles.  Oh, that would be so cool.  
Where is your photo album?” 
 “No way Evan!” warned Charlie.  “I don’t need that kind of hassle.” 
 “I don’t think Lennon and the boys thought it was such a hassle.  
Leastways they were always smiling while they were running.” 
 “Just don’t,” said Charlie with finality and went back to listening. 
 By the third day the number dropped to around three hundred, but 
then the mail started coming in.  Women were apparently sending in letters 
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and packages to the Globe.  It was mostly underwear with promises of sex 
and seduction, but some of the gifts were actually thoughtful—chocolates, 
teddy bears, poems and cards, that sort of thing.  It was really sweet to get all 
that attention, but Charlie was overwhelmed at having to sift through the 
piles and voice mails, trying to find his mystery girl.  
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Chapter 13 
 

 Rose diligently sorted through case files in the small law library that 
doubled as the second conference room at work.  Well, she was diligently 
trying to forget her latest crash and burn blind date while she rearranged 
stacks of legal folders.  Her boss, Rod Eaton, strode into the conference 
room/library carrying a mug of coffee and a Black’s Law Dictionary.  He 
was dressed in a shark skin gray suit, an expensive and tailored shirt with 
gold cufflinks, and sporting a garishly pink tie.  Ties were sort of his 
specialty, always flashy with never a concern for coordinating.  His wavy 
blond hair and trim fit would look just as good in a pair of swim trunks 
while surfing as he did in a suit and tie. 
 “Oh,” said Rod walking in, “I didn’t realize you were working in 
here.” 
 “It’s okay Rod,” she said with an exhaustive sigh, “I’m afraid what 
I’m doing only loosely counts as work anyway.” 
 “Sweetheart, you do remember I’m your boss, right?” he said jovially.  
“Probably not the kind of thing to admit to; gosh I’d have a field day with 
your unemployment hearing!”  Rod’s tone was all smiles and Rose couldn’t 
help but smile back as he reached across the table and squeezed her forearm.  
“Oh good, the Globe’s in here,” he said as he pushed the Black’s away and 
opened the newspaper. 
 “You couldn’t live without me and you know it,” she teased back.  
“What’s with the Black’s?” she asked. 
 “Oh you know how Sweet gets when he’s got clients,” replied Rod 
with a wink.  “Wants everyone to look busy, but I needed a break like a 
croissant needs butter, mm, that sounds good.  So I grabbed the Black’s and 
a cup of this swill Gerri calls coffee and tried to look serious as I passed by 
Sweet’s office.” 
 Rose stifled a giggle.  “Sweet” was Silas Kohn’s nickname, among his 
friends, but never during working hours.  Rod enjoyed ribbing his partner 
though and constantly called him Sweet around the office.  Never in front of 
clients, but still Rose could tell it irked Silas.  Silas was the senior partner, 
founder of Eaton, Kohn, DeLongway, and instiller of the rigorous work ethic 
expected at the office, the operative word being expected.  Rod had a way 
with skirting company policy when he wanted and he always made a point to 
clue Rose in on just what, when and how to do the same. 
 “Honey, you’re a dime a dozen talent,” quipped Rod with a smile.  
“But I like your personality so much I’m afraid to replace you for fear of 
hiring another Gerri.” 
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 Rose smiled at the complement and then tried to defend Gerri.  “She’s 
not so bad Rod.  She’s actually quite good on the phone and she helps me 
out quite a bit.  And the coffee is lousy cause you buy store brand coffee 
grounds!” 
 “Oh, I know she’s great at what she does hon, but I’m talking about 
personality.  And don’t even try to defend her there sweetie, she’s not worth 
the black eye I’ll give you.  Point taken with the coffee though, maybe I’ll 
graduate to Folgers.” 
 Rose chuckled again.  Rod was right of course, Gerri had zero 
personality.  Perhaps zero was a bit of an exaggeration, thought Rose.  She 
had a pleasant demeanor on the phone and with clients, but she just couldn’t 
seem to loosen up with her co-workers.  Rose enjoyed her work, and her 
bosses made sure that she enjoyed them too, but Gerri just kept everyone at 
arm’s length.  For starters she wouldn’t go to lunch with the group, nor 
would she come out for drinks the occasional Friday evening.  Still, it went 
beyond that.  She lacked a sense of humor on any level, and at Eaton, Kohn, 
DeLongway, humor definitely resided on several levels.  Rod, the 
flamboyant gay was always quick with an easy and usually tasteless or 
terribly bad joke.  Rod had a way of cracking himself up and seemed not to 
mind that no one appreciated the joke.  With Rod’s cringe humor, you 
usually wound up laughing at him instead of with him, but you couldn’t help 
feeling that Rod was laughing at you just the same.  Silas was much more 
reserved, but with that reservation went a dry, but witty humor, that 
oftentimes took Rose a minute to realize the joke, but afterward had her 
laughing all day long.  And Ralph DeLongway fell somewhere in the middle 
personality wise, but his constant smile and ready compliments lent a 
pleasant charm to the office.  And then there was Gerri, a fifty something 
mother and wife who worked for the money and not the relationships, and 
thus stuck out like the proverbial sore thumb.  She didn’t find anyone or 
anything particularly amusing and walked around with a permanent pucker 
on her face, like she sucked a lemon all day.  She was never impolite, no, 
and was always punctual and professional.  She just never seemed to loosen 
up.  In every work environment there tended to develop a social clime that 
promoted team work, trust, and camaraderie.  That social atmosphere was 
critical to successful working relationships and ultimately to a successful 
company.  Gerri’s lack of participation on a social level left her an outsider 
in a very small, tightly knit office.  And yet it didn’t bother her at all. 
 As if on cue, in walked Gerri.  “I just don’t get it,” she said with a 
shake of her head as she put several more folders in front of Rose.  “These 
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teenagers keep calling and asking the dumbest questions before hanging up 
in fits of laughter.” 
 Before Gerri was hired, Rose was the one who answered the phones 
and therefore immediately understood what was going on.  The law office 
was a favorite target of prank calling teenagers.  Rod, through Rose, 
understood as well, and couldn’t help poking a little fun at Gerri’s expense.   
 “Really?” said Rod.  “That’s odd.  What kind of questions?”  
 “As you know, Silas is particular about how we answer the phones,” 
she began and Rose and Rod nodded their understanding.  Rose had often 
lobbied to change the phone script, but Silas staunchly resisted.  “So I say, 
and you know I’m professional when I speak on the phone or in person, 
‘Eaton, Kohn, DeLongway, how can I help you?  And they said right off the 
bat, ‘You do?  Is that a two-handed job?’ though for the life of me I don’t 
know what they meant by that,” she said somewhat flustered.  “Course I’m a 
professional so I don’t say so.” 
 Rod smiled, anticipating the hilarity.  “What did you say?” 
 “Well of course I told them that with Eaton, Kohn, DeLongway you 
not only had to be good with your hands but you really had to use your head 
too,” explained Gerri.  Evident pride threatened to stretch her puckered lips 
into a smile, but only for an instant.  Her lips twitched once then returned to 
the pucker and her forehead scrunched up in confusion.  “That sent them 
into a fit of laughter and then they hung up.  Ah, I guess I just don’t get the 
kids these days.” 
 Rose had to bite her lip to keep from laughing, but Rod couldn’t help 
himself.  He leaned back and let out a loud guffaw and slapped a hand down 
on the table.  “Next time tell them you work so well you could do the job 
blindfolded, on your knees, with both hands tied behind your back!” cracked 
Rod, laughing some more. 
 Rose couldn’t help it then, and started giggling uncontrollably.   
 Gerri looked from Rod to Rose with disdain and said, “I don’t see 
what’s so funny.”  And with a sniff turned and left the conference room. 
 “I rest my case,” declared Rod through watery eyes. 
 “You win counselor,” conceded Rose still giggling. 
 Rod perused the paper while sipping coffee and Rose got back to 
shuffling piles of folders around.  She really couldn’t concentrate on work 
and, though grateful Rod wouldn’t harp on her inefficiency, she wished he 
would leave if only so she didn’t feel so guilty. 
 After a few minutes Rod cooed, “Aw, that is so sweet.  Did you read 
today’s paper?” he asked her. 
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 “No.  What’s so sweet?” she asked, curious and happy to have the 
distraction. 
 He poked the page with a hand, palm up.  “There’s an article in the 
Metro section, the headline is ‘Finding Love at First Sight’ and it’s about 
this guy who’s almost thirty and wants to find the girl he fell in love with 
when he was younger.  It’s really sweet.” 
 Rose smiled at the thought and something about the article made her 
heart flutter, just for a second, before she recalled her latest train wreck date.  
“That’s nice,” she said, then, “I wish I could find a guy to fall in love with.”  
No sooner had she said that, she flashed back to the boy in third grade.  It 
was a moment and a memory she cherished, though she shared it with no 
one.  She was so young then, and now, so many years later, she had 
convinced herself that the memory was tainted from embellishment.  “There 
was one boy though,” she said, and blushed at the realization that she had 
said too much. 
 “Oh Rose, your life isn’t so bad,” responded Rod, sensing her mood.  
“Hey, maybe this guy’s your guy,” he offered.   
 “I know my life isn’t so bad.  I’m just sensitive right now.  You 
wouldn’t believe the last idiot I went out with.  Hell, you wouldn’t believe 
all the idiots I’ve been out with!  With my track record for attracting idiots I 
don’t need to phone some guy in hopes I’m his long lost love.  That’s got 
disaster written all over it, and believe me I know disaster.” 
 “You grew up in Cambridge, didn’t you?” asked Rod. 
 “Yep,” replied Rose wistfully as she was distracted by the thought of 
her third grade boy.  How she wished she could find him! 
 “Well, you couldn’t be the one he’s looking for darling, but hell, call 
him anyway.  He sounds like a really nice guy.” 
 “Is there a picture?” asked Rose.  When Rod said no she said, “Then 
no thanks!  Disaster,” she added in a sing-song voice.   
 Rod shrugged and flipped the page.  While he continued reading Rose 
began daydreaming about that day in third grade and she let the dream have 
all the glitter and gold it deserved.  It was nothing short of magical and after 
many a break-up she would pull out her little plastic R ring and toy with, 
wondering, hoping even, that somehow, some way, that boy would find her.  
She looked over at the paper and had the sudden urge to get the phone 
number from the article and call.  She couldn’t though, or wouldn’t.  Not in 
front of Rod.  He would get all excited and make such a fuss over it she 
would be so embarrassed.  She would wait until he left and then get the 
number and call from home.  She actually smiled at the thought. 
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 A few minutes went by, and Rose, topping off one of her stacks of 
folders misjudged the stability and the entire pile slid sideways, spilling 
down the table like lava.  She reached for it too late and watched the paper 
lava flow spread out and across and yelped when it knocked over Rod’s 
coffee.  She jumped up apologizing and Rod helped her push folders full of 
important legal documents away from the coffee spill.   
 “Don’t worry dear,” said Rod as he put the stack to rights.  “The only 
thing ruined is the newspaper, and the Globe is full of crap anyway.”  He 
scooped up the soggy newspaper and threw it in the trash.  “Oh well, I guess 
I’d better get some work done,” he said turning to leave.  “You okay Rose?  
You look a little peaked?”    
 She wondered briefly why she felt suddenly dizzy, but shook the 
feeling off and said, “I’m fine.  I’ll be all right.  I better get back to work.” 
 She spent most of the day feeling weirdly melancholy.  She never did 
get the number from the newspaper. 
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Chapter 14 
 

He took a few days off when the ad stopped running and made a short 
list of women that might be the one.  There were a total of fifty-three that 
actually identified the memento as a ring.  Unfortunately, it took him three 
more days to get in touch with them all.  After running the ad and column 
for a week, he spent nearly another week fielding nearly a thousand phone 
messages, sifting through nearly one hundred care packages, calling the 
fifty-three would-be women, and he found himself right back where he 
started – without a clue. 
 “I just can’t believe it!” moaned Charlie.  “She must not live in 
Boston, that’s all.” 
 “You might be right,” conceded a distracted Evan who while taking a 
pull on a beer admired a woman in a business suit sidling by with two drinks 
in hand.  “She’s gorgeous,” commented Evan. 

It was Friday evening and they were downtown enjoying the post 
workweek crowd at Kinsale’s, an Irish pub that teamed with nine to fivers 
weekday evenings.  Later that night it would transition into more of an Irish 
crowd, but for now it was all-inclusive.   

 “I dunno,” Charlie said after a half-hearted glance.  “She’s okay I 
guess.” 

“Okay you guess?” mocked Evan in exasperation. 
 “I just can’t seem to concentrate on women right now Evan,” 

explained Charlie into his beer.  “Or rather, I can only think about one 
woman right now.  And she’s eight years old – maybe seven – and I have no 
idea where in the world she is, or what she’s like, but I love her.” 

“Creep!” accused the woman next to him, who snatched her drink 
from the bar and walked off, presumably to find a spot next to someone who 
didn’t sound like a pedophile.   

“It’s not what you think!” Charlie called after her, but she either 
ignored him or couldn’t hear him in the bustle of the bar.   

“Forget about her Charlie,” said Evan. 
“Oh, I’ve already forgotten about her.  She didn’t know what I really 

meant anyway,” he reasoned. 
“I meant the eight year old, Charlie,” corrected Evan.  “You need to 

forget about her.  You tried to find her but failed.  What else can you do?  
You don’t want to waste the best years of your life pining away for some girl 
you met in the third grade and haven’t seen since.” 

“But, I really—,”  
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“No buts Charlie.  Now I agreed to help you out and you agreed to let 
it go at a certain point.  I’m your friend Charlie and I’m telling you that 
you’ve reached that point.  Let it go.  Let her go.” 

“Maybe you’re right,” conceded Charlie. 
“You know I am man.  You don’t want to wake up ten years from 

now, staring down forty and realizing that you missed out on some really 
spectacular women because you were hung up on a dream.  Find a new 
dream Charlie.  Like her,” he suggested with a nod toward two women. 

One, a buxom brunette, who was chatting with an equally beautiful 
blonde turned to cast a sidelong gaze at Evan.  Her lips twitched into a smile 
and she turned back to her friend and kept talking.  She must have said 
something because the blonde looked their way and smiled big at Charlie.  
He smiled back, trying to seem interested.  He must have succeeded because 
the two women walked over. 

“Hi, I’m Patricia!” said the brunette to Evan. 
“And I’m Gia!” smiled the blonde, mostly to Charlie, but she 

managed to send a small smile to Evan.  To Charlie it seemed like she was 
trying to hedge her bets, like maybe if Evan was into blondes she would find 
herself switching places with her friend.  Then Charlie thought about the two 
women Evan went home with a few weeks ago and amended that thought to 
her joining her friend and leaving Charlie to fend for his self. 

“I’m Evan,” smiled Evan coolly.  “And this is—,”  
“Charlie, my husband,” interrupted a pregnant woman who plopped 

down in Charlie’s lap.   
It took him a second to realize it was Holly and then he let out a groan 

and pushed her off his lap. 
“Is that any way to react to your wife?  Your pregnant wife?” asked an 

appalled Gia.  “Creep!” she declared and spun away. 
Her friend Patricia looked askance at Holly who decided to torment 

Evan as well, saying, “Evan, you know my sister doesn’t want a three-some.  
When are you ever going to stop trying to pick up whores in bars?” 

That did it.  Barely.  Patricia shot Holly a nasty glare for the whore 
remark and then turned with a smile for Evan that screamed, “Too bad, it 
would have been fun”, then walked off to join her friend Gia. 

“Hi Holly,” groaned Evan and Charlie in unison. 
“Hi Evan,” sneered Holly. 
“Kill any men yet you may have managed to snare in that basement 

prison you call a pleasure box?” quipped Evan. 
“Not yet, but I’ve been thinking it could hold a big, strong man like 

you.  Maybe you could be my first.” 
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“No thanks sweetie.  I have no desire to join the dismembered and 
disposed of fan club you’re starting for future serial killers of America.” 

“You better watch yourself then honey,” she teased, all smiles. 
“Holly,” began the forgotten Charlie. 
“Yes dear?” she cooed. 
“I’m not you’re dear and you’re not my wife and for the last time, 

you’re not supposed to be within three hundred feet of me.  Now if you 
don’t leave right now I’m going to have the bartender call the police,” he 
threatened. 

“But what about our baby?” she said laying her palms on her large 
belly and plopping down in his lap again. 

“I don’t know whose baby that is, but I know it isn’t mine!” said 
Charlie in a near shout that was dangerously close to panic. 

“Relax,” she smiled.  With a wink she lifted her shirt up revealing one 
of those fake bellies.  Like they use on teenagers, or maybe for the movies.  
“It isn’t real.  I just wanted them to think it was,” she said with a wave 
toward Gia and Patricia. 

“I think you’ve done your damage, now its time to go,” said Charlie, 
pushing her off his lap unceremoniously. 

She squealed happily and when she regained her balance she leaned 
forward to give him a kiss.  He ducked away, but unfazed, she called loudly, 
“Okay Charlie, but I’ll be home waiting for you!  Don’t stay out too long, 
and don’t drink too much!  You know how hard that makes it for you to 
have sex honey!”  

Somehow with all the noise, nearly the whole place still managed to 
hear.  Gia, in particular, guffawed a little too loudly while most of the 
patrons in the place smiled or laughed before going back to their 
conversations.  Holly smiled impishly and left he bar.   

“Dude, she is certifiable,” declared Evan.  “I’d call the police on her 
every chance I got until they locked her up for a long, long time.” 

“I dunno,” moaned Charlie into his beer again.  “I think she’s 
harmless.” 

“You think she’s harmless?  Isn’t that what Custer thought about 
Sitting Bull?” 

“Yeah.  I think so.  Anyway, she’s gone, and so am I,” said a 
depressed Charlie. 

“Well, don’t forget about the wedding tomorrow,” reminded Evan.  It 
was a good thing he reminded him too, because Charlie had forgotten all 
about it.   

“Do I have to?” whined Charlie. 
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“Yes.  We had a deal.” 
“I thought that was for the last wedding?” 
“It was, but since you skipped out on me early it doesn’t count.  You 

have to go to this one too.” 
“Ohhh,” moaned Charlie pitifully.  “Who’s getting married?” 
“A friend.  I’ll pick you up at three o’clock.  Be ready!” ordered Evan.  

“We’re gonna have a blast dude, don’t even worry about it!  We’re going to 
put this mystery girl thing behind you, once and for all.  And we’re going to 
find you a real live dream girl.  I promise!” 

 
But Charlie wasn’t really focused on finding a new dream girl.  For 

some reason he just couldn’t let the first one go.  The whole drive home he 
kept thinking about her, trying to imagine what she looked like now.  He 
wondered about her likes and dislikes.  Did she like chocolate covered 
cherries?  It was early, still only seven-thirty, when he made it home.  Was 
she allergic to milk?  He decided he better do some laundry, it was piling up 
on him.  Did she think Talladega Nights was one of the funniest movies ever 
made or just plain stupid?  What kind of detergent did she like, Tide or Gain 
or something else?  Arm and Hammer or 20 Mule Team Borax?  Nah, those 
were too manly for her.  She would be a delicate flower.  She probably used 
something with a lavender scent and a playful name like Cheer or Wisk.  If 
only he knew her name, he could find her, he just knew it.  He loaded the 
washing machine in the little laundry closet off his kitchen, set the dial, 
turned it on and decided he was thirsty.  Opening the fridge he stared in at 
the contents.  Do I want spring water?  Does she like grapefruit juice?  Do I 
feel like milk?  No, not thirst quenching.  Does she like lemonade-iced tea 
mixers, better known as the Arnold Palmer?  Maybe I’ll have a Sprite?  Does 
she like Arnold Palmer?   

Water.  I’ll have water he decided and closed the door only to find he 
stood in a growing puddle of water.  He looked over at the laundry closet 
and saw black smoke starting to come from the slotted doors while a puddle 
slowly spread across his kitchen floor.  Frantically he rushed over, threw 
open the doors, waved his way through the smoky fog, and shut down his 
washing machine.  Darn it all, he thought, the machine was only eight 
months old.  He mopped up the water and then loaded up all his laundry and 
piled it into his car.  He would have to do his wash at a public laundry mat, 
though it was several years since he last did his laundry anywhere besides 
home.  “There must be one nearby,” he thought aloud.  “I’ll just stop at the 
first place I see.”   
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Around the corner from his place he found A New Spin Laundry Mat, 
on Salem Street.  Cute name, he thought absently, but how could you put a 
new spin on the old laundry mat concept?   

A Friday night at the laundry mat had two distinct advantages.  Front 
row parking and he had the place all to himself.  He hauled in his laundry, 
stuffed it in the machine, added detergent and then took ten minutes trying to 
work the new credit card technology on the machines.  After he figured out 
he had to purchase a card and not use his own Visa, things went a little 
smoother.  He had to ring the bell almost a full minute at the service counter 
before a sixty-ish looking guy appeared.   

“Sorry,” he said with a thick Italian accent.  “I was watching 
television and I don’t hear so good these days.  You’re new.”  

It was a statement of fact, and Charlie figured the guy either owned 
the place or worked eighty hours a week here.  How else could he know if 
Charlie was new?  He was friendly enough though, and while he helped 
Charlie get his New Spin credit card he carried the conversation. 

“Most business doesn’t come in till later on.  You know, them folk 
who don’t have dates and such, it being a Friday night and all.”   

“Really,” said Charlie and tried to pretend he wasn’t early while he 
put the ten dollar minimum on Charlie’s new laundry card.   

“Yep, mostly they start trickling in around nine o’clock.  I think most 
of them wait hoping the phone will ring, but it never does.  Got a regular 
crowd coming in now, Fridays and Saturdays.  Pretty good business too.”   

He gave Charlie quick instructions on how to operate the machines, 
and before he disappeared into the back to continue his television he saluted 
his goodbye and said, “You know some of these people are here so much 
they ought to ask each other out.  Anyways, welcome to Friday night at the 
New Spin.  Just ring the bell if you need me.” 

After starting his wash load Charlie left his laundry basket on the 
machine and decided to pop into Bacco Ristorante across the street.  Bacco 
wasn’t the type of place Charlie would typically go to kill time, but his 
melancholy mood fit well with the dim lighting and dark mahogany decor.  
Besides, he had no desire to mingle with the regulars at the New Spin.  
Somehow Charlie figured he’d get that washing machine fixed on Monday. 

Bacco on a Friday night was the polar opposite of the laundry mat.  
Unfortunately for Charlie, Bacco attracted couples and even sitting in the 
corner of a dark lounge Charlie felt like he was center stage at the Wang 
Theater.  He sipped a Sam Adams and tried to think of something other than 
his love life, but try as he might, his mind just kept coming back to her.  His 
dream girl, his mystery mate, his, his, his...mental unraveling.  He couldn’t 
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help replaying that meeting, so long ago, in his mind.  She had such soft 
hands, soft lips, she probably had soft hair.  

“Softener!” he yelped and when the bartender looked at him funny, he 
threw a ten-dollar bill on the bar and explained, “I forgot the fabric softener 
in my laundry.” 

“I hate it when that happens,” cracked the fifty-something man who 
probably never used fabric softener.  He probably never even did his own 
laundry.   

The couple next to him at the bar chuckled discreetly, but spoiled it by 
glancing at Charlie, hiding their smiles behind frosty martini glasses.   

“I’ll be right back,” declared Charlie to whomever cared, and wended 
his way through the crowded lounge and headed back across the street. 
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Chapter 15 
 

 Rose was feeling particularly melancholy that evening.  It was Friday 
night and she left Trish’s house in Cambridge early, under the pretense of 
doing laundry.  Trish was having her bridesmaids Jenny, Melanie, Nancy, 
and Allison over for cocktails, and while Rose knew them all, she only knew 
them through Trish.  Rose and Trish were best friends from high school in 
Cambridge.  The rest were all college and work friendships forged in the 
latter half of her life.  Rose got along well enough with most of them.  Most.   

The general mood was frolicking, the girls and Trish dishing about the 
faults of their married friends who were coming and the single ones that still 
hadn’t found their own “soul mate”.  Trish tried to steer this conversation 
away from her, but Melanie, the one girl that Rose never did get along with, 
couldn’t resist sniping, even though Rose was the Maid of Honor. 

“How about you Rose?  Why don’t you settle down?” cooed Melanie 
in an all too sweet voice that belied her intent. 

Melanie had married right out of high school and had a tendency to 
brag about her husband and children to anyone who would listen.  But that’s 
not why Rose and she didn’t get along.   
 “Oh, I don’t know,” stalled Rose, sipping a Mojito that no longer 
needed the lime. 

“I’m so lucky I found Bob so young,” Melanie continued happily.  
“He made Vice President by the time he was twenty-five years old.  Make’s 
excellent money, six figures now for over ten years.” 

It was no secret that, thought Rose, and then tried to tell her self she 
wasn’t jealous.  Was she?  She had always figured she would have found 
someone by this time in her life, you know, at her age.  Yet for some reason, 
all the men she ever dated turned into creeps or just plain imploded as 
human beings.  It happened so much that Rose was beginning to believe she 
was the problem not them.  She shook that thought from her mind, but 
continued to drown out Melanie’s Bob-boasting with her own silent reverie.  
It was seeing her friends all married, many with children that caused the 
most heartache.  She always dreamt of having a house full of kids, and of 
course the loving, doting husband who always had time for her and the 
children.  But something about turning thirty made Rose feel like a door in 
her life was closing, and quickly too.  Would she ever enjoy children of her 
own?  She couldn’t stop the mental image of herself in thirty years, an old 
spinster, sitting in a rocker on a porch all alone.  Well, not all alone.  In this 
particular ill-advised fantasy she was surrounded with cats.  She hated cats. 
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“And Bob Junior and Rebecca are just little angels.  Oh, Bob Jr. is a 
chip of the old block, and Becca’s just like me!  Isn’t that funny!” droned 
Melanie, as if the whole world should be surprised that a boy would take 
after his dad and a girl her mother.  “It’s just such a blessing, having such 
beautiful kids.  Oh, you just don’t know until you have your own either.  Just 
you wait Trish,” she promised, then while turning deliberately toward Rose 
yet speaking to the whole room, “I can tell you till I’m an old maid, but 
you’ll just never understand,” she bemoaned with sardonic candor. 

The old maid comment did it for Rose and she just couldn’t stop 
herself.  “Is little Bobby still playing with Barbies?” 

Melanie blushed, puased ever so briefly, then, “Oh he outgrew that!”  
But she brushed wrinkles from her skirt that weren’t there and her cheeks 
betrayed the lie.  She recovered quickly though.  “You know, there is one 
thing to be said for single life,” began Melanie, and for an instant Rose 
believed she was going to offer an olive branch.  “No one to steal the covers 
or hog the bed.  It must be nice, not having to wrestle for a corner of the 
comforter.  Oh, and don’t even get me started about wrestling in bed.  If Bob 
had his way we’d have ten kids by now.  Gosh, sleeping alone must be great 
though, right Rose?  Honestly I can’t remember it’s been so long!” 

Something inside Rose snapped, like an elastic band stretched 
between two thumbs ten feet apart, and that was it, Rose was through being 
nice.  It was much more than rumor that Melanie’s idyllic home life was 
mostly a sham.  Little Bobby was A-D-D and had to be heavily medicated 
and her precious little Becca was rumored to be failing the third grade badly.  
But the coup de grace for Rose was Melanie’s husband Bob.  Everyone 
knew the man was a philandering idiot.  The term idiot applied because the 
man had no scruples about whom he slept with, nor did he care who knew.  
He would drop his pants for any woman willing to sleep with him.  The fifty 
year old lunch lady at his kids’ school who was fifty pounds over weight 
was probably the worst, but his reputation had him sleeping with the entire 
secretary pool at work.  His reputation was his own work too, because he 
bragged about it to everyone.  The fact that his philandering got back to his 
wife was no concern of his either.  Melanie bravely kept a blind eye to his 
behavior, but privately Rose and the rest of her friends knew that her loser 
husband Bob had dared her to get a divorce and she caved.   

So when Rose asked, innocently enough, “So where’s Bob tonight?” 
you could hear a pin drop.   

“He’s working late,” she replied through clenched teeth.   
Rose didn’t think her cheeks could get more red but they did when she 

said, “You must be so proud of a man who is so successful, but I guess it 
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comes with a price.  I mean, all the late nights and extended business trips 
must really tire him out.  It’s a wonder he has time for you at all.” 

Melanie mumbled something into her Chardonnay that might have 
been a pardon me and went to the bathroom.  The other girls looked shell-
shocked, and Rose suddenly felt like a horrible person.   

“I’m sorry,” she said standing up.  “I should go.” 
“No, don’t!” urged Trish, “You’re my Maid of Honor!”, but she cast a 

worried glance down the hall toward the bathroom. 
“I’m sorry,” said Rose again.  “I’m just not in the mood for all this 

right now and I’ve got a pile of laundry I have to do anyway.  I’ll see you 
tomorrow though.” 

“But we haven’t even opened the presents yet!” cried Trish.  “And 
you were in charge of the something borrowed.  You can’t leave without 
giving me something borrowed for tomorrow.” 

“I left it at home anyway,” Rose lied.  She had her something 
borrowed in her pocket but there was no way she was going to let Melanie 
hear the story behind it right now.  “I’ll be over first thing in the morning 
and I promise I’ll have it with me.  Don’t worry,” she said over her shoulder 
as she walked quickly to the door.   

The rest of the girls said a meek goodbye, still in shock over the 
exchange of verbal stabs disguised badly as conversation that left both 
women bloodied.  Trish got up and walked her to the door. 

“Don’t let Melanie get to you,” she whispered.  “You know she’s not 
happy.” 

“Yeah, I’m really sorry,” repeated Rose sincerely.  “I shouldn’t have 
said what I said.  Tell her I’m sorry.  No, never mind.  I’ll tell her myself 
tomorrow.  I promise, I won’t ruin your wedding!” she said into Trish’s 
pout, then gave her a kiss and out the door she went, jumping in her mom’s 
car, borrowed for the weekend and sped off toward home. 

 By the time she made it home she decided that despite the excuse to 
leave she would do some laundry.  Maybe subconsciously she knew she 
would anyway and that’s why she had said what she thought was a lie at the 
time, just because she was feeling sorry for herself instead of happy for her 
friend.  Trish was getting married tomorrow.  The least Rose could do was 
be happy for her, but she couldn’t shake the melancholy feeling that had 
settled over her.   

She loaded the washing machine and went straight to the fridge, 
pulled a pint of Ben and Jerry’s Mint Oreo Cookie from the freezer and 
plopped on the couch in front of the TV.  She scrolled through the onscreen 
guide looking for something that fit her mood.  Before she could decide 
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between a rerun of Sex and the City or Scrubs, the washing machine started 
making an awful racket.  It had moved a foot away from the wall and was 
beginning to smoke, emitting the strange combined smell of burning rubber 
scented with her lavender Cheer.  With a squeal she flicked off the machine 
and unplugged it for good measure.  She opened a window and watched her 
machine warily, bravely holding a small kitchen fire extinguisher at the 
ready.  While she waited for the smoke to clear she envisioned fire sprouting 
from her washing machine like Mount Etna erupting, catching the wall on 
fire, spreading through the house, her bravely fighting the flames down with 
her trusty extinguisher.  For some reason, in her vision she was wearing a 
man’s t-shirt, sleeves rolled up all the way, and tucked into a pair of cut-off 
jean shorts with a pair of work boots with white socks sticking just out of the 
tops.  Just as she smothered the last of the flames with her handy chemical 
companion the fire-department kicked through the door, and seeing the fire 
out and her slightly sooty figure posed majestically over the smoldering 
ashes they fell over each other trying to get her name. 

The smoke alarm snapped her back to reality.  Fortunately, there was 
no fire else she might have gone up in flames herself while daydreaming 
about firemen.  She opened another window and reset the alarm.  By that 
time Mrs. G arrived, toting her own extinguisher and darn it if Rose didn’t 
get a quick mental image of Mrs. G in the same t-shirt and shorts outfit.  She 
smiled and explained everything was all right and by the time Mrs. G left the 
smoke had cleared.  She loaded up her wash and called a cab.  There must be 
a laundry mat nearby. 
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Chapter 16 
 

Charlie darted across the street and was nearly hit by a cab as it 
squealed to a stop in front of the laundry.  He shot the cabbie a dirty look 
and jumped onto the sidewalk, and maybe because of his mood he shouted, 
“You hole in the ass!  Go turn a screw!” 

“Take a flyin’ leap ya damn dot head!” shouted the obviously white 
cabbie in a heavy Southie accent. 

Embarrassed, Charlie turned away and grabbed the New Spin door 
handle and was distracted from his embarrassment by the woman wrestling a 
basket full of laundry from the back seat.  Straight brown hair pulled back in 
a simple ponytail, swished and lashed against the back of her white t-shirt as 
she struggled with her load.  Dark eyes flickered between anger and 
frustration like black star sapphires by the light of street lamps.  Her button 
nose flared as she struggled for oxygen in her laundry death match.  Full, 
pink lips pouted and pursed while she freed her basket from the back seat.  
She posited the basket on one curvaceous hip and fished a few dollars from a 
pocket in her cutoff shorts.  For some reason he thought she would look 
better in a pair of work boots, but her white sneakers were cute anyway. 

She turned to the door and came up short, surprised perhaps by 
Charlie’s presence.  Charlie was equally stunned and simply stood there 
staring. 

“So, is the laundry open?” she asked after few seconds, and peered 
past him into the store.   

“Oh,” said Charlie stupidly, and pulled the door open, holding it for 
her. 

She smiled and walked by with a polite, “Thank you,” and pausing far 
enough in for Charlie to enter she peered around the room then quickly 
decided on a machine.   

Charlie tried to collect himself, but his thoughts were tumbling around 
the room like his socks in the washing machine twenty feet away.  He 
shuffled slowly toward the laundry products vending machine, but kept 
glancing back at her.  She was gorgeous and he had the vague idea he had 
been going to all the wrong bars on weekends.  The owner’s words about 
how his customers should ask one another out reverberated prophetically in 
his mind.  He fumbled for his card and managed to swipe it and pressed the 
Downy button, lavender scented.  As it spit the tiny bottle out he reached 
down, extracted it from the tray behind the shiny metal door and turned for 
his machine.  The woman was the only other person in the store and she was 
furiously swiping her card and blowing air out in frustration in alternating 
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bursts.  As he walked by he could see she was using a credit card; the same 
mistake he made minutes earlier.  She stopped swiping and started digging 
her laundry out of the machine, dumping it in the next machine. 

“Excuse me,” interrupted Charlie, “I couldn’t help but notice you’re 
using a Visa card,” he said, hoping she wasn’t the nervous type when talking 
to strangers.  He didn’t like uptight people who automatically assumed you 
were a psychopath out to kill them.  Granted, life was getting strange in this 
world and you couldn’t turn on the news without hearing the gory details of 
some new tragedy every day.  Yet he was repelled by people who were too 
afraid of everything to enjoy life, and perhaps naively so, still thought that 
those tragedies happened to other people.  Probably those people who were 
terrified of just those types of things. 

“You’re not some psychopath out to kill me, are you?” she asked, 
shocking Charlie with her clairvoyance. 

Charlie stepped back defensively and was just about to roll his eyes 
when he saw her smile.  What a beautiful smile, he thought, and almost 
forgot to answer her.  “No,” he stuttered, splaying his hands in mock 
surrender.   

“Relax,” she said, still smiling.  “I think only a psychopath would 
answer that question smoothly.  Though I hope I never prove that theory,” 
she reflected, then, “The machine has the card swipe.  Is this some kind of 
Bizarro Laundry that only accepts Discover Card?  What a coup for 
Discover, huh, the New Spin in Boston.  I heard there were places that 
actually took Discover, but I didn’t actually think I’d ever find one that only 
took Discover.” 

And just like that Charlie was completely disarmed and totally 
comfortable.  “No, it’s a New Spin thing.  They make their’ own cards,” he 
explained and pulled out his own for visual aid.  “It works all the washers 
and dryers, the products vending machine,” he tossed the downy in the air 
and caught it for dramatic effect, “and even the coke machine,” he said 
smiling. 

“So how do I get one of those cards smart-guy?” she asked genially.  
“You got to buy a membership plan or something?” 

“Nah, just tear the old guy away from his TV out back and he’ll come 
out, set you up, and make you feel like a total loser for doing your laundry 
on Friday night instead of out partying it up with all the cool people,” 
quipped Charlie. 

“Come here often?” she cracked, but something in her tone betrayed 
her mood.  Her posture changed too.  Gone was the self-assured woman, 
replaced by...a self-consciousness that wasn’t flattering for her at all.  It was 
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like watching a flower wilting.  The scared child within was revealed and it 
took all of her self-control to push the child down.  Charlie had struck a 
nerve with that last comment.  If the devil burst through the floor in a 
shower of brimstone, holding a contract with flaming words on singed 
parchment and asked him to sign his name in blood, he would have, just to 
see her smile again.  And he didn’t even know her name. 

“What’s your name?” he asked. 
She looked up from the floor and met his eyes and for a moment 

Charlie thought the world stopped turning.  “Rose,” she said quietly. 
He savored her name for several long moments.  “I’m Charlie.  Here, 

let me use my card,” he offered, and leaned over and swiped it. 
“No,” she said trying to stop him, but she was too late.  “You didn’t 

have to do that,” she said. 
“Don’t worry about it,” he said nonchalantly.  “They have a ten dollar 

minimum and my washing machine blew up on me today, but I’m sure I’ll 
get it fixed before I ever use my ten dollars.” 

“You too?” she commiserated, obviously surprised by the 
coincidence.  “My apartment filled up with so much smoke I thought the fire 
department was going to have to rescue me from the third floor window!” 

Not to be outdone Charlie said, “My apartment flooded so much I 
thought about adding a life raft to my emergency kit,”  Charlie was happy 
now that Rose – what a beautiful name! – was smiling again.   

“Well, thank you Charlie,” she said smiling then stuck her tongue in 
her cheek, slightly embarrassed.   

Charlie felt it as well; the thought of what must come next.  Where 
does it go from here?  He felt a connection with Rose, something deep and 
profound, and he was at a crossroads of sorts.  He could tell her not to 
mention it and go back to his beer at Bacco, or...he could man up and ask her 
out.  Unfortunately, he was suddenly a nervous little boy.  He felt like a kid 
again, and this was his first awkward encounter with a girl.  Then a calming 
thought settled over him: his first encounter with his dream girl.  He wasn’t 
awkward at all then, and for some reason that helped.  

He coughed once and said, “Listen Rose, I was killing time across the 
street at Bacco Ristorante.  I was probably going to get some food too.  Uh, 
ah, would you like to join me?” 

“I, well, um, I’m sorry Charlie,” she began, and Charlie felt like the 
walls were crumbling around him and the ground was opening up to 
swallow him.  The devil cackled victoriously.  He had never before felt like 
that and couldn’t comprehend why he did or what was happening for that 
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matter.  Then she finished.  “I didn’t bring enough money for something like 
that and I’m really not dressed for it,” she said looking down at her outfit. 

He thought she looked beautiful and summertime in Boston allowed 
for some casual dress in the fancier restaurants.  As pretty as she was Charlie 
was sure they wouldn’t mind about her outfit.  He wasn’t sure that she really 
wanted to go with him though. 

“My treat, please,” he said, trying not to sound so desperate, but then 
added self-consciously, “but if you don’t want to that’s okay, I guess.” 

“No!” she said abruptly, and Charlie’s hopes were dashed.  Seeing 
him slump his shoulders she clarified, “I mean, no, I don’t not want to go.”  
Charlie’s confused stare made her add, “Yes Charlie, I’d love to go have 
some dinner with you.” 

Charlie thought that moment the single greatest moment of his adult 
life.  The euphoria when she smiled and said firmly and decisively that she 
did want to have dinner with him was like nothing he ever experienced.  He 
now knew what axioms like ‘on cloud nine’ and ‘on top of the world’ and 
‘over the moon’ meant.   

When she said, “It would be nice to have someone actually buy dinner 
for a change,” he let out a chuckle.  “I’ll explain over dinner,” she smiled.  
“Let’s go!” 
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Chapter 17 
 

The walk to Bacco was strange; slightly surreal for Rose.  She kept 
asking herself what she thought she was doing, going to dinner with a total 
stranger.  It was fortunate she only had to cross the street, because any 
longer and she just might have made a flimsy excuse and ran home.  But 
before she knew it they were sitting at the far end of the bar in the lounge.  
Charlie already had a Sam Adams, but he flagged down the bartender with a 
wave.  The exchange was perplexing. 

He came over and smirked at Charlie, but flashed Rose a big smile 
and said, “Well you must be Downy.  What’ll it be?” 

Without thinking she replied, “Appletini,” but after she realized he 
called her Downy added in confusion, “but my name is Rose.” 

“Sorry,” interjected Charlie, “but I think he’s making fun of me, 
mainly.” 

“Rose, that’s a pretty name for a pretty gal, and yes, I’m making fun 
of him,” he said jerking a thumb toward Charlie.  “Man leaves like his house 
is on fire, spouting how he forgot the fabric softener like them old 
commercials.  Ah, you kids probably don’t remember them.  Anyway, he 
comes back twenty minutes later with the prettiest girl in the place.” 

He was kind about it though, smiled warmly for Rose and 
conspiratorially with Charlie while he mixed her drink.  Charlie’s face wore 
a sheepish grin that was ear to ear, and his face was beat red, but she found 
him...cute.  Maybe better than cute, she reflected.  He had a nice smile, and 
pretty green eyes she found immediately warm, and trusting.  His thick 
brown hair had just the right amount of wave to it, giving it a natural body 
and style that framed his face well.  He needed a shave, but yes, he was 
handsome she silently amended.   

She couldn’t help but wonder what fantastic flaw he was hiding and 
when it would rear its ugly head.  He seemed to be physically fit.  Oh god, 
she thought, maybe he’s on steroids.  But even with a casual look – she 
didn’t want to ogle his body – it was obvious he wasn’t one of those gym 
rats, all pumped up on steroids, practically oozing testosterone, but still he 
had the physique of someone who knew which end of the bar to lift.  He had 
on what appeared to be a silk, navy blue and tan bowling style shirt, un-
tucked over a pair of blue jeans, casual, comfortable, and still presentable in 
what looked to Rose like some kind of dark brown hybrid sneaker-hiking 
boot.  Maybe she did want to ogle him. 
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“Are you checking me out?” he asked.  He was smiling, but not in a 
cocksure, egocentric way some guys did when they figured they had the 
goods.   

Caught, she quickly stammered, “No,” then not comfortable with her 
tone and afraid he might think she wasn’t interested, added, “Not that I don’t 
want to check you out.”  That didn’t come out right.  Now she was afraid 
that sounded too interested.  She wasn’t a slut.  “I’m not a slut,” she avowed, 
and immediately regretted that turn of phrase.  She covered her face with her 
hands and moaned quietly.  Then, took a deep breath and said, “I was just 
making sure you weren’t jacked up on steroids.” 

His was still a sheepish smile and something close to...nervous?  She 
couldn’t believe it, but he was nervous about her checking him out.  But he 
wasn’t that raddled, and he had a good sense of humor too. 

With a puckish tone he asked, “Is that usually the first thing you look 
for when you meet a guy?  I’ve heard of women that ask men outright if 
they’re married on a first date, or if they’re gay, or living a double life, but 
never steroids?”  Then playfully he started putting words in her mouth.  
“Hey, nice to meet you.  My name’s Rose.  Do you prefer your anabolic 
steroids intravenous or oral?  Pee in this cup please and sign this waiver.”  
He waved a bar napkin under her nose like it was a contract and started 
laughing and Rose couldn’t help but join him. 

“Careful Charlie.  I may make you drop your pants to check your butt 
for needle marks!” cracked Rose, getting in the spirit.  “And steroids are just 
the tip of the iceberg I’d be looking for Charlie.  I may just make you drag a 
few skeletons out of your closet for fun.  And if any of them were your 
current wife, current husband, ex-wife, or ex-husband, I really wouldn’t be 
surprised.  Not because I think you’re that kind of guy, but because that’s 
just the way it usually goes.  Actually, it usually goes worse.  I think I might 
just stick around if you were a polygamist.  Might be fun!” she quipped, then 
saw his blush and added, “Kidding!” in a sing-song voice.  Gosh he was 
prudish, but in a cute sort of way.   

“So now you’re angling to check my butt out,” he joked.  “Here, I’ll 
give you the G-rated view,” he said and started to stand up. 

Maybe he wasn’t so prudish after all.  “Gosh, no Charlie!” she yelped 
and put her hand over her eyes and turned sideways in her chair trying to 
avoid seeing so much as a hip. 

He never made it out of his seat.  “Oh, so now you don’t want to 
check me out.  Make up your mind woman!” he said feigning annoyance. 
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She smiled and was trying to think of a smart comeback when the 
bartender saved her.  “Your table’s ready.  I’ll transfer your tab to your table, 
just take your drinks up front and Ginny will seat you.” 

Charlie thanked the bartender and left him a ten-dollar bill, which 
made Rose smile.  The bartender had teased him pretty hard, and she heard 
the couple next to them laughing at him too.  So for him to smile and tip 
well reflected a good sense of humor and a pleasant level of self-deprecation 
in being able to laugh at his self.  She hesitated to think it was a definite 
hallmark of a quality character.  She couldn’t help but look for the “big 
one”, the fatal flaw that experience taught her in the Dating School of Hard 
Knocks.  Throughout the meal she tested the water of his personality, 
probing for the one or two or ten character flaws that must be there.  She was 
a magnet for the “character-challenged”.  By the end of dinner all she 
uncovered was an easy and open manner with her that instilled a definite 
sense of trust in Charlie; and a definite attraction as well.  She found herself 
starting to lose track of the conversation, lost instead in the emerald of his 
eyes.  Or mesmerized, like some giant, goofy, female cobra by the pipe of a 
snake charmer that was his lips as they opened and closed, forming words 
that linked to sentences that conveyed thoughts, thoughts that for the life of 
her she couldn’t keep track of anymore.  Dreamily, she thought it would be 
great to kiss those lips.   

She blushed at the thought and locked her gaze down on her penne, 
poking her pasta through the rich Alfredo sauce hoping Charlie didn’t notice 
her composure starting to crack.  She had a sudden, horrifying thought.  The 
last time she ate pasta with Alfredo she was out with Chip and wishing she 
could find a man that could make her smile like the woman at the next table.  
What if she finally found that man in Charlie and all she could do was act 
like the crazy girl no one wants to date.  How horrible.  She had to get 
control of her emotions.  She was all over the place.  One minute acting like 
a teenage girl, the cheerleader gaga for the quarterback, and the next she’s 
the Goth chick who can’t stop thinking about slitting her wrists because 
nobody liked her.   Got to find some middle ground, she thought urgently, 
and kept repeating the thought over and over.  She had no idea how she 
finished dinner.  In fact, before she knew it they were outside the restaurant 
and Charlie had her by the hand, escorting her across the street to A New 
Spin.  She smiled so much her face was beginning to hurt, but her feet were 
gliding on air as she kept pace beside Charlie.  In a moment, they were at the 
door and she reached for the handle, but Charlie pulled her arm and spun her 
gently toward him.  Close.  He leaned forward and beneath the neon A New 
Spin Laundry sign he kissed her.  She hadn’t expected it, but then, she 
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wasn’t exactly in her right mind just then.  She kissed him back, a quick 
peck really, and he pulled away smiling.  It was a nice kiss, the kind of kiss 
you gave someone when you aren’t really sure how it would be received.  
Normally Rose would be fine with that type of kiss from a guy she just met, 
but for reasons she couldn’t explain she didn’t want that to be their first kiss.  
She reached up with her right hand and pulled him easily back down to her 
upturned face.  Their lips met; a soft, gentle press that was beyond slow.  For 
Rose it was like time ebbed to a crawl where seconds lasted minutes and 
minutes stretched to hours.  His mouth was warm and his lips inviting, and 
theirs’ danced like it was the millionth time they met in this tangled tango, 
not the first.  She slowly inhaled through her nose as the kiss lingered 
beautifully on; the air seemed to crackle around them as though they stood in 
an electromagnetic field powered by mysterious cosmic forces.  If she were 
to reach out and touch someone she was certain she would send a jolt of 
electricity through that person that would curl hair and toes both.  In fact, her 
own toes were curling in her sneakers as her fingers curled in the hair on the 
nape of Charlie’s neck.  She could sense every part of his body hovering 
mere millimeters away from hers as though that magnet was attracting and 
repelling so that they stayed separated by the same small space no matter 
how they moved.  When they finally separated she didn’t know what to say.  
Fortunately, Charlie said it all. 

“Wow!” he whispered breathless.  “What happened?” 
She smiled.  Not the shy smile she might usually use here, but 

something much more naughtily suggestive.  She had no idea what made her 
so bold.  “There’s plenty more where that came from Charlie.  If you call 
me, that is.”  She let her hand slide from the back of his neck to the front of 
his chest.  It was firm, and it was rising and falling in large waves.  She 
could feel his heart racing.  She could feel her own heart galloping as well 
and closed her eyes, lost in the echo of two hearts thundering together 
through the night. 

“I’ll call,” replied Charlie.  It was a simple statement.  Something she 
had heard many times.  Mostly they called too.  She was an attractive 
woman, she knew.  But usually the words hit her ears like a boast, the inner 
cave man grunting that he would kill dinner and that must surely happen 
because the cave man was a mighty hunter.  Charlie said it in earnest, 
without pride, only honest sincerity that wasn’t desperate at all.  It was like a 
surgeon assuring a patient “You’re going to be fine” after a life or death 
procedure; there was no room to lie.  Either you were going to live or you 
weren’t.  Charlie was oozing sincerity and she knew he would call. 
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“I’m busy tomorrow, but call me next week and we’ll get together 
next weekend,” she suggested. 

“Me too,” he said, “Busy tomorrow that is, but I’ll definitely call you 
next week.”  He paused, and by his conflicted expression she thought he was 
unsure of what to say; or perhaps not sure if he should say anything at all.  
Then she saw his resolve harden by the set of his jaw.  It made her heart 
leap.  “You know Rose, I normally wouldn’t say something like this after 
just a couple of hours, but...” and he paused again, eyes searching the night 
sky for guidance.  Her heart was thundering in anticipation; her stomach 
turning with nerves.  When his gaze settled back on her he continued, “Rose, 
I feel like we really connected tonight, from the moment I laid eyes on you 
until now, and it feels right.  Like nothing I’ve ever felt before,” he tailed 
off, visibly struggling with his emotions.  Then, “I don’t want you to think 
I’m one of those crazy guys that flip and fall for every girl that kisses him, 
‘cause I’m not.  I’m not even trying to rush things either.  I just felt like I 
had to tell you how I feel, like it really mattered and time was running out.  
But now that I’ve said it, I feel like the clock has been reset.  No time 
slipping away.  No need to worry about missing an opportunity.  I want to 
see you again Rose, and I believe we have a chance at something special, but 
I’m happy letting you set the pace, okay?” 

Rose was shocked by Charlie’s...outburst, for lack of a better word.  
Yet, she didn’t think he was crazy.  In fact, she felt better that Charlie said it.  
She didn’t understand why.  There was a lot about the last two hours that she 
didn’t comprehend; that she was still struggling to wrap her mind around 
and put meaning to.  But since Charlie’s...confession?  The last remaining 
tension regarding Charlie dissipated, burned away like fog under the 
morning summer sun.  She smiled. 

“Good.  Call me Charlie,” she said.   
“Can I, can I give you a ride?” he asked. 
“Sure!” she said smiling.  “Let’s get our clothes and go.” 
 
Rose had many dates end badly.  Tragically even.  Never in her life, 

though, had she had a date end with the guy carrying her laundry up three 
flights of steps.  She gave him another kiss, as electrifying as the first, and 
then closed the door, leaned her head back against it and listened to his 
footsteps recede, the door creek open and bump shut, his car door open, shut, 
ignition fire up and his transmission switch gears, and finally his engine purr 
and fade out of ear shot.  She was suddenly overcome with a longing for 
Charlie.  She wished he hadn’t left, wished he’d never leave.  She couldn’t 
believe how happy she was right then.  She was smiling, a huge, ear-to-ear, 
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face splitting grin.  She couldn’t help it.  She floated through her kitchen, 
somehow managed to pour a glass of wine, glided into the living room and 
flicked on the television.  Absent-mindedly, she flipped through channels, 
looking for what she had no idea?  She was barely paying attention.  After 
several minutes of mindless TV she turned the television off and the radio 
on.  That was better.  The soft hum of Eric Clapton’s Wonderful Tonight, 
floated through her apartment, relaxing her.  Love Bedtime Magic, she 
thought.   

She dug into her pocket and pulled out her gift to Trish, her 
“something borrowed”.  She fiddled with the small piece of plastic, turning 
it over again and again, finally slipping it onto her pinky finger.  It barely fit, 
but then, it was meant for a child.  The plastic was shaped like a capital R in 
an elegant script.  She held her hand up to the light like she was admiring a 
diamond ring, not some penny candy toy for girls.  Her father had given her 
the ring when she was eight, R for Rosalyn.  Rose was overjoyed, but up 
until she was nine she childishly believed she had two first names.  Rose, 
what her parents called her for short, and Lynn, the rest of her name.  So 
when her dad gave her the R ring, she asked with the innocence only an 
eight year old could, “Where was the L?”  Her dad had laughed, tousled her 
hair and asked her to “Plant a wet one” as he pointed to his cheek.  When 
she did he said, “Now this one” pointing to the other.  She did again and he 
begged for “A squeeze”, which she happily provided.  While he hugged her 
tight he whispered, “Daddy will get you the L too baby, ‘cause you’re so 
good to me”.  True to his word, the very next day he came home with the L 
ring.  She wore them on the same hand some days, different hands others, 
and sometimes even wore them on the same finger.  She loved them and she 
loved her father for getting them for her.  She reflected now, as an adult, 
how the simplest of gestures can sometimes mean the most and that 
unfortunately, sometimes it took the innocence of a child to appreciate.  She 
wore them both for six months too, until that day, so long ago now, when 
she wandered into the wrong classroom.   

She knew she was early for class and decided she wanted to look out 
the window to the back of the school, where the fire road wended behind the 
building, but beyond that lay the wide open schoolyard.  It had snowed the 
night before and the ground was coated in a thick layer of white snow.  To 
her she imagined the world a giant cake that Mother Nature had frosted for 
her delight.  So she walked across the hall and made her way to the window 
to stare at the blanketed schoolyard. That’s when the little boy showed up.  
She knew now he must have been in that class, but at the time she thought he 
came walking through the curtain from some other world.  She didn’t 
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understand her feelings, not then anyway.  All she knew for sure and certain 
was that she liked him.  She could sense closeness with him, similar to how 
she felt about her parents, yet different.  Kind of like her best friend too, but 
yet, still different.  He seemed perfect in every sense to her eight year old 
standards and she took his hand and looked into his eyes.  She still couldn’t 
understand how two eight year olds could stand and face one another for 
minutes without ever saying a word, but that’s what she, to this day, swore 
happened.  That was, until the teacher came in and started to settle the 
classroom down.  She remembered a moment of panic at the thought of 
leaving this boy, but she leaned up and kissed him, on the lips certainly, but 
a kiss full of innocent kindness and caring.  It was magical in its own right, 
but after that kiss she felt different, but again, she couldn’t or didn’t have the 
maturity to interpret her feelings.  She had an overwhelming urge to give 
him something that would tell him how she felt.  She was wearing her rings 
on the same finger.  She slipped off her L ring and pressed it into his hands 
without a word.  Then she was being hustled out of the classroom and across 
the hall.  She thought about the boy all that day; even got yelled at by her 
teacher for daydreaming, but when class got over she could not find him.  To 
her lasting and extraordinary distress her parents announced that they were 
moving and that the next day she would be enrolled in a new school.  She 
tried to tell them that she didn’t want to move – couldn’t move – because of 
the boy across the hall.  Her parents had only chuckled, one of the few times 
in her life they completely misunderstood her, and reassured her that she 
would make new friends.  Yet for all these years she saved that ring, and 
looked for that boy.  Silly, she knew, like a boy would save a plastic ring, 
but she often checked hands to see if they were wearing it.  But she knew 
now how foolish that was, for if they might somehow save it they sure 
wouldn’t wear it.  Eventually she outgrew her melancholy.  Well, maybe 
not.  She had saved her R ring after all these years, but she always told 
herself it was because her dad had bought it for her.  Now, today, the night 
before Trish was getting married, she could admit that at least part – no 
most, if she was truly being honest with herself – of her reasoning was 
because she hoped the other half would come back to her.  Like the R had 
some magical charm that would draw the L back to it and to her.  A power 
that bridged space and time, that answered only to the mystical forces of the 
universe, those forces that bent the laws of nature and humankind to please 
its own sense of purpose.   

Silly now, she thought as she pulled the ring from her finger.  She 
would give the ring to Trish to wear tomorrow during her wedding.  It would 
be the something borrowed, and for the first time Rose thought it was a good 
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thing, giving the ring away.  She immediately thought of Charlie, and 
realized the only time she hadn’t thought of him since she got home was 
while she was thinking about her ring and that mysterious boy.  For an 
instant her thoughts grew confused, images of the boy and Charlie flashing 
through her mind.  The images soon resolved into Charlie and she went to 
bed.  Smiling. 

 
The next morning she got up early, feeling refreshed and rejuvenated 

and strangely buoyant.  She showered, grabbed a quick bite, packed up her 
wedding bag and left for Trish’s in her mom’s car.  She tried to focus her 
thoughts on how she would apologize to Melanie, but her mind kept 
wandering to Charlie.  When she finally rang the bell she was surprised 
when Melanie answered the door.  Even more surprised when Melanie 
cheerily greeted her with a hug and offered her own apology first. 

“I’m so sorry Rose, I don’t know what came over me last night,” she 
admitted sincerely.  “I was way out of line and I hope you can forgive me.” 

Rose was so taken aback she couldn’t say anything for a few seconds.  
When Melanie’s smiling face began to waver she realized she had to say 
something.   

“Don’t mention it,” she said.  Melanie’s smile returned, but not quite 
so firmly as before.  “I’m sorry too,” said Rose, and meant it, though in 
retrospect it was woefully lacking in comparison to Melanie’s.  It was 
enough, however.  Melanie’s smile beamed, and just like that they were 
quasi-friends again.   

“Uh, where’s Trish?” asked Rose after saying a cheery hello to the 
rest of the girls. 

“She’s upstairs trying to squeeze into that stupid corset she doesn’t 
need,” advised Jenny who was hunched over a mirror on the coffee table 
busily applying makeup.   
 “Okay,” said Rose, throwing her dress over the back of the couch but 
keeping her bag as she trucked upstairs. 
 “Trish?” she called as she knocked on her bedroom door. 
 “Rose?  Is that you hon?  Come in,” came the muffled voice of Trish 
from the other side. 
 Opening the door she saw Trish sitting on the bed, half-naked and 
smoking a cigarette.  “I couldn’t get this damn thing laced!” she complained, 
gesturing at her white lace corset.  “Why can’t they make these things with a 
zipper, anyway?  It’s not like George is ever going to be able to figure this 
thing out on his own anyway.  Talk about your mood killers.  He’ll spend 
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half an hour trying to get it undone and then give up and make me do it 
anyway.” 
 Rose had the sudden visual of George pulling his hair in frustration, 
while Trish urged him on, until eventually George’s behavior devolved into 
that of a mad monkey, jumping and squawking and slapping his head in 
frustration.  She suppressed a laugh along with the vision, but something in 
her expression betrayed her. 
 “You think this is funny?” mocked Trish. 
 “No,” stammered Rose.  Then, “I’m sorry about last night Trish.  I 
shouldn’t have jumped on Melanie and I shouldn’t have stormed out on you 
last night.  This is all about you, last night, today, everything.” 
 “Its okay baby,” cooed a supportive Trish.  “Melanie was way out of 
line anyway, and frankly I was tired of her sitting on her high horse and 
spouting off about how good and great her life is.  It was nice she finally got 
her comeuppance.  But you did kiss and make up, right?” 
 “Yeah, actually she had the olive branch jammed in my face as soon 
as the door opened.  You didn’t tell her to apologize, did you?” asked Rose, 
suddenly suspicious.   
 “No,” said Trish innocently, but something in her face gave her away. 
 Rose decided to ignore it for the sake of a peaceful wedding day.  
“Anyway, I know I left without giving you your something borrowed.  You 
still need something borrowed, right?” asked Rose.  Trish nodded and Rose 
dug out her plastic ring. 
 “That’s so...plastic?” said a bemused, yet slightly unsure Trish. 
 “Shush,” warned Rose.  “It’s beautiful and romantic and when I tell 
you about it you’ll start crying and have to redo your makeup.” 
 “Dish to Trish hon,” encouraged her friend, now fully engaged and 
eagerly awaiting the tale. 
 “Oh, where to start,” mused Rose.  “I suppose with the ring itself.  My 
dad gave me the ring.  Actually, he gave me two rings, the one with the R 
there,” she said pointing, “and one with an L that’s most likely been thrown 
away by now,” she commented wistfully.  “Anyway, he gave me the rings 
when I was eight years old, just trinket toy rings to make his little princess 
happy, and they did.  I used to wear them all the time, on the same finger no 
less,” she said only slightly embarrassed by the childish attempt at style.   
 “So this is to remind me of your dad?” said a confused Trish.  “He’s 
going to be at the wedding hon.” 
 “No, now hush.  It’s not about my dad.”  Rose paused to consider how 
to proceed.  “Have you ever experienced love at first sight?” she asked a 
little sheepishly. 
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 “Ooh, romantic,” drooled Trish.  “I don’t know exactly, not even with 
George I’m afraid.  Don’t get me wrong, he’s a darling and from the get-go I 
was totally into him.  So maybe, yeah, I suppose so.” 
 “Not what I’m talking about Trish,” corrected Rose.  “I’m talking 
about first sight and bam; you just know that the person you’re looking at is 
special; in a one of a kind, once in a lifetime kind of way.  You know 
immediately you were meant to find that person, meant to be with that 
person.  Not just a match, a compatible mate, but the match, the mate,” 
stressed Rose.   
 “I get it darling,” said a mesmerized Trish. 
 “Well it happened to me,” continued Rose.  “When I was only eight 
years old.” 
 “Eight?” said an incredulous Trish. 
 “I know, you think I’m crazy right?” 
 “No hon, but how did you know?  What happened?” 
 “I was in third grade and it was winter and I had just arrived in my 
classroom at school.  It snowed the night before and the back field behind 
the school was always so pretty, a blanket of unbroken snow, so pure and 
clean.  I always liked the day after a snowstorm.  Still do.” 
 “Uh huh,” murmured Trish. 
 “So I got to class early and my teacher wasn’t there yet, but our 
window didn’t look out back, we had a side view of the trees.  I decided I 
would cross the hall and go into the other third grade classroom.  They had a 
good view of the back.  Their teacher wasn’t there either, probably running 
late because of the snow.  No matter.  I went over to the window and parted 
the curtains enough to stand and stare at the pristine picture before me.  I 
don’t know how long I stared, probably not more than a few minutes, but 
you know how these things get over time.  The other children laughing and 
playing fell to a muted buzz in my head and it felt like I was alone in a white 
world and time stood still.  That is, until a boy came over and everything 
changed.” 
 “Really?” whispered Trish breathily, completely drawn into the story 
now and leaning forward eagerly.  “What did he look like?” 
 “He looked like a normal boy.  He had brown hair, slightly curly, with 
a sweet, friendly face and the most beautiful, stunning green eyes.  When I 
looked into those green eyes Trish I just knew that there before me was a 
special person for me and me only.  I was too young to understand the 
enormity of that simple recognition, but I knew...if I had to put it in the 
context of what I could comprehend, I just knew that he was someone I 
would be friends with forever.  I’ve never felt anything like that, before and 
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especially since, and now that I’m older I understand what happened.  Love 
at first sight was always something I’ve believed in, but only because it 
happened to me.” 
 “So what did you do?” 
 “He said hello, but I was so overcome with emotion that I couldn’t 
speak.  Instead I took his hands in mine and just stared into those eyes.  It 
felt,” Rose groped for the right words.  “It felt like we were connecting, on 
some level beyond the physical, though it was certainly felt physically too.  
It was like being in the middle of a thunderstorm where the lightening is 
crackling, the thunder booming and the rain getting whipped sideways by a 
raging wind.  It was enormous the torrent of feeling that engulfed me.  I 
can’t say what the boy felt, but I’m certain he felt something too.”  
Strangely, Rose thought about her two kisses last night with Charlie. 
 “Wait hon,” interrupted Trish.  “You keep calling him the boy.  
Doesn’t he have a name?” 
 “Of course he does,” replied Rose dejectedly.  “I just don’t know it.” 
 “Oh no!” gasped Trish, suspecting roughly what happened. 
 “Oh no is right,” continued Rose.  “The teacher finally arrived and 
was telling everyone to get in their seats.  I knew I didn’t have but a few 
seconds.  We kissed and then I took off my two rings, handed him the L – 
because it was the prettier letter to me – and gave it to him.” 
 “You didn’t!” said a scandalized Trish.  “You eight year old slut 
you!” 
 “It was a simple kiss, on the lips, granted, but innocent and pure as the 
driven snow outside.  And it was beautiful, and as soon as it was over the 
teacher saw us and realized I wasn’t supposed to be there.  She shuffled me 
out the door and across the hall and that was the last time I ever saw the 
boy.” 
 “That’s terrible Rose, but why?  You were in class right across the 
hall?” 
 “I looked for him after class ended, but he must have already gone to 
his bus.  That afternoon I was told we were moving and I was being enrolled 
in a new school.  It was a private school that was supposed to be so much 
better for me in the long run.  I suppose it was,” reflected Rose, “if you 
consider a quality education, but it was a horrible choice for finding my soul 
mate.” 
 “You poor thing,” commiserated Trish.  “So you never got to meet 
your little lover boy again, huh?” said Trish quietly.  “That’s so sad hon.  
And you’ve been saving this ring all these years, hoping that boy would 
somehow find you?” 
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 “Yeah, but obviously the men I’ve attracted have been total losers.  
But yeah, I kept the ring.  As a little girl I thought it had magical powers and 
if I prayed enough and wished hard enough that it would somehow reunite 
us.  As a teenager I hid the ring away in the back of my jewelry box and 
forgot about it.  I had been a silly girl and was determined to make the most 
of my teenage years, so I stopped praying and stopped wishing.  After high 
school, you know, when dating got really serious I used to take it out after 
bad break ups.  I took it out a lot Trish.  It was nice to think about, but I 
stopped believing I would ever find him long ago.” 
 “Oh honey,” said Trish, sniveling now and reaching for the tissues.  
“You’re making me cry.” 
 “I told you that you would,” said Rose. 
 “I can’t wear your ring though,” said Trish through her tears.  “It’s too 
much.” 
 “I was having a hard time with it myself as late as last night,” 
explained Rose.  “That’s probably why I was so short with Melanie.  After I 
left though I went home to do laundry and my washer exploded on me so I 
had to find a laundry mat.  I met the nicest guy Trish, and we really hit it off.  
We really connected I think, on some deep level,” said Rose, her mood 
visibly rising at mention of her Charlie.   
 “Sweetheart, that’s great!” said Trish, smiling and still drying her 
face.  “Tell me all about him,” she said. 
 Rose opened her mouth to begin but Trish’s mom came bursting 
through the door in a panic.  “The flowers are all dead!  The flowers are all 
dead!” 
 “What do you mean, they’re all dead?” asked a confused Trish.  
“They’re plastic!” 
 “They’re melting in the heat and starting to droop dear,” replied her 
mom.  “We have to do something now!” 
 “I’ll let you two handle this,” said Rose not wanting flower duty.  
Trish’s mom was a bit of a diva and a drama queen all rolled into one.  The 
flowers were most likely perfectly fine.   
 “I want to hear all about this guy later Rose,” assured Trish as her 
mother thrust a cell phone in her face.   
 “Call another florist dear, we need fresh flowers!” wailed her mother 
as Rose slipped quietly from the room. 
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Chapter 18 
 

Charlie pulled away from the curb in front of Rose’s apartment and in 
less than five minutes was home.  When he parked and got out of his vehicle 
and shut the door he realized he didn’t remember driving home, even though 
she lived practically around the corner.  It was surprising to Charlie that of 
all the women he met, he would find one right down the street and at the 
laundry mat, no less.  He went inside and threw his laundry in the dryer and 
flicked on the television.  Sports Center was on, but Charlie couldn’t focus.  
He kept replaying the evening in his mind.  Rose, she was perfect it seemed.  
Charlie felt as close to her as he ever had to any girl, and almost 
immediately too.  She was beautiful, smart, funny, and if he could measure 
the truth from their conversation over dinner they shared many of the same 
interests as well as dislikes.  They say opposites attract, and in Charlie’s 
experience that was certainly true.  He had been attracted to many opposites, 
and some were fun, while others were just nutty.  In the end though, those 
relationships always ended.  Charlie could confirm opposites attracted, but 
just the same he knew they must rarely ever work out in the long run.  Too 
many conflicts in likes and dislikes, no matter how minor, inevitably drove a 
wedge between people.  Those that managed the feat must have iron clad 
rules of conduct that allow for lots of time apart and space to themselves. 

This was why Charlie felt so good about Rose.  They seemed to hit it 
off right away and just kept clicking.  And that kiss!  Charlie had never 
experienced a kiss like that before, and only hoped that he would again.  He 
had Rose’s number and he wanted to call her right away, but he resisted the 
urge.  It was a struggle too, but he resisted.  He didn’t want her to think he 
was crazy, but he was starting to think he really was loopy.  He regretted the 
fact that she was busy tomorrow, though he didn’t ever catch what she was 
doing.  He would have gladly blown off Evan tomorrow.  He would miss 
another wedding where he knew no one to spend another day with Rose.  
But Rose was busy so Charlie admitted he was busy too, but more so that he 
wouldn’t sound desperately in love.  Love.  The thought struck him like a 
Mack truck with a full load and he had to check his feet to see if his shoes 
were knocked off.  If he were standing up he would have fallen down.  He 
was in love, he knew it, and it didn’t concern him or scare him at all.  It was 
actually a warm and comforting feeling.  It was like wrapping himself in a 
warm blanket on a winter night. 

His thoughts wandered through love and life but kept coming back to 
Rose until finally he went to bed.  Instead of sleeping, Charlie tossed and 
turned all night, unable to slip away.  He felt like he was a kid again on 
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Christmas Eve, knowing that in the morning the presents would be stacked 
high around the tree, the stockings stuffed with candy.  All that suspense 
drove thoughts of sleep from his mind, and even though tomorrow was just 
another day, it was another day that would bring him one day closer to 
seeing Rose again.  He just didn’t know when, and spent most of the night 
belaboring the fact that he didn’t set a date while he was with her.  His mind 
betrayed him, as he imagined he transposed her number wrong, or that her 
phone was disconnected with no forwarding number.  Or worse yet, she 
gave him the wrong number on purpose!  No, she wouldn’t have done that, 
he thought, and he knew where she lived, just in case.  And just like when he 
was a small boy, eventually sleep overtook him and when the morning came 
he woke with a cheer in his heart and a bounce in his step.  Charlie 
instinctively knew it was going to be a great day. 

At two o’clock Charlie’s phone rang, it was Evan.  Charlie had 
completely forgotten about the wedding. 

“You ready?” he asked. 
“Uh, no dude, I completely forgot,” replied Charlie.  Thinking he was 

already late he said, “You go without me, okay?” 
“No way dude.  That’s why I called you now.   I’ll be by in an hour to 

pick you up.  Wedding doesn’t start till three-thirty so we got plenty of time.  
Get off that pity pot and get dressed!” 

“I’m not on any pity pot, not anymore anyway,” said Charlie 
defensively.  “I met a girl last night.” 

“No kidding!  Well, you’re gonna meet another one tonight, no 
excuses.  Get dressed!” 

Charlie moaned.  He didn’t feel like spending all evening making 
excuses to Evan about why he didn’t want to pick up one of the many pretty 
women sure to be at the reception.  He knew Evan though, and even if he did 
believe that Charlie was gaga over a girl, the women there wouldn’t and they 
would flock to Evan anyway.  Just standing next to Evan was an almost 
sure-fire way to pick up a girl.  Women moved in groups and if one came in 
for Evan, another would be there for moral support and to occupy the 
wingman.  He’d met countless women trolling bars with Evan.  But he also 
knew that Evan wouldn’t take no for an answer so he groaned again. 

“Okay, I’ll see you in an hour,” sulked Charlie. 
“Great!  And you can tell me all about your dream girl from last 

night,” he said with obvious sarcasm.   
“I don’t kiss and tell,” joked Charlie and realized how lame that came 

out. 
“I’m sure you don’t do either, pal,” cracked Evan and hung up. 
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Charlie jumped in the shower right away.  He had already showered, 
but felt that most people looked their best after a fresh shower and he was 
going to a wedding, right?  By two-thirty he was ready and the phone rang 
again. 

“My car broke down,” explained Evan. 
“What?” asked Charlie?  “Where?” 
“Half-way to your house.  I’m waiting on Triple A now.  I’ll catch a 

ride with the tow truck to my house.  Just meet me there.” 
“We’re gonna be late man,” warned Charlie, half hoping Evan would 

put the kybosh on the whole evening. 
“Don’t sweat it dude.  We’ve still got an hour and besides, these 

things never start on time.  Just get to my house and pick me up.  I’ll 
probably beat you there.” 

“Okay,” said Charlie and hung up.   
He grabbed his keys, locked the apartment behind him and jumped in 

his car.  The drive to Evan’s was only twenty minutes, and he got there 
before the tow truck.  He double-parked out front and sat in his car with the 
engine idling, air conditioner on and waited.  He was zoning out, 
daydreaming about Rose when a tap on the window brought him out of his 
reverie.  Expecting Evan he was surprised to look up and see a cop.   

He rolled down his window and asked, “Is there a problem officer?” 
“You own this street?” asked the cop.   
He had a thick South Boston accent and his belligerent tone was clear 

warning for Charlie to tread carefully, but all he had done was double-park.  
And he was in the car too. 

“No.  Of course not sir,” said Charlie in his most respectful tone. 
“Ah you mockin’ me?” accused the officer who leaned forward 

menacingly.  “You think ahm stupid?” 
Things appeared to be getting strange real quick.  Charlie was stunned 

and couldn’t reply.   
The officer jumped into the silence.  “You been drinkin’?” 
Charlie was shocked at the question.  “N-no sir,” he replied meekly. 
“Ah you mockin’ me?” demanded the officer again.  “You do think 

ahm stupid, don’t you asshole?” 
Charlie couldn’t figure out why he was so upset.  He decided silence 

might be the best course of action.  He was wrong. 
“So now you got nothin’ to say, huh?  Tuhn off the vehicle and step 

out of the cah scumbag,” he ordered. 
Scumbag?  Charlie was so nervous he fumbled his keys and dropped 

them on the floor in a jingled heap.  Then he fumbled with the door handle, 
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his hands slipping off the smooth plastic right when he put his shoulder into 
the door.  The effect was his arm slapping him in the chest as his shoulder 
bounced off a still closed door.  The cop was glaring at him as Charlie 
finally wrestled the door open and spilled out of the car.  The cop was 
eyeing him up and down and Charlie didn’t think meeting his gaze was a 
good idea.  He figured it was like locking eyes with a rabid dog, might be 
taken for a challenge and spark a fight.  So he looked at his feet and put his 
hands in his pockets. 

The cop jumped back and pulled his firearm.  “Take yoah hands out of 
yoah pockets!  Slowly!” he yelled. 

Charlie jerked his hands out before the cop finished, missing the 
slowly command.  He held his hands up, like he was being held up and his 
knees started knocking.  He had never had a gun pointed at him before and 
even though it was a cop, it didn’t make the experience any better. 

“Tuhn around and put yoah hands on the vehicle,” ordered the cop.  
His voice had gone cold.  The anger was still there, but there was an iciness 
to it that foretold of bad things for Charlie.  He had committed a cardinal sin 
of some sort and was going to pay for it, he just knew.  Charlie did as he was 
told and assumed what he believed was called the spread position.  He heard 
the cop slide his gun back into its holster and Charlie started breathing again.  
Then the cop kicked the inside of his left ankle and nearly knocked Charlie 
into a split.  As it was his legs were dangerously far apart.  In the suit he was 
wearing he was sure the pants would rip if he had to spread any further.  The 
cop then began to roughly pat him down.   

“Maybe you’d like it if I jammed my stick up yoah ass?” he asked 
icily while he searched all his pockets, but all he tossed on the hood of his 
Explorer was his wallet, cell phone, a pack of gum, half a box of Altoids, a 
comb, and fifty-six cents.   

“Yeah, I bet you’d like that, wouldn’t you, you homo!”   
By now Charlie was past his shock and fright and getting a little bit 

angry himself.  He hadn’t done anything to warrant this kind of treatment.  
Homo? 

The cop spun him around roughly and said, “Keep yoah hands where I 
can see ‘em and I won’t have to kick yoah ass.  Coahse you’d prob’ly like 
that too wouldn’t you?  But don’t think foh a second that I won’t whethah 
you get off from it oh not.”  

Charlie was stupefied.  “I, I’m sorry officer, but what have I done?”  
“You think I’m stupid?” yelled the officer.  “Do you?” 
“Uh, no sir,” stammered Charlie. 
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“Yoah double-pahked for stahtahs,” he said, “oh do you think yoah so 
smaht you can just do what you please?” 

“I hardly think—,” began Charlie but the cop cut him off mid-
sentence. 

“You givin’ me lip boy?” he glared. 
“No officer, but I just don’t think—,” again he was interrupted. 
“You don’t think what?  I’m smaht enough to figure out yoah double-

pahked?  You don’t like cops?” 
“I, I don’t understand,” said a bewildered Charlie.  Mentally, the 

officer was jumping around like crazy and Charlie was getting dizzy trying 
to follow his verbal gymnastics. 

“Go on.  Say it to my face you punk.  If you got the guts.” 
Charlie had no idea what the cop wanted from him.  “Sir, I don’t 

understand wha—,” 
“I thought so smaht guy,” said the cop smugly.  “Brave with slappin’ 

a stickah on yoah cah, but face t’ face yoah just like ev’ry othah spineless 
punk who thinks they can talk bad about cops.  Wheah’s yoah registration?” 
he asked, flipping open Charlie’s wallet and sliding out his license. 

Charlie groaned.  “It’s in the glove box.”  He had a glimmer of 
understanding.  He must have a bumper sticker that said something offensive 
to police.   

“Walk to the reah of the vehicle and put yoah hands on the back 
window wheah I can see ‘em,” he ordered. 

Charlie did as he was told, not wanting to exacerbate the situation by 
disobeying.  It also gave him the opportunity to read the sticker.  He placed 
his hands on the window and watched the cop open the driver side door and 
lean in.  He could see him making sure Charlie was where he was supposed 
to be, and then he leaned in and started rummaging through the glove box.  
Charlie glanced down and read: 

 
Cops are People too. 

Stupid & Closet Homos, but still People. 
 
 Of course, a direct insult to police officers, thought Charlie.  Whoever 
this guy was who was slapping stickers on his bumper, he had gone too far.  
He promised himself he would do whatever it took to catch the son of a 
bitch.   
 The cop was back.  “Don’t go anywheah asshole,” he ordered. 
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 Charlie was pissed, but only partially at the cop.  Unfortunately, when 
he opened his mouth to explain his voice was heated and the cop picked up 
on it right away. 
 “Sir there’s been a misunderstanding,” began Charlie. 
 “I don’t think so asshole,” he replied and opened the door of his 
cruiser to get in.  “But just so you know, if you take yoah hands off the back 
windshield, I’ll shoot you.  Do we understand each othah now?” 
 Charlie nodded and the cop slipped behind the wheel of the patrol 
vehicle.  He hung his head low, thoroughly embarrassed as cars slowed to 
stare.  For people watching it must look like some kind of drug bust or 
something.  After about five minutes that passed like five hours the cop got 
out of his car and sauntered past Charlie.   
 “Come heah asshole,” he ordered, standing by Charlie’s driver side 
door.  Charlie walked around and stood meekly next to his vehicle, refusing 
to meet the challenging stare of the cop who was clearly perturbed with 
Charlie. 
 “Yoah lucky yoah license came back clean,” he said.  “I’m writin’ you 
a ticket foh double-pahking.” 
 “Sir, if you’d just let me exp—,” Charlie tried to say. 
 “You really think I’m stupid don’t you?” shouted the officer.  Charlie 
shook his head, not trusting his mouth to say anything that could possibly 
help the situation.  “Maximum fine is thirty dollahs foh that.  Also, yoah 
pahtly in the crosswalk.  That’s anothah eighty-five dollars.  Grand total is 
one hundred fifteen dollahs.  You have twenty-one days to pay the fine oh 
you can appeal by followin’ the instructions on the back o the ticket which 
ahm leavin’ with yoah registration,” he instructed, holding the packet that 
was his license, registration and the parking ticket up in the air before 
tossing it into the front seat of Charlie’s car.  “But yoah not goin’ anywheah 
until you take that bumpah stickah off, and I’m going to stand heah and 
watch you do it.” 
 “Whatever you say officer,” replied Charlie.  “I’ve got something 
right here that’ll do the job,” he stated, opening his back door.  At the same 
time a passing motorist slowed to ask the cop directions, momentarily 
distracting his attention.  All the better thought Charlie as he reached to the 
floor and grabbed the small razor knife.  He held it up as he started to pull 
himself out of the car when the cop kicked the door, slamming it on his arm, 
the razor knife falling harmlessly to the ground.  Pain shot up his arm, which 
he thought might have been broken.  He grabbed his forearm, and 
instinctively swiveled to yell at the cop.  Bad idea.  The cop had his club out 
and whacked Charlie upside the temple.  He didn’t hit Charlie as hard as he 
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could have, but it was still enough to make Charlie’s head bounce off the 
side of his Explorer and momentarily dazed him.  With both hands on his 
head Charlie fought the swirling image of the cop rearing back to hit him 
again when his knees buckled and down he went, sitting hard on his 
backside.  It was a good thing his knees let go, because the cop’s second 
blow shattered Charlie’s side window.  He was showered with shards of 
glass while the world slowly revolved in front of him.  He was vaguely 
aware of the cop kicking the razor blade away and demanding Charlie lay 
flat on his stomach.  Charlie moved to all fours to comply, but vomited 
before he could get to his stomach.  He started to crawl away.  He wasn’t 
trying to escape.  He just didn’t want to collapse in his own vomit, but the 
cop saw it differently.  Charlie was vaguely aware of the cop telling him to 
stop where he was and lay flat.  When he glanced to where the cop’s voice 
was coming from he could see one Dock Martin planted firmly on the 
ground while a matching boot reared back for a kick.  Charlie scrunched his 
eyes shut, bracing for the pain, but the blow never landed.  Evan had arrived 
and intervened.  Charlie was never so happy to see his friend.  Well, to hear 
him.  He couldn’t really see anything right then. 
 After a few minutes talking to the cop, Evan was allowed to help 
Charlie to his feet.  He walked Charlie around and put him in the front 
passenger seat while he went back and peeled the bumper sticker off under 
the watchful glare of the angry cop.  Charlie could hear Evan apologizing 
several times and then finally Evan opened the driver side door, tossed 
Charlie’s wallet and stuff in his lap and climbed behind the wheel. 
 “Wow Charlie, refusing to cooperate and then pulling a weapon on an 
officer of the law, humph.  I didn’t think you had it in you,” said Evan. 
 Charlie’s head was still ringing, but the world had stopped spinning.  
Now it was only tilting slightly to the right.  Charlie leaned into the tilt and 
said, “I can’t believe that cop.  I tried to explain that I didn’t put the sticker 
there, but he wouldn’t let me get a word in edgewise.  And then, I tell him I 
got something that will remove the sticker, like he told me to do, and pull 
out a tiny little razor knife and he freakin’ kicks the door shut on my arm.”  
His arm was throbbing, but he was pretty sure it wasn’t broken.   
 “Next time Charlie,” advised Evan, “do exactly what the officer says 
and no matter what, never reach for a weapon of any kind.” 
 “No kidding,” said Charlie, “I’m just glad you came when you did.  I 
was really starting to identify with Rodney King there.” 
 “You ought to be glad.  How you feeling?” asked Evan his tone one of 
concern.  “I pulled up in the tow truck just as that maniac kicked the door on 
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you.  I saw the whole thing.  Cops shouldn’t be allowed to get away with 
that crap.” 
 “I think I’ll survive.  The world seems to be settling into its familiar 
rotation again, but I think my arm is going to have a killer bruise on it and 
I’ve got a splitting headache.  I think I’ve got some aspirin in the glove,” 
said Charlie as he fished around.  He pulled out a bottle and swallowed four 
pills, washing them down with bottled water left over from yesterday.   
 After a few minutes of silence Evan said, “So, you think you’re up for 
this wedding still?”  The tone of his voice was concern, but there was a hint 
of hope there too.   
 “I suppose so,” said Charlie.  Aside from the headache, he felt okay.  
He supposed that was what a concussion was like, a little pain, a little 
disorientation, a little vomit, nothing too bad.  “You need a ride anyway and 
besides, the day can’t get worse than it already is,” reasoned Charlie. 
 “That’s the spirit!” chimed Evan.  “We’re running late, but we should 
still get there with enough time to beat the bride down the aisle.” 
 Evan sped the whole way, running yellows and pushing reds until he 
finally zipped into a parking space.  They were somewhere in Cambridge, 
that was all Charlie could tell, he hadn’t been paying close attention.  Evan 
and he climbed out and dashed up the steps of the church.  Well, Evan 
dashed and Charlie teetered.  They entered the church foyer just in time to 
see the doors closing on the Sanctuary, Bridesmaids being escorted down the 
aisle by Ushers.  The Bride appeared suddenly from a room on the right, 
nearly bumping into Evan as she wrestled her huge train through the door. 
 “Evan!” she said delighted, “so gad you could come!” 
 Evan gave her a quick hug, “Thanks Trish, wow you look stunning!” 
he said, then, “You remember Charlie.” 
 She eyed Charlie conspicuously up and down and said, “So nice to see 
you again,” she said, then turned to Evan, “You better not let him run off 
this time.”  Then she turned back to Charlie, took his hand in a friendly, two-
handed grip and said, “You’re lucky I’m getting married Charlie, else I’d be 
after you myself.  But have I got a girl for you,” she said conspiratorially.   
 Recognition hit Charlie, almost as hard as the cop.  “I know you,” he 
said.  “Your Trish from the other wedding.” 
 “A smart one, huh,” she teased, winked at Evan, but still held his hand 
in both of hers. 
 Charlie looked down, slightly embarrassed for being so stupid, but the 
air left his lungs like he had been kicked by that cop when he saw what was 
on Trish’s finger; a yellow plastic ring with the letter R on it.  He was certain 
it was a match to his L ring.   
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 Charlie’s thoughts were interrupted by a gentle cough from behind 
Trish, coming from her father.   
 She smiled and tried to extract her hands from Charlie, but Charlie 
had a firm grip on the one with the plastic ring.   
 “Where did you get that?” asked Charlie, suddenly intensely serious. 
 “Oh, this?” she said, managing to free her hand and hold it up.  “Oh 
it’s a sad story Charlie.  If I had the time I wouldn’t tell you now for fear I’ll 
ruin my own wedding.  Stick around though and at the reception I’ll tell you 
all about it,” she offered still smiling.   
 “Trish,” said Charlie in his most serious tone.  “I need to talk to you, 
now.” 
 Something in his tone made Trish tense.  She sensed Charlie’s sudden 
mood swing and knew something was about to go wrong.  Not 
understanding however, she simply smiled again, a bit forced this time, and 
said, “It’ll have to wait Charlie, I’m about to get married!” 
 The man who coughed and might be her father said, “Trish dear, its 
time.”  Sensing trouble he stepped smoothly between Trish and Charlie, took 
her by the elbow and started leading her to the center doors.  “Would you 
folks like to get your seat first?” he asked, retaining a modicum of civility 
once he got her out of arms reach of Charlie. 
 Evan said, “No, we’ll sneak in after you’ve made the alter Trish.  All 
eyes will be on you then and no one will notice we’re late.” 
 She smiled and the doors swung open and the church organ struck up 
the wedding march. 
 As the doors swung shut Charlie turned to Evan in disbelief.  “Did 
you see that?”  
 Evan was obviously worried, but he couldn’t deny what just 
happened.  He shrugged and said, “Yes.” 
 “That’s her!” exclaimed Charlie.  “That’s the girl from third grade!”  
Charlie paused a moment and looked confused.  “I thought you said we were 
going to your friend’s wedding?  Trish isn’t your friend?  Well, at least not 
one you’ve known for more than a few weeks.” 
 “Yeah, about that.  See, Trish’s friend is going to be here and I met 
her, and she seems like a real nice girl, pretty and well adjusted, and single 
Charlie, so I had her send me an invite and lied to you to get you here,” he 
explained, then, “Don’t be mad with me Charlie.” 
 “Mad!” Charlie nearly screamed.  He was growing hysterical.  “How 
can I be mad?  If it weren’t for you I wouldn’t have found Trish.  My dream 
girl is here Evan.  I’m finally going to get to talk to her, and, and,” but 
Charlie’s exuberance faded quickly.  “And she’s about to get married.  What 
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am I going to do?” he implored as his emotional state crashed down.  In 
thirty seconds he went from the highest of highs to the lowest of lows. 
 “I don’t know Charlie,” said Evan. 
 “I’ve got to stop the wedding!” declared Charlie now in full hysterics. 
 “Now just wait a minute Charlie,” cautioned Evan.  “You can’t just go 
in there and stop the wedding Charlie.” 
 “Why can’t I?” he asked, eyes wild and arms flailing as his hysterics 
began to affect his body.  “Why do they do that thing about ‘Speak now or 
forever hold your peace’, huh?” 
 “Charlie, that’s an old custom.  Nobody does that anymore.  And even 
if they did, nobody would ever stand up and protest.  That only happens in 
soap operas or the movies.” Evan tried to explain and at the same time was 
searching for a way to calm Charlie down. 
 But there was no calming Charlie down.  After so many lonely years, 
so many bad girlfriends, so many heart-achingly dismal breakups, he had 
finally found her.  The One.  The girl that captured his heart at such a tender 
age, that fate tore from his fragile young grasp, that teased him for his entire 
adult life, and he would be damned if he let something as silly as tradition 
and etiquette stand in his way.  He sidled up to the rear door and cracked it a 
little.  The music had stopped and they were speaking.  As far away as they 
were from the front Charlie was surprised he could hear the speakers clearly.  
Of course it was a church and the acoustics would be better than most 
places.  
 “Someone’s doing the reading,” reported Charlie.  “The one about 
how love is tender and kind and all that crap.” 
 “All that crap?” said a surprised Evan.  “Are you okay Charlie?  I 
don’t think you’re thinking clearly right now.” 
 “Shush, I can’t hear when you’re talking,” said Charlie waving his 
palm at Evan to quiet down.   
 “Charlie, I think we should go now.  Maybe you bumped your head 
harder than I thought.  You probably have a concussion.” 
 “Of course I have a concussion,” said Charlie matter-of-fact like.  
“But I’ve never been clearly so thinking in all my life Evan.  I mean thinking 
so clearly.”  He looked up at Evan, met his gaze.  “Okay, so maybe I’m not 
thinking so clearly.  But she’s right in there Evan,” he said quiet, but firm.  
“Right on the other side of that door.  I don’t think I could live with myself 
if I didn’t try and at least explain to her what she means to me.  How much 
I’ve thought about her over the years.  How hard I tried to find her and how 
much it hurt to think I never would.  If I could just get her to listen.” 
 “But Charlie, she’s getting married!”  
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 “I, I know that.  And believe me Evan I don’t want to ruin this day for 
anyone, especially her.  But I need to try and talk to her.  If she gives me 
fifteen minutes and still wants to get married I’ll walk out of here and out of 
her life forever with no more hassle.  It’ll probably crush me, but at least I 
will have tried and as hard as that result might be to bear, I’d get over it.  I 
don’t think I could live with myself though if I didn’t even try.” 
 Evan grunted, and warned, “Bad idea Charlie.  Worst idea ever!” 
 Charlie listened intently for another twenty minutes, waited through 
another reading and two hymns and then said expectantly, “Shush.  I think 
they’re coming to that part.” 
 Sure enough, the priest was just getting to the end of the vows.  
Charlie was practically bouncing just outside the doors.  The priest had just 
finished saying “Speak now or forever hold your peace,” when Charlie flung 
the Sanctuary doors wide and shouted “I do!”  
 Unfortunately, Charlie’s ‘I do’ was drowned out by the crash of the 
doors and everyone simply turned to stare, wondering what the commotion 
was over.   
 Charlie stood there expecting someone to say something, but instead 
everyone turned their attention back to the front and the priest, while visibly 
flustered, continued in a loud voice, “Then I now pronounce you husband 
and wife.  You may kiss the bride.” 
 Charlie was dumbfounded.  “No!” he shouted.  “I said I do!  I have 
reason they shouldn’t be married!”  He was in full-on crazy as a coot, snug 
white jackets and butterfly nets hysterics and he knew it, but he strode 
purposefully down the aisle.  “I need to speak now because I’ll never be able 
to hold my peace!”  He was shouting, and couldn’t keep the shrillness from 
his voice either.  “I need to say something to Trish,” he explained to a 
stunned crowd as he got about half way down the aisle.  He met her 
bewildered gaze and froze, suddenly unsure.  Something in her eyes told him 
he was making a terrible mistake, but he couldn’t stop himself.   

“I think I love you Trish,” he began and once he started he couldn’t 
stop.  “No, I know I love you.  I’ve loved you since I was a little boy.  I can’t 
stop thinking about you.  I was devastated when I couldn’t find you again 
and I can’t help but wonder what might have been, what might be if we had 
another chance.  I’ve mangled every relationship I’ve ever had, and I know 
now it’s because I was meant for you.”  Charlie was creeping closer to the 
front again, imploring her with his eyes to see him for what he was, her soul 
mate.  “We’re soul mates, don’t you see.  Matched by the stars, or the gods, 
or god,” he said with an apologetic look for the indignant priest.  He was just 
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below the dais now, one foot on the bottom step.  “Please Trish, think about 
what you’re doing, think about—,” 

“Charlie?” interrupted an appalled voice. 
Charlie turned and met the scandalized gaze of Rose.  “R-Rose,” he 

stammered and then he knew he had made a terrible mistake.  The hurt in 
her eyes was like a white-hot knife that not only pierced his heart, but 
proceeded to carve it up into chunky pieces of dead flesh.  He looked back 
toward Trish just in time to see the Groom rear back and slam his fist into 
Charlie’s face.   

Charlie flew backward and landed in the aisle, the air rushed out of his 
lungs with a loud whoosh and all he could see were stars.  Suddenly rough 
hands were dragging him down the aisle by the arms.  Two of the Ushers 
were hauling him from the Sanctuary.  In a daze he watched the doors swing 
shut on a stupefied Trish and a traumatized Rose and then he was outside the 
church.   

He heard Evan shout, “Don’t, he’s already hurt!” but it was too late.  
Charlie was suddenly weightless for a split second and he fell hard against 
the sidewalk.  They had pitched him from the top step and he came down on 
the first landing six steps below, his head bouncing hard off the granite.  
Charlie had a detached thought that they must have been going for the full, 
head-over-heels stairway roll, but in their exuberance had used too much 
force.  Or maybe not enough.  Perhaps if they tried again they could get the 
distance right.  These things weren’t easy without practice.   

He managed to lift his head, and as the blackness rapidly closed in he 
heard the Ushers say, “We don’t know who you are pal, but you better leave 
now,” and then Evan was by his side. 

“Are you okay?” asked Evan. 
Charlie looked at his friend in confusion.  “Yeah, I’m fine,” replied 

Charlie.  “Except I think I missed my bus though.  I’m so tired.  I think I’ll 
just take a quick nap.”   

Then the darkness took him. 
 
Charlie awoke in an ambulance, an EMT leaning over him and 

speaking into a radio mike that squawked before he spoke.  “Fffsst—
Possible orbital fractures—fffsst—Multiple lacerations to the back of the 
head—fffsst—we’re bringing him in.” 

Charlie groaned.  His head was splitting and must be why his eyes 
wouldn’t focus.  He was also extremely cold, and despite the layers of 
blankets that were piled atop him he shivered. 
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“Welcome back,” said the EMT happily as he fiddled with a blanket, 
tucking the edges tightly down Charlie’s sides.  “Do you remember what 
happened?” 

“I think I was safe,” said Charlie, recalling a Little League game when 
he was twelve.  He took a knee in the head sliding into third, he recalled.  
“He never put the tag down.” 

“Well, I’m not sure anyone tagged you either,” said the EMT with a 
chuckle.  “Can you tell me your name?” 

“I’m Charlie, of course.  Who’d you think I was?” 
“Just making sure Charlie.” 
“There someone running around impersonating me?” said a groggy 

Charlie. 
“Now why would anyone want to be you Charlie?” asked the EMT 

playfully.   
“You said it,” said Charlie.  “I don’t even want to be me.  Way too 

much pain.” 
“Where does it hurt Charlie?” asked the EMT, a little seriousness 

entering his voice. 
Charlie groaned just thinking about pain.  “It feels like my whole 

body’s been through a meat grinder.” 
The EMT laughed again.  “I don’t think they had any meat grinders at 

that wedding Charlie.” 
At mention of the wedding, it all came crashing back.   
“Trish,” he moaned. 
“Whose Trish?” asked the EMT? 
“Just the woman of my dreams,” explained a morose Charlie.  “She’s 

now married.  Hey, is it too late for a do not resuscitate order?” 
“Ah,” nodded the EMT, “The puzzle pieces are coming together.  And 

yes, it’s too late, but I don’t think you’re in danger of dying Charlie.” 
“How’s my face?  Her new husband has a great right hand,” 

commented Charlie.  “Probably one of them Ultimate Fighters,” he figured 
aloud.  “The whole set of Ushers must have been Ultimate Fighters, the way 
they rag dolled me and chucked me down a flight of steps like a bag of 
sand.”   

“Undoubtedly,” agreed a smiling EMT. 
Charlie didn’t appreciate the smile.  “Lucky for you, I’m not in any 

kind of shape to kick your ass.” 
“Charlie, you’re not in any condition to kick a Girl Scout’s ass,” 

commented the still smiling EMT, but the smile took on a pitying look.  
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“Anyway, I’ve got you strapped down for my own protection.  Purely a 
precautionary measure,” he assured. 

“You’re probably right,” agreed Charlie.  “Besides, getting beat up 
twice in one day is plenty.  I don’t think I could handle a third time, 
especially by a Girl Scout like you.”   

His jaw dropped.  “Twice?” asked the EMT in near apoplexy. 
“Yeah, a cop kicked my ass before I got to the wedding,” explained 

Charlie. 
“A cop?  Charlie, you need to do a better job with your decision 

making,” warned the EMT playfully shaking his head. 
Charlie opened his mouth to respond, but the EMT announced they 

were at the hospital.  Before Charlie knew it he was being settled into a 
hospital bed and nurses were checking his vitals.  A doctor came in and in a 
three second whirlwind announced Charlie was going to survive, that he had 
a concussion, and that someone had to close up the gash on the back of his 
skull before they let him go home.  The one doctor spun out of the room and 
another twirled in, a suture tray in hand.  He rolled Charlie on his stomach 
and began shaving the back of his head around his wound.  Twenty-two 
stitches later Charlie was told he had to get someone to check him out of the 
hospital.  Unfortunately, Charlie had no idea what happened to his cell 
phone. 

As he lay there wondering what he was going to do, Evan came 
strolling in, two nurses led the way and happy to do so gauging from their 
flirty smiles directed toward his tall and handsome friend. 

“Thank you ladies,” smiled Evan. 
“No problem,” they said in unison.  Then one said, “We’ll be right 

down the hall if you need anything else.” 
Charlie couldn’t help a smile, but his pounding head and the reality of 

what happened at the wedding wiped the smile quickly from his face. 
“Okay Romeo,” cracked Evan, trying to lighten the mood.  “They say 

you can’t drive, so a friend has to take you home.  Since friends are in short 
supply for you right now, I decided to volunteer.  You can make it up to me 
later, dude.” 

“Thanks,” mumbled a morose Charlie.  After a few seconds of 
strained silence Charlie asked the question, “What happened at the 
wedding?” 

“What happened?  You really don’t remember?” asked an incredulous 
Evan. 
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“I remember fine what happened to me,” admitted Charlie reluctantly.  
“At least everything up until I hit the concrete steps.  I meant, what 
happened at the wedding afterwards.  What did Trish do?” 

“Oh,” said Evan who paused, obviously wrestling with how to 
explain.  Finally he took the direct approach.  “They finished the wedding.  
It was just about over anyway.  I didn’t go back in, but in two minutes they 
were back outside.  If it makes you feel any better, they had to reroute the 
reception line cause of you.  It went around the side of the church.  That 
Bridesmaid that recognized you came right out and asked if you were okay.  
She was the one I was going to set you up with, Rose I think her name was.  
She seemed to be genuinely concerned, but she seemed pretty pissed too, it 
was weird.  Then she left and Trish came over.  It took the ambulance a 
good fifteen minutes to get there.  Plenty of time for her to come by and see 
if you were okay.  She was sincerely sorry, but I got to tell you man, she was 
completely confused.  She had no idea what got into you.  I told her you 
thought she was a girl he met in grade school, and had been looking for 
recently.  I even told her about the newspaper ad you took out and the 
article, hoping to put your actions into some kind of reasonable context.  I’m 
not sure, but I think I succeeded.  She said, ‘Oh my god, it’s the ring,’ and I 
said yes.  I was actually surprised she did the math, because until that 
moment I didn’t think she had a clue.  In fact, I would have bet my life 
savings the whole thing was a big mistake on your part Charlie, until she 
said that.” 

“She said that?  She mentioned the ring?” said Charlie, trying to fight 
down the sudden elation.  He didn’t have any trouble.  All he had to do was 
remember she was married.  “Then what happened?” 

“Yeah, she said that.  Then she got up and looked around, started 
calling for that Bridesmaid that knew you, Rose?  Then the ambulance came 
and scraped you off the steps with most of what’s left of your brains, loaded 
you up and off you went.” 

Charlie moaned again.  “Rose,” he said forlornly. 
“Yeah, Rose.  That was Trish’s friend we were going to set you up 

with.  Talk about screwing the pooch.” 
“That’s the girl I met last night,” confessed Charlie.  “I really messed 

up, didn’t I?” 
“Really?  No way?” questioned Evan in disbelief.  “Well, you did 

manage to simultaneously piss off your old dream girl and your new dream 
girl in one fell swoop.  I suppose it’s too much to ask Rose to overlook the 
whole “I love your best friend” display at her wedding.  And as much as I 
want to cheer you up Charlie, I can’t say that Trish looked too upset kissing 
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her new husband and climbing into the limo with him.  I heard somebody 
say they were off to Jamaica for two weeks, and they looked pretty damn 
excited about leaving, regardless of where they were headed.” 

“I suppose that’s it then,” said Charlie, downcast. 
“Come on man.  Get your clothes on and we’ll get out of here.  You 

can crash at my place tonight.  The nurses said that you shouldn’t be alone 
with a concussion.” 

“Thanks man,” mumbled Charlie. 
“Don’t sweat it bud,” said Evan with a warm smile.  As an after 

thought he offered, “Hey, you want me to ask those nurses to come by?  I 
bet they’ll be happy to check in on you.  We can tell them you got clobbered 
saving a little old lady from a dozen biker clan rapists.  Chicks love a hero.” 

Charlie moaned.  “I bet they’ll be happy to check in on you, but me?  I 
bet they’ll forget all about me in five minutes.” 

“Don’t be so hard on yourself Charlie.  I’m sure it’ll take at least ten.” 
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Chapter 19 
 

 “Charlie?” said Rose, mortified, questioning what her eyes just saw 
and her ears heard.  He looked at her and when recognition washed over him 
he looked like he just swallowed a bug.  A big, crunchy, juicy thing with 
twelve legs and a belly full of green guts.  But then he turned back to Trish 
and it was Rose’s turn to swallow a bug.  The man she thought she was 
falling in love with was throwing himself at Trish, her best friend.  At her 
wedding!  She was so hurt and confused.  She was having a hard time 
processing what she was seeing and hearing.  Like the whole thing was 
underwater.  Motions were slower.  Sound was muffled and weirdly echoed.  
Her sight was blurry and distorted.  Charlie made it to the dais now and 
practically begged Trish to take him back.  It was dreadful to watch, and felt 
like someone had just punched her in the stomach.  She wanted to vomit that 
bug, thought she might. 
 Then George stepped down and punched Charlie right in the face, 
sending him sprawling down into the aisle.  Rose gasped along with the 
crowd.  George wasn’t a big man, nor was he a fighter, but he appeared to 
land a pretty good punch.  Charlie bumped his head hard against the floor, 
and even though it was carpeted Charlie looked dazed and confused.  Two of 
George’s Ushers leapt down and each grabbed and arm.  They tried to stand 
him up, but Charlie’s legs weren’t working so they just started dragging him 
down the aisle.  The crowd was abuzz with the excitement of what just 
happened, everyone talking in hushed whispers that made the church echo.  
It sounded like a beehive wired to an amplifier that was set to reverberate.  
The only words Rose could make out were Trish’s name, her own and 
George’s name, and the occasional Charlie, and she knew they must be tying 
the whole thing together in the most dramatic of ways.  She watched in 
apoplexy as they dragged Charlie from the sanctuary and in less than a 
minute they returned, all smiles.  By this time Trish had conferred with 
George and they both turned to the priest, motioning for him to continue.  
An expectant hush settled over the crowd, obviously wondering if there 
would be any fireworks from the bride and groom after such a display.  You 
could almost sense the let down, like a giant balloon deflating, when the 
priest cleared his throat and continued.   
 They wrapped up the ceremony early, though no one except the 
wedding party would have known.  As they walked down the aisle Rose was 
still in a state of shock.  Exiting the church she immediately spied Charlie 
lying on the first landing of the steps.  She instinctively rushed over, not 
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thinking what she might say or do.  Charlie’s friend was standing there and 
he looked vaguely familiar to Rose. 
 “Is he okay?” she asked, surprised at the concern in her voice and then 
her anger welled up.  It must have shown on her face because his friend gave 
her a weird look. 
 “He’s had a pretty bad day, don’t you think?” 
 It was a stupid question anyway, thought Rose.  Charlie was lying 
there unconscious, blood starting to spread around the back of his head.  She 
heard the ambulance in the distance and then saw Trish heading over.  She 
didn’t want to see Trish right then.  Didn’t want to talk to her.  She didn’t 
think she’d be able to tell her that Charlie was the guy she met the night 
before, the guy she thought she was falling for.  The whole thing was a 
terrible mess in her mind and all she could think about was that at least she 
uncovered that flaw she knew must have been lurking in the shadows.  She 
left Charlie lying there with his friend, darted past Trish without a word, and 
ran into the church.  She grabbed her things from the bridesmaids’ suite and 
snuck out the side door, jumped in her mother’s car and sped off. 
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Chapter 20 
 

 Charlie called in sick Monday.  It was the first time he called in sick 
for a concussion and his boss wouldn’t have believed him if Evan didn’t 
back up his story.  The concussion was just an excuse though.  Physically 
Charlie felt fine.  A slight, recurring headache was the only lingering effect 
of his tumble down the church steps.  Mentally, emotionally he was a mess.  
He decided to go out for some Dunkin Donuts coffee, just to kill some time.  
Depression threatened to overwhelm him and sitting around his apartment 
was driving him crazy.  Even though the Dunkin Donuts shop was just down 
the street Charlie normally used the drive through on his way to work.  
Today he decided he would walk.  It was a nice day, warm and sunny with a 
slight breeze coming off the water carrying a hint of salt air.   

He thought the fresh air would be good for him but he couldn’t take 
his mind off the wedding.  Over and over he replayed in his mind his 
storming of the church, disrupting the wedding.  He could see Trish’s 
confused look, and that troubled him.  Somehow he thought she would have 
remembered him, she was wearing the ring, right?  Worse was the look on 
Rose’s face when she called his name.  That left a void in the pit of his 
stomach.  It was the kind of feeling that you got just before you vomit.  
Except Charlie couldn’t vomit, instead he was trapped in this pre-vomit 
limbo, his own private Purgatory.  He had reached the donut shop, but the 
thought of coffee added to his roiling stomach didn’t appeal.  In the brief 
pause as he considered whether he should enter or leave the door flung open 
and out walked Rose.   

She pulled up in alarm and for a split second her mouth worked but no 
words came out.  Then she accused, “What are you doing, following me?” 

Shocked by the accusation Charlie stammered, “No.”  Then getting a 
little defensive he said, “This is my coffee shop.  I come here all the time.”  
He immediately regretted his choice of words. 

“Your coffee shop?” she spat.  “Is this your sidewalk too?  Ooh, the 
MacDonalds down the road must be yours too.  Your motto is over a billion 
served, right?”  She shouldered past him in a huff, not waiting for a 
response, and headed up the street.   

Charlie watched her go in stunned silence.  With every step she took 
he had to fight the urge to run after her.  But hadn’t he done enough already?  
He deserved the scathing rebuke.  He just wished he had the opportunity to 
tell her he was sorry. 
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He took the next day off too.  This time he drove to Dunkin Donuts, 
but he didn’t see her.  He sat in the parking lot on the off chance he might, 
but after an hour he started feeling like a stalker, chastised himself for 
turning into a male version of Holly, and headed home.  On the way he 
stopped off at the CVS for some toothpaste and floss.  He hadn’t run out yet, 
but again, he found the inane chores of life were his only hope of diversion.  
Walking down the front of the store, his gaze was fixed on the aisle signs in 
search of Tooth Care.  When he found it he turned up the aisle and nearly 
knocked Rose over.   

“I don’t believe you!” she hissed under her breath.  “I suppose this is 
your CVS too, huh?” 

“Uh, no.” he stuttered.  “Listen, what I said at Dunkin Donuts, I really 
wasn’t thinking clearly and it just came out.  Of course you can go there 
too.” 

Rose rolled her eyes, shouldered past him again and said, “Gee 
thanks!” 

“What I mean is—,” 
“Whatever Charlie,” she said as she walked away. 
Once more he had to fight the urge to go after her.  What could he say 

though?  He kept putting his foot in his mouth as it was.  Better to just keep 
it closed.  He deliberately waited for her to pay and leave before he went up 
to checkout.  Afterwards, he headed straight home and decided he would 
have to start shopping in Southie just to avoid bumping into Rose. 

He moped around his apartment all that day and most of the next.  By 
mid-afternoon he was completely stir crazy, but didn’t dare leave the 
apartment for fear of running into Rose.  When Charlie’s aunt called him 
and asked him to come to her Bingo with him, he jumped at the suggestion.  
His aunt Dee was wonderful to Charlie.  Since his mother passed away when 
he was a teenager Dee was always there, encouraging Charlie, and taking 
care of him too.  Charlie didn’t think he would have made it through high 
school if it weren’t for her.  Of course he never went to Bingo with her.  It 
wasn’t his kind of thing.  For some reason she had been asking him to go 
over the last few months.  Her tone of surprise and delight at his acceptance 
was proof of just that.   

Besides, there was no way he would run into Rose at Bingo. 
 

Rose called in sick to work Monday and Tuesday.  She knew she was 
taking this harder than she should have and didn’t understand, couldn’t 
understand why.  She didn’t want to see anyone.  She didn’t want to talk to 
anyone.  Rose kept wrestling with what could possibly be wrong, going 
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over, again and again the situation in her mind?  She had only just met 
Charlie.  She spent a total of two hours and twenty-two minutes with him.  
She should have been able to forget him without a problem, walk away 
without looking back.  So why did she feel like the whole world was 
laughing at her?  Why did she feel so betrayed by a man she hardly knew?  
Why did she feel like life had lost some of its beauty, charm?  Why did she 
know they spent exactly two hours and twenty two minutes together?  So 
many why’s, but all she kept coming back to were those two kisses; the one 
under the neon A New Spin Laundry sign and the one on her landing, just 
outside her apartment door.  As she thought about what he did at the church, 
the anger she felt, the betrayal, she always came back to the kisses.  It was 
those that made everything so difficult, so impossibly hard to forget him.  
They had shared, not just a simple kiss or two.  Even in her current 
befuddled state of mind she was cognizant that they were more than that.  
They were profound experiences.  Before the church incident, she thought of 
them as magical moments that triggered a flood of emotions so powerful she 
couldn’t breathe for the lingering ecstasy and raw attraction the memories 
evoked.  She could feel his lips against hers, pleasant and firm, not rough, 
but yielding with a gentleness and passion.  She could feel her fingers in his 
hair at the nape of his neck, thick and soft.  She could feel his breath, warm 
and quickened through his flared nostrils by the obstacle of her mouth 
against his.  She could feel the electricity crackle around them both, like they 
were in a giant science experiment globe that shot purple lightening to the 
edges as it was touched.  Now, those emotions still evoked the same 
feelings, but since Charlie’s behavior at the church they were...tainted.  They 
had turned bad, like old milk.  Clotted and sour, those feelings still raged 
through her, leaving her literally sick to her stomach and wishing she never 
met Charlie, but even more so, wishing the incident at the church never 
happened.  She spent hours wondering how she could forgive him, which 
only made the heartache worse.  She didn’t want to be a pushover, but 
something deep down inside told her that Charlie wasn’t someone she 
should dismiss out of turn.  But how could she justify that this wasn’t out of 
turn?  Yet, something about him was different and it made her not want to 
blow him off, but how could she ever look him in the eyes without 
wondering how he felt about Trish?  What would people say about her, 
overlooking someone so obviously lecherous?  What could she say to defend 
her forgiving him, that he was a great kisser?  Ha.  True, but...  Ha. 

She went to the bathroom to try and vomit again, but never got there.  
The doorbell rang, followed by the insistent pounding and urgent calls of 
Mrs. G.  Even Mrs. G was wondering what was wrong, but Rose hadn’t 
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answered the door for her the past three days.  She wasn’t going to this time 
either.  She went back to the couch and pulled the comforter up to her chin 
to wallow in her plentiful supply of self pity.   

Keys jingled outside her door and she heard Mrs. G call out, “I’m 
coming in dear!” 

Rose pulled the comforter over her head and waited in silence.  She 
heard the locks click open and the door swing in and softly shut behind her 
landlord. 

“Rose honey, are you here?” she called questioningly. 
Rose wanted her to go away, but didn’t have the nerve to be mean, 

especially to Mrs. G, always so sweet and friendly.  “I’m hiding under the 
comforter,” she answered, but remained hidden nevertheless. 

“Oh my,” remarked Mrs. G as she came through the kitchen, “Is there 
something wrong with the dishwasher dear?  Are you feeling okay?” 

Mrs. G made it to the couch and slid the blanket off her face to just 
under her chin and placed the back of her hand on Rose’s forehead.  “You 
don’t have a temperature.  What’s wrong honey?” she asked again and edged 
herself down on the couch by Rose’s side. 

“I’m okay,” said Rose sulkily. 
“Dear, you’re a terrible liar.  Look at you!  You haven’t showered in 

days, have you?  And the kitchen is a mess, the whole house is a mess,” she 
said looking around.  “There are only two things that get a woman like you 
to ignore her house and self, and I already know you’re not ill.  So who is 
he?” 

Rose let the wry grin spread across her face.  Leave it to Mrs. G to cut 
to the chase.  “Just a guy I met the other night, nobody special.” 

Mrs. G glanced around again, took in Rose’s appearance with distaste 
and said, “Could have fooled me.  Tell me all about it.” 

Rose took a deep breath and let it all out, explaining everything.  She 
found it cathartic, and realized that she missed her friend Trish.  It would 
have been Trish she vented her feelings to, normally, but with Trish being 
the object of Charlie’s affection, and being in Jamaica, it left her without a 
friendly ear.   

Reading her thoughts Mrs. G said, “You’re not mad at Trish sweetie 
so go ahead and call her and tell her so.  That’ll make you feel a little better.  
As for this Charlie fellow, I don’t condone his interrupting a wedding, but I 
must admit it is impressive in its own right.”  Rose gave her a questioning 
look.  “Don’t misunderstand me Rose, a man shouldn’t wait until the love of 
his life is at the altar with another man before he makes his feelings known, 
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but what strong feelings he must have had to step into that church and tell 
her how he felt.  In front of all those people.  Impressive.” 

This wasn’t helping Rose any.  Mrs. G must have seen that too.  “I’m 
sorry dear.  I know you liked him.  And you haven’t talked to Trish yet.  
Maybe he had a crush on her from afar and never had the opportunity or the 
nerve to ask her out.  You did say you never knew that Trish and Charlie 
dated.  Course that still doesn’t excuse his behavior at the church, but it 
might still mean there’s a chance for you too.” 

“Oh Mrs. G, I appreciate what you’re trying to do, really I do.  But 
how on earth can I look him in the eye, knowing how he feels, felt – no feels 
– about my best friend?” 

Mrs. G offered her a sympathetic look, took a deep breath and said, “I 
never told you this Rose, but my Frankie didn’t always have eyes for me you 
know.” 

Rose was stunned.  Mrs. G spent most of her breath revering her 
husband, posthumously, to anyone who would listen.   

“Close your mouth dear,” ordered Mrs. G tersely.  “I know I go on 
about Frankie, but there was a time when he was gaga over that hussy Mae 
Cavicci.  She was Celi’s niece and worked at Celi’s Ice Cream one summer.  
That’s what brought Frankie around so much.” 

“But I thought he only had eyes for you,” mumbled Rose trying to 
wrap her arms around the mental image of Mrs. G’s Frankie having eyes for 
someone else. 

“I know, because that’s what I tell everyone,” admitted Mrs. G rather 
guiltily.  “And it’s true too.  If you count from the time he and I started 
dating, he never had eyes for anyone else but me.  Not even Mae.” 

“Really?” 
“Yes dear, really.  When I first met him I thought he was a dream, but 

he didn’t even notice me at first.  He just kept coming into Celi’s to talk to 
Mae, and the silly girl did nothing but flirt with him so I can’t rightly blame 
Frankie for coming around so much.  But, the silly girl Mae flirted with all 
the boys, and all the boys kept coming around.  It took a little work on my 
part you know, dressing flashy and wearing makeup; doing the little things 
that get a girl noticed.”   

Mrs. G’s gaze was drifting off and she was absently smoothing her 
skirts and straightening her hair.  Rose watched as the years fell away and 
could picture Mrs. G in her twenties, long black hair done up in the latest 
beehive fashion, her slim young body slipped into a demure dress designed 
to modestly show off her ample bosom and shapely calves to full advantage.  
Rose could imagine her face thin and beautiful, a healthy blush in her 
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cheeks, plump lips and long lashes batting away for her Frankie.  It all made 
her smile. 

“Anyway,” said Mrs. G, slightly flustered, “One day Mae wasn’t there 
when Frankie came in.  When he turned to leave, I accidently bumped into 
him,” she smiled conspiratorially at Rose and then tried to look sheepish, but 
Rose could tell she was proud of what she managed.  “So we struck up a 
conversation and split a root beer float and the rest is history.” 

“That’s nice,” remarked Rose wistfully. 
“I know dear, believe me I know.  But do you know what my Frankie 

used to say when he talked about me?”  She paused, maybe for dramatic 
effect, maybe because she had to control her emotions; it was difficult for 
Rose to tell.  “He used to say that from the moment he bumped into me in 
Celi’s Ice Cream he knew I was the one for him.” 

“Aw,” said Rose as the tears welled in her eyes. 
“It was the last thing he ever said to me too,” whispered Mrs. G as she 

turned and dabbed her eyes with her apron. 
Rose had to dry hers as well. 
“But that’s just it, isn’t Rose,” she went on.  “Maybe this Charlie 

fellow will turn out to be your Frankie now that he’s finally bumped into 
you.” 

“Oh, but Charlie bumped into me Friday and professed his love for 
Trish on Saturday.  It’s not the same,” said a dejected Rose. 

“Well, regardless honey, you’re not staying in this apartment alone,” 
said Mrs. G slapping Rose on the leg and standing up.  “You’re coming to 
Bingo with me tonight and I’m not taking no for an answer,” she said over 
Rose’s feeble attempt at refusal.  “But you better take a shower first.  I don’t 
think I want to sit next to you all night smelling like you do,” she added 
wrinkling her nose. 

 
Two hours later Rose was trundled into a cab and headed to the 

VFW’s Tuesday night bingo extravaganza.  The extravaganza was in 
addition to their regular bingo games, they added free coffee and pastries.  
At first things were going all right.  Rose felt better after the talking-to Mrs. 
G delivered, and even better after she took a shower.  She didn’t bother 
getting all dolled up, but she felt cute in her jeans and spaghetti tank.  They 
arrived a full forty minutes early, for socializing according to Mrs. G.  Mrs. 
G was a social butterfly too, flitting from table to table and person to person, 
saying polite hellos and complementing the other women on their blouses 
and hats.  About five minutes before bingo was slated to begin Mrs. G 
ushered Rose to a seat near the middle of the room.  Her lucky seat, she 
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declared with pride as she offered it to Rose.  They purchased their cards; 
Rose bought five for a dollar a piece, but was pleasantly shocked at Mrs. G’s 
purchase of fifteen cards.  Rose didn’t think she could keep track of that 
many, but smiled at the visual of Mrs. G’s gray haired bun bobbing 
feverishly as the numbers were called out. 

“Oh goodie,” squealed Mrs. G delightfully, “Dee brought her nephew 
she’s been talking so much about.”  She nudged Rose and whispered a 
confession, “I might have suggested she bring the young man tonight.” 

Rose groaned playfully.  She wasn’t against being set up by Mrs. G, 
and it wasn’t exactly a set up.  The thought of a bingo blind date made her 
laugh.  Frankly, she was in a pretty good mood.  She needed to get Charlie 
off her mind anyway, and besides, how bad could her friend’s nephew be?  
Rose had her back to the door and didn’t want to crane her neck around to 
check out the guy, so she waited patiently as Mrs. G stood up and waved 
them over.  It was then that she noticed there was one seat next to her open 
and another next to Mrs. G.  She would be stuck sitting next to Dee’s 
nephew all night.  At least she would have bingo to keep her occupied.   

Dee made it through the crowd, saying her own polite hellos and 
passing her compliments liberally around the room.  Rose decided that Dee’s 
and Mrs. G’s easily passed and dreadfully over-stated compliments were 
single-handedly responsible for the combined lack of updated fashions 
among the fifty and older crowd in the room and perhaps the entire North 
End.  Mrs. G introduced Rose, who stood up to give her a polite hug as one 
of Mrs. G’s closest friends.  As Rose pulled apart Dee turned, revealing her 
nephew. 

Charlie. 
Rose was speechless.  By the look on Charlie’s face so was he.  His 

mouth was open and his lips were moving but only a strangled gurgle came 
out.  Dee was slow on the uptake, pushing Charlie into the seat next to Rose, 
but Mrs. G, who had heard the name Charlie earlier that day immediately 
gasped and pulled Rose close, whispering in her ear.   

“I didn’t know honey, I’m so sorry,” she said sincerely.  “We should 
leave right now dear.”  She turned to Dee and whispered an apology and 
turned back to Rose.  “Come on honey,” she urged quietly while shooting a 
dirty look over Rose’s shoulder at Charlie. 

To Charlie’s credit he sat down looking sheepish and contrite, and he 
was so red-faced he looked like a Harvard Hockey fan who painted his face 
for the Beanpot finals.  “I’m sorry,” he said finally.  “You shouldn’t leave 
Rose, I’ll go,” he offered and stood up. 
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Rose felt like she swallowed another bug, this one was alive and 
wriggling around in her stomach.  “No Charlie, stay.  Mrs. G, we’ll stay too.  
There’s no reason we can’t all sit and play some bingo.”  She didn’t make 
eye contact with any of them, mainly because she was a terrible liar.  She 
didn’t want to be the cause of ruining Mrs. G’s night out and it was only for 
a few hours.  She could put up with Charlie sitting next to her.  She could. 

Dee looked delighted, blissfully ignorant of the dynamic between 
Charlie and Rose.  Mrs. G looked skeptical, and gave Rose a searching look 
before sitting back down and saying, “Okay dear, if you’re sure.  You let me 
know if you change your mind.” 

Charlie just looked relieved.  And nervous.  He fidgeted about the 
table as he tried to look anywhere except at Rose, and when the woman 
selling cards came by Charlie dropped his wallet twice.  When he finally 
secured the wallet in one hand he tugged on a five that was wrapped around 
the rest of his bills and they all came out, spilling all over the floor.  He bent 
over to pick them up and she noticed the stitches in the back of his head and 
felt a pang of pity.  Then he bumped his head hard on the table when he tried 
to sit back up.  His face turned purple. 

Rose stifled a laugh and was proud she remained silent throughout 
that spectacle, and he finally got his money back in his wallet.  A few 
minutes of tense silence passed between them before Charlie broke it. 

“I’m really sorry Rose,” whispered Charlie.  “I acted like a fool the 
other day.” 

“Whatever,” replied Rose curtly.  She didn’t want to get into it here. 
“I just want you to know—,” 
“I seventeen,” called the woman pulling the first ball of the night.   
Rose scanned her five cards and pulled the slot over on two.  She saw 

Mrs. G scanning her own and was surprised at how calmly and quickly she 
went through her fifteen.  Charlie began to visibly panic as he started to scan 
his cards. 

“I just want you to know—,” he started but was interrupted again. 
“G forty-nine,” she crowed. 
Charlie plowed on.  “I want you to know that I meant everything I 

said.” 
“O seventy-five!” 
“I should hope so,” replied Rose angrily. 
“Well, I, uh,” stuttered Charlie. 
“I twenty-nine!” 
“I mean, if you’re going to try and break up a wedding in progress, 

you better be sure!” hissed Rose, her temperature rising. 
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“No, I wasn’t—,” said Charlie. 
“B two!” 
“I wasn’t talking about the wedding Rose, I was referring to Friday 

night,” corrected Charlie. 
“N forty-one!” 
“Oh, so now I’m supposed to forget all about the wedding?  Charlie 

you better quit while I’m still willing to sit next to you in public,” warned 
Rose. 

“G sixty!” 
Charlie closed his eyes and took a deep breath. 
“G fifty-two!” 
“What happened at the wedding was complicated,” began Charlie, 

who timed his sentences between callings. 
“B four!” 
“I really thought that Trish was,” 
“N thirty-eight!” 
“Was what?” asked Rose icily. 
“Was..., I was hoping she would remember,” Charlie continued rather 

morosely.  It didn’t make Rose feel any better. 
“O sixty-seven!” 
“Never mind Charlie.  It doesn’t matter because I was there.” 
“I thirty!” 
“And I heard you Charlie.  Everything you said you meant and you 

can’t convince me otherwise,” she fumed. 
“I twenty-three!” 
“I know Rose, and I’m really sorry,” he apologized again.  “I never 

thought,” 
“B six!” 
“Bingo!” shouted Rose, and was surprised she got Bingo so quickly.  

The room let out a collective groan.  She turned to rub it in to Charlie and 
saw him slide the last in his row of I’s closed. 

“Bingo,” he whispered to no one in particular, perplexed. 
The woman sitting next to him heard and leaned over to see before 

she shouted out, “He’s got bingo too!” 
The whole room began to buzz.  Not from a double bingo, that 

happened often enough.  It was two people sitting together getting bingo that 
was the oddity.  Rose snatched her card and moved down her row and 
walked up to the front.  She knew Charlie was following because she could 
hear people commenting, “They look like such a nice couple,” and “Isn’t 
that cute, a love bingo!” and other silly and irreverent comments. 
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After their cards were confirmed, the woman announced the pot.  “It 
would have been one hundred and sixteen dollars, but two winners split.  
They each get fifty-eight dollars.” 

The crowd clapped half-heartedly and Charlie and Rose made their 
way back to the table.  No sooner had they sat down, Charlie started in 
again, but Rose didn’t let him get past the second word. 

“Charlie, I don’t want to hear it okay?  You can’t expect me to look 
past the fact that you expressed your undying devotion to my best friend.  At 
her wedding!  I just couldn’t, so don’t patronize me by asking.  Now if you 
don’t mind, I’d like to focus on bingo and not rehash what happened last 
weekend.  And when the night is over I want you to walk out that door and 
out of my life forever.” 

Charlie listened patiently and took his time before he answered.  
When he did she could hear the pain in his voice and knew he was fighting 
back tears.  It made her want to cry. 

“I would never ask you to forgive my behavior at the wedding.  I only 
wanted you to understand its context, but I guess that doesn’t change things 
either.  And you’re right; I did mean everything I said to Trish.  But it’s 
complicated and I made a big mistake.  And the worst part about it all?  I 
thought I would be torn up over Trish, but I can’t even picture her in my 
mind.  If she walked in the room right now I wouldn’t recognize her.  
Honestly I don’t think I could pick her out of a line up if you paid me.  What 
kills me, what keeps me up at night Rose is the look on your face when you 
recognized me in that church.  I’ll never forget it and that’s why I could 
never ask for your forgiveness.  I can’t even forgive myself for making you 
feel the way you felt.  And I won’t patronize you by telling you I know 
exactly how you felt, because I really don’t.  All I know is the look on your 
face haunts me; will always haunt me, and I deserve it Rose.  I deserve every 
sleepless night and every lonely day.  I could never ask you to forgive me.  I 
can’t forgive myself.  And I won’t make you wait till the end of the night 
either Rose.  I’m sorry.  Goodbye.” 

Charlie slid his chair out and stood up to leave, leaned over his aunts 
shoulder as he walked by, made some flimsy excuse, passed off his cards, 
and walked out of Rose’s life forever. 

Rose fought back tears the rest of the night.  Rubbing salt in the 
wound, her and Charlie’s cards shared two more bingos that night.   
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Chapter 21 
 

Charlie left the VFW awash in a sea of melancholy.  He remained 
adrift for the next week and a half.  His appetite deserted him.  He found 
sleep difficult and when he managed to settle his exhausted mind into a state 
of slumber his dreams were fraught with nightmares about Rose.  At work 
he managed to go through the motions, essentially mailing it in as they say.  
Surviving by doing only the minimum required to keep his projects moving 
forward and his boss off his back.  The people closest to him at the office 
noticed something amiss, but like work friends do, they gave him the space 
he needed rather than press him for reasons.  If it wasn’t for Evan, he 
probably would have lost his job.  Evan was a good friend and kept bailing 
him out, picking up the slack created by mailing it in.  Evan was the only 
one he opened up to and even Evan was giving him his space.  Until that 
Friday, almost two weeks removed from what Charlie was now dubbing the 
Wedding Debacle.  It was quitting time and Charlie was just shutting down 
his computer when Evan poked his head into his office. 

“Hey man, you got a minute?” asked Evan.  His tone was light, but 
Charlie thought he detected a hint of concern.  Or maybe Charlie was just 
seeing things where nothing existed.  His state of mind admittedly had been 
pretty screwed up lately. 

“Yeah, what’s up?” Charlie returned with what exuberant curiosity he 
could muster.  It wasn’t enough to fool Evan. 

“Look, I know things haven’t been the greatest lately,” he said 
moving into the crowded office.  There was just enough space for a plastic 
palm tree, a bookcase, a spare chair and a picture of Boston’s skyline at 
night on the wall.  “But I think you really shouldn’t get so down about how 
things went at the wedding.” 

Charlie coughed a short, sardonic laugh.  “Yeah right,” he said 
sarcastically.  “I’ve decided to call the whole thing the Wedding Debacle 
and I’m thinking about asking Trish to send me a copy of the video for my 
personal album; a record of the most dramatic failures in my life.  That will 
be the crown jewel of what unfortunately has become quite the collection.” 

“Well, I’ve got a surprise for you that should help you get over the 
Debacle, as you put it.  Meet me at Felt, downtown tomorrow night.  Say 
around nine o’clock, okay?” 

Charlie was immediately suspicious of his friend and thought he 
caught a glint in his eyes that only shined when Evan was trying to pull a 
prank.   
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“Why?” he asked slowly, as if not asking cautiously might trigger the 
prank that instant.  “What’s the surprise?” 

“Never mind until tomorrow,” replied Evan firmly.  “And bring that 
plastic ring of yours, its time we settle that memory once and for all.  Ooh, 
I’ve got a thing,” said Evan doing his Fletch bit, glancing at his empty wrist.  
“Gotta go!” 

“Wait!” shouted Charlie standing but Evan disappeared faster than 
tenderloin at a buffet.  Charlie quickly threw his things together and dashed 
out his door hoping to catch Evan at the elevators and grill him on their ride 
down to the garage.  Evan was quicker though, disappearing into the warren 
that was the Prudential Center, before Charlie could catch him. 

Charlie spent Friday night at A New Spin, doing laundry.  He still 
hadn’t fixed his machine.  Every time the door opened the bells hanging 
from the handle jingled.  With every jingle Evan looked up, hoping to see 
Rose.  Like one of Pavlov’s dogs, his mind kept picturing her walking 
through the door, hair done in a simple pony tail, t-shirt, jean shorts and 
white sneakers.  Gone were the work boots from his original fantasy.  He 
would be happy if she showed up in flip flops.  But unlike one of Pavlov’s 
dogs, Charlie’s appetite was never sated.  Instead he starved like a pathetic 
cur doomed to lurk outside Pavlov’s lab, salivating at the thought of food, 
never to realize the joy of eating.  He did the same load three times, washed 
and dried, just hoping to see Rose.  The same person who helped Charlie 
two weeks ago watched Charlie with obvious concern.  Clearly Charlie was 
salivating more than Zolotisty or Boy ever did.  Reflecting, Charlie thought 
maybe the experiment was conducted just that way, locking one just far 
enough away to prevent them from eating, yet close enough to realize what 
is being missed.  Either way, the man offered him encouraging smiles every 
time a woman entered the store.  This encouragement was wasted, not just 
because Charlie was totally and hopelessly crushed by Rose and in no way 
able to see another woman with a romantic eye, but also because the women 
that came through the door were by most standards better suited to join 
Pavlov’s kennel.   

Saturday came and Charlie was prepared to blow Evan off.  He was in 
no mood for surprises, especially surprises designed to make him forget his 
troubles.  In Charlie’s experience these types of surprises were generally 
anti-climactic, failing miserably in there intent to buoy spirits.  Instead they 
seemed to sit in the room like the proverbial elephant, everyone awkwardly 
ignoring it, but no matter how hard you try the elephant is constantly 
intruding.  But Evan showed up at Charlie’s house and got him going.  Evan 
must have known that would be the only way to get Charlie out of the house.  
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He stopped by around seven and hustled Charlie into the shower.  When 
Charlie got out though, Evan was gone, a note left on his bed on top of an 
outfit Evan picked out.  The note playfully reminded Charlie of his surprise 
and sternly ordered Charlie to bring his ring.  Charlie got dressed and 
retrieved the small plastic ring.  Sitting on the bed he turned the ring over in 
his fingertips, slipping into that same old silent reverie again, wondering 
how his life might have turned out if he had found that girl.  Trish.  She was 
no longer “that girl”.  Now he wondered what life might have been like had 
he never found her.  He shrugged himself out of it and stood up, thrusting 
the ring into his jeans pocket and grabbed his keys, and strode purposefully 
out of his apartment with a determination of a man heading to the electric 
chair.  That might explain why his neighbor Natalie, a fifty-five year old 
mother of four took one look and stepped to the side, edging against the wall 
as Charlie walked past. 

In less than twenty minutes Charlie was driving up Washington Street.  
Waiting in traffic, two cars from the stop light at Lafayette he spied Evan out 
front of Felt.  No surprise, he was talking to a woman.  Charlie rolled his 
window down, intending to have a little fun at his friend’s expense.  The 
light changed and traffic rolled ahead.  Charlie was taking the right onto 
Lafayette but slowed almost to a stop before turning, leaned out the window 
and shouted.   

“Hey Evan!” in his most effeminate voice, “I thought we agreed, no 
more threesomes with girls!” 

Evan turned at the sound of Charlie’s voice, smiled and pointed at 
Charlie.  “You didn’t say anything about foursomes!” he shouted back 
playfully.   

Pedestrian traffic on Washington Street on a summer Saturday night 
was pretty heavy and people were turning to stare at the two gay guys 
having such an open conversation in public.  Some chuckled, others shook 
their heads and a few just ignored them completely.  But only one person 
who turned to check Charlie out caught his attention.  It was the woman 
Evan was talking to.  Trish.  She smiled and waved to Charlie.  Charlie’s 
smile wavered however, and he punched the gas and sped around the corner 
down Lafayette.  He very nearly sped on past the parking lot at the Hyatt, 
but Evan had already seen him, so he pulled in, parked and hyperventilated 
for five minutes.  He waited another five minutes when his cell phone rang.  
It was Evan.  Charlie didn’t answer it.  Another five minutes and another 
phone call.  Evan again, and Charlie didn’t answer, again.  How was he 
supposed to go in there when she was there?  Charlie decided he couldn’t, 
and started up his car.  His phone rang again.  It was Evan.  He ignored it, 
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put his car in reverse and started backing out of his space when a bang on his 
window scared him silly.  It was Evan, holding his cell phone to his ear and 
giving Charlie a chastised stare.  Charlie smiled feebly and pulled back into 
his parking space.  When he got out of the car Evan accosted him. 

“Dude, I can’t believe you were going to blow me off like that!”  
Though his words were accusing his tone was more relaxed, even playful.   

“I didn’t want to come in the first place,” explained Charlie 
defensively.  “And after seeing her, I don’t think it’s such a good idea.” 

“Relax Charlie, she’s not going to bite.  Besides, she’s part of the 
surprise,” replied Evan. 

“Okay, what’s all this about a surprise?” retorted Charlie, getting 
flustered.  “I don’t think its very funny bringing her out to meet me, 
especially after what happened at the church.” 

“Would you trust me?” urged Evan as they emerged from the garage, 
turned up Lafayette and headed to Felt.  “It’s going to be just fine, believe 
me for once, okay?” 

Charlie thought about it and knew he was already going to go inside.  
He knew it was going to be an awkward night, but maybe, just maybe, he 
would get some closure from it.  “I just hope her husband isn’t with her,” he 
said, and Evan just smiled.  “My nose doesn’t need any more adjustments, 
you know?”  They reached the end of Lafayette and right across Washington 
Street sat Felt.  And inside Felt were Trish, and perhaps her husband.  The 
light changed and they crossed the street, and all Charlie could think was 
that this night could never end well. 
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Chapter 22 
 

Charlie hopped up onto the curb in stride with Evan when she walked 
out of Felt.  Not Trish, but not much worse.  It was Lacy.  Lacy the crier.  
She took one look at Charlie and her bottom lip started quivering.  She was 
alone and just froze on the sidewalk right outside of Felt and right in 
Charlie’s path.  Even if she hadn’t recognized him, Charlie wouldn’t be able 
to walk past her and ignore her.   

She waved to Charlie, a weak flop of her arm bent at the elbow but 
held close to her body so that her wrist wagged back and forth.  The wave 
was accompanied by a pleading look that told Charlie if he didn’t stop it 
would break her heart.  Of course, Charlie stopped.   

“Hello Lacy, Evan you remember Lacy, right?” he asked by way of 
bringing Evan into the conversation.  His thought was that with Evan 
standing there she wouldn’t let the tears flow.  Evan let him down though. 

“Of course I remember you Lacy,” he said with a smile.  It actually 
brightened her countenance briefly, and Charlie was buoyed himself until 
Evan said, “It’s nice to see you again Lacy.  I hope everything’s fine.  I’m 
sure you and Charlie have lots to catch up on so I’ll let you two chat.”  To 
Charlie he turned, patted him on the shoulder and said, “I’ll see you inside 
bud.” 

Just like that Charlie was left high and – momentarily – dry with 
Lacy.  With each second Charlie could feel the tension mount exponentially.  
He knew if he didn’t say something quickly she would burst out crying right 
there on the street. 

“It’s nice to see you again Lacy,” he offered sheepishly.  “So how’ve 
you been?” 

“I’ve been alright, I guess,” she began in a quivering voice.   
It was obvious she was fighting back tears.  If Charlie didn’t know 

better he would have thought her mom just died.  “That’s good to hear 
Lacy,” he said trying for his most sincere voice. 

He must have failed because the tears started and Lacy wailed in a 
surprisingly quiet tone, “You don’t really care Charlie.  You never did,” and 
then started sobbing openly.   

People were ogling them as they walked by.  Some empathized with 
her and others seemed to offer Charlie a commiserating look.  Charlie didn’t 
want to cause a scene but he was fed up with Lacy’s crying and determined 
then and there to put an end to her outbursts. 

“I suppose I don’t care so much, no,” said Charlie in exasperation.  
“Not as much as a close friend anyway, but we’ve been broken up for years.  
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Don’t you think you should be past all this?” Charlie said while waving his 
hands at her face as if to emphasize her crying.  “I mean really, it’s not like 
your mom died or something.  It’s just me!” 

She shot him a scathing look and ruined it by trying to wipe the tears 
from her eyes.  “My mom did just die you asshole,” she hissed, smacked him 
in the face, burst out in tears and then ran off down Washington Street, into 
the night. 

Charlie rubbed his face and watched her disappear, then turned to go 
in, but standing there not three feet away, staring daggers at him was Rose.  
He tried to lift an arm to wave hello but for some reason his arms weren’t 
working.  Neither was his tongue.  He opened his mouth to say hello but no 
sound came out.  Charlie always thought the term apoplectic was absurd.  He 
never thought it really possible to be stunned speechless.  Until that moment 
he always thought it was a gross exaggeration used mainly by writers to 
overstate the gravity of a situation.  As he stared at Rose with his mouth 
popping open and closed like some giant, two-legged flounder all he could 
think was how he’d never under estimate that word again.   

“Nice Charlie,” she sniped, “another one of your playthings?” she 
asked rhetorically, nodding down the street in Lacy’s direction.  “Found out 
you got a few girls on the side did she?  Serves you right,” she accused and 
went in, of all places, Felt. 

Charlie shook his head.  Of course she would go inside, Trish was 
there.  This had to be some elaborate attempt by Evan to help Charlie put the 
whole Wedding Debacle behind him.  If so Charlie was in no mood to 
cooperate.  He was just about to leave when Evan poked his head outside, 
scanned the sidewalk in each direction like he was making sure the coast 
was clear and then emerged with a smile. 

“I get a kick out of that Lacy,” said Evan, slapping Charlie on the 
back.  “How bad was it?  Still crying over you?” 

“No.  Her mom died,” said a morose Charlie.  “And I think it’s safe to 
say she’ll never shed another tear over me.” 

“Why?  What happened?” asked Evan curious. 
“Never mind, I’ll tell you later.  Hey, what the hell is going on here?” 

asked Charlie testily.  “First Trish and then Rose, what gives?” 
“Don’t you worry about them Charlie.  They won’t be a problem 

tonight,” assured Evan. 
The problem was Charlie wasn’t reassured.  “I don’t believe it Evan.  

What have you got planned?” 
“Nothing that you don’t deserve my friend,” said Evan with a smile. 
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The smile sent chills up Charlie’s spine, and not because it was an evil 
smile.  If Charlie knew Evan at all, that smile was the kind of smile you gave 
someone when you just did them a well-deserved favor.  It was chilling 
because the two people in the world he didn’t deserve the time of day from 
were apparently part of this “favor”. 

“Come on Charlie,” said Evan, opening the door to Felt, “Its time for 
your surprise.” 

“Oh, this cannot end well,” thought Charlie aloud. 
Felt was an upscale bar on the first floor, lots of red and black paint, 

funky hanging lights dropped from an exposed ceiling that revealed black 
painted duct work to any who bothered to look up.  The bar itself stretched 
almost the length of the room on the right, maybe seating for twenty.  
Plasma televisions beamed their high-def images from behind the bar sans 
sound, and a mock bar ran parallel down the center of the room.  To the left 
of that were a dozen or so tables dressed with linen and lit by candles in red 
glass frames, adding to the aura.  The club was just starting to get busy and 
the clientele dressed to impress this Saturday night.  Charlie always felt a 
little lost at these types of clubs.  Charlie held to the notion, give me a beer 
and pool table and the game on a big screen, with sound, and I’d be happy.  
Of course Felt boasted half a dozen pool tables upstairs, but Charlie knew 
from experience that the cost to play pool and drink at Felt would put a 
serious dent in your wallet.  Charlie had walked out of Felt down two-
hundred dollars in under four hours once.  Of course, it was one of those 
trendy bars, and because of its location down the street from the Ritz Carlton 
it often had celebrities pop in, which made it more interesting in Charlie’s 
opinion.  A chance to meet a visiting ball club’s star player or a Hollywood 
A-Lister was always fun for Charlie.  They always seemed so much smaller 
in person.  Evan always said the women were classier there too, but Charlie 
wasn’t so sure.   

Anyway, a quick scan of the room revealed Evan standing at the far 
end of the mock bar, talking it up with Trish and Rose.  Well, he seemed to 
be arguing with Rose.  Trish was too, and Charlie could bet he knew what 
they were talking about.  Charlie took a deep breath and made a mental note 
that he would get Evan back for this before sauntering over, trying his best 
to put on an outward face of calm serenity.  Nothing to be nervous about, 
just going to have a few drinks with a girl he thought he might have been 
happy with who now hated him because he tried to break up her best friend’s 
wedding because the bride was his dream girl.  His smile faltered two steps 
away.  At one step he was tapped on the shoulder and turned to find Rachel, 
her eyes clear blue flames, searing with accusation. 
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“Hey Charlie,” she said much too sweetly.  “I haven’t seen you since, 
hmm, let me think,” she said, folding her arms across her chest and putting 
one finger against her cheek, elaborately demonstrating pondering an easy 
question.  “I guess it was when you left me a damn breakup note, wasn’t it?” 
she accused. 

“Uh,” began Charlie, his mind racing to find a viable defense and 
acutely aware of the three sets of eyes staring at him besides Rachel’s.  Rose 
was looking at him in disgust, Trish’s mouth was open in shock, eyes wide, 
and Evan was trying to hide a smile.  “Damn him!” thought Charlie before 
Rachel slapped him hard across the face. 

“Asshole!” she scolded.  “How dare you break up with me in a note?  
Who do you think you are, anyway?” 

Charlie had no good answer for her other than to meekly say, “I’m 
sorry Rachel.”   

But she stopped him from saying more, holding up her hand inches 
from his face.  “Save it you jerk!  Take a good look as I walk away Charlie, 
‘cause you won’t see an ass like mine again!” she declared, spun on her heel 
and walked toward the stairs leading to the second floor. 

Charlie deliberately kept his eyes on the ground in front of him for 
several long seconds before daring to look up at Rose, Trish and Evan.  Evan 
was chuckling quietly, though the cacophony of music and loud talking in 
the club he could have guffawed like Santa Claus and no one would have 
noticed.  Trish looked like another two legged flounder, her lips popping 
open and closed without a sound.  Rose, however, looked incensed.  Her 
dark brown eyes bored holes in Charlie’s skull. 

“You repulse me!” she said with as much venom as a Black Mamba, 
before turning and storming off to the back of the room, presumably to the 
bathroom. 

Trish found her voice.  “I, uh, um.  Charlie, I hope there is a good 
explanation?” she asked. 

Charlie again fumbled for words.  How could he explain to Trish that 
breaking up with a girl by note was acceptable?  He couldn’t and didn’t even 
want to try. 

“Never mind,” said Charlie before he stalked off in the opposite 
direction from Rose, right out the front door.  He made it across Washington 
Street before Evan caught him up. 

“Wait a minute Charlie, come on!” he shouted as he ran up and spun 
around in front of Charlie. 
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Charlie tried to go around him, but Evan side stepped, cutting him off.  
Charlie tried the other side and Evan’s side step brought him up short again.  
Finally Charlie yelled at Evan. 

“What’s the matter Evan?”  It was Charlie’s turn to pop off and he let 
his friend have it.  “You got more embarrassment in store for me?  Another 
surprise you got back there?  I thought you were my friend Evan.  And I 
certainly didn’t think you would purposefully try and hurt me but after 
tonight, I just don’t know.”   

Evan fired back, getting angry too.  “Just wait a second and let me 
explain Charlie, okay?  Give me just one more minute and if you still think 
I’m an asshole you can go home and never talk to me again, okay?” 

Charlie searched his friend’s face for the joke, looking for the twinkle 
in Evan’s eye that always betrayed the ruse.  All he saw was pure honest 
pleading.  “Fine,” said Charlie a little too peevishly. 

“Good.  Now I want you to go back in there, take out the ring and 
show it to her, okay?  You did bring the ring didn’t you?” asked Evan as 
worry crept into his voice. 

Charlie was appalled.  “You think I’m crazy?  I’m not going to show 
Trish the ring, she’s married!  And besides, I said what I had to say at her 
wedding and it didn’t matter.  It won’t matter now, so if you don’t mind, I’m 
going home,” finished Charlie as he shouldered past Evan.  He made it three 
strides before he heard Evan laugh, this time that loud guffaw you expect 
from a knee slapping joke.  He turned on his heel and marched straight up to 
Evan, nose to nose, belly button to belly button. 

He said as menacingly as he ever had, “You find this funny?”  Charlie 
had never come closer to hitting someone than he did at that moment.  And 
it was his best friend too. 

Evan controlled his laughter long enough to blurt, “Not Trish you 
idiot, Rose!” 

Charlie opened his mouth to berate Evan more, but his words died on 
his lips, his confusion confounded his brain-to-mouth connection. 

“It was Rose’s Charlie,” said Evan quietly, yet insistent.  “Trish got 
the ring from Rose.  It was Rose all along you were looking for Charlie, 
don’t you get it?” 

Charlie turned into that flounder thing again, his mouth working, but 
no words would come.  Finally he said, “Rose?  It was her?” 

“Yes you idiot,” said Evan in mock indignation.  “Now get back in 
there and show her your ring and tell her how you feel.  We can talk about 
all this macho bullshit later,” he said referring to Charlie’s tough guy 
attitude.  “You can apologize then and thank me too.” 
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Realization sank in and Charlie started to feel giddy.  He thought he 
might hyperventilate too.  His mind was whirling with the possibility that 
Rose was the girl, the one from so long ago.  And she was right inside Felt.   

And she was mad as hell at him. 
“Does she know?” asked Charlie with concern.  The possibility that 

she knew and still treated Charlie like she did made the bile in his stomach 
rise to the back of his throat. 

“No, I made Trish swear not to tell her,” explained Evan.  “Just to 
bring her here and let you say it all.  Despite what some women may say and 
feel about you Charlie, I know you have it in you to be a true romantic.  So 
stop wasting time and get in there,” urged Evan.   

Charlie turned and walked back toward Felt, his stride quickening 
with every step.  Entering the club again he saw Rose back in her spot, but 
Trish wasn’t around.  Rose was talking to some guy and looked unhappy and 
Charlie thought that was good.  If she was still unhappy it meant Trish 
hadn’t said anything yet.  He walked up and excused himself politely, 
interrupting the stranger in mid-sentence.  He took him for just a typical guy, 
trying to pick up a pretty girl on a Saturday night.   

The guy turned to Charlie and said impatiently, “Do you mind pal?  
I’m trying to talk to the lady.” 

“Sorry man,” said Charlie apologetically, “but I’ve got something to 
say to Rose and it just can’t wait, okay?”   

Charlie turned to Rose but didn’t get farther than opening his mouth 
when the stranger grabbed his shoulder and spun Charlie to face him.  

“Sorry isn’t good enough pal,” he said angrily.  “We got a history 
together and we were talking, so step off jackass!”  He punctuated his last 
word with a poke to Charlie’s chest. 

Charlie took a half step back, trying to wrap his mind around the 
situation.   

Rose tried to intervene.  “Chip, don’t,” she said, putting a hand on 
Chip’s arm. 

Chip shrugged her off angrily and with enough force that knocked 
Rose’s arm into her drink and spilled it.   

Charlie got angry then.  He stood up straight and looked a challenge at 
this Chip guy.  “Touch her or me again and I’ll break your arm,” warned 
Charlie.  Honestly, Charlie had no idea where this bravado stemmed from.  
He’d never been in a fight in his life.  Or at least, he’d never hit someone 
before.  The incident with Trish’s husband punching him in the nose might 
count as a fight, he thought with a strange detachment from his present 
situation. 
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“Charlie, don’t!” ordered Rose. 
It surprised Charlie, the vehemence in her voice, and he turned a 

quizzical stare on her.  That was just the opening Chip was looking for as he 
reached out and put his left hand squarely on Charlie’s right shoulder and 
pushed him to arm’s length.  It all happened so fast, and yet at the same time 
seemed to go in slow motion for Charlie.  He heard Rose shout, “NO!” and 
saw Chip’s right hand rear way back before it came rushing forward, aimed 
precisely at his nose.  Charlie leaned way back and to his left and watched 
Chip’s right fist whiz past, mere millimeters from his face.  Then Charlie 
came forward and before he knew what happened he had punched Chip in 
the side of the head.  He hit him so hard that Chip stumbled back a few steps 
before his legs buckled and he fell to his knees in a daze.   

Pain exploded in Charlie’s right hand and he screamed, “Ow!” and 
shook his hand several times.  He checked his knuckles and fully expected to 
see bones protruding, but all he saw were red marks on the first two 
knuckles.  He looked up in time to catch Rose’s gasp of shock and then he 
turned to see a woman rush up and squat down beside Chip. 

“I, I’m really sorry,” said Charlie, suddenly feeling very guilty about 
hurting another person.  But Charlie’s surprises weren’t through for the 
evening.   

The woman turned and said, “Wow Charlie that was a good punch!” 
It was Holly, Charlie’s stalker, and Charlie’s confusion was nearing 

an all time high.  “Holly?” he managed to blurt in disbelief.   
“Yes, it’s me,” she said, standing with an all-too-warm smile for 

Charlie. 
“You know him?” asked Rose in confusion.   
Charlie thought she was asking Holly if she knew Charlie, but Holly 

turned to Chip and said, “I did.  We were going out, but I think I’ll be much 
happier with Charlie.”  She took a step closer and reached a tentative arm 
out to Charlie, but Charlie stepped quickly out of reach. 

“Oh no you don’t Holly,” warned Charlie, “You stay away, got it?” 
“Ooh Charlie,” cooed Holly sexily, “I love this new macho, tough-guy 

you!  We’ll make it work this time Charlie, I promise!” she said adoringly. 
“You dated Charlie?” Rose asked in disbelief. 
“Oh we dated all right.  I even carried his baby,” giggled Holly 

playfully. 
“No, no way Holly!” sputtered Charlie, shocked at what she just said.  

She put on that silly fake belly outfit once to get to him, but she couldn’t 
really think she was going to get Rose to believe her. 

“I’ve got to go,” said a fed up Rose.   
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“No wait Rose,” begged Charlie, but Rose grabbed her purse and 
headed for the door.  Charlie moved after her, but Holly took advantage of 
Charlie’s distraction and wrapped both her arms around Charlie’s right 
elbow, pulling him back.  He turned to Holly and saw Evan and Trish 
carrying fresh drinks from the bar, looking questioningly from Chip to Holly 
and the quickly retreating Rose.  Charlie shook his arm free and Holly 
stumbled back and somehow fell on her behind.  Charlie yelled at Holly, 
“Stay away from me or I swear I’ll—,” but Charlie was cut off by two big 
bouncers. 

“Or you’ll what?” one of them asked menacingly.   
The other said, “You have to go sir.  You can leave on your own two 

feet or we’ll be happy to carry you if you’d prefer.” 
Charlie looked at the two men, professional wrestlers in training by 

the size of them, and said, “Thanks, I owe you one!” and darted for the door. 
“Where are you going Charlie?” shouted Evan. 
“To find Rose and tell her!” he shouted before he rushed out the door. 
 
“Ooh, I just love a man with a firm handle on his woman, don’t you?” 

said Holly to Trish as she was being helped to her feet.   
“Get lost Holly,” ordered Evan, “and take this creep with you.”   
Holly turned to Evan and opened her mouth with a snappy retort, but 

Evan’s glare silenced her.  She looked at Chip.  The bouncers got him on his 
feet and as he rubbed his cheek and worked his jaw, she said, “See you 
around Chip,” and strutted out the door. 
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Chapter 23 
 

Charlie rushed out of Felt and onto Washington Street looking 
frantically for Rose, but among the pedestrian crowd she could hide easily.  
He stepped off the curb, trying to get a better angle to look up and down the 
street, when a cab honked his horn and Charlie jumped back onto the curb 
just in time.  He turned to shout at the cabbie, but as it sped by he saw Rose 
in the back seat.  “Rose wait!” he shouted, but if she heard she didn’t order 
the cabbie to stop. 

Undaunted, Charlie crossed the street and ran down Lafayette to the 
garage where his Explorer waited.  His mind was spinning between the 
revelation that Rose was his mystery girl and his punch-out of Chip.  Of all 
things to happen, he gets in a fight with one of Rose’s ex-boyfriends.  He 
was at a loss as to how he should feel about it, because he really didn’t know 
how Rose felt about it.  She stormed off, so she wasn’t happy, of that much 
Charlie was certain.  He jumped into his car and sped to the garage exit.  
Rose never bothered to ask Chip if he was alright, so Charlie could assume 
she didn’t care too much for him.  Maybe it was a bad relationship for her.  
Chip seemed like a real jerk to Charlie, and after all, Chip threw the first 
punch.  Charlie’s adrenaline was surging still, and he was so pumped up he 
felt like he could do anything.  It was such a rush, just thinking about it.  His 
right hand throbbed on the wheel as he paid the attendant and pulled out of 
the garage and turned left, heading to Rose’s apartment.  What was he going 
to say to her?  Words were racing through his mind faster than the 
adrenaline in his system.  His mind was wandering down pleasant fantasies, 
all of which ended with Rose falling into his arms and sharing another of 
those magical kisses. 

In less than ten minutes Charlie’s Explorer squealed to a halt in front 
of Rose’s apartment.  He leapt out, leaving the car double parked and rushed 
up the front stairs to the door.  He scanned the buzzer system and found RL 
Cordelia and smiled.  He took a deep breath and pushed the button.  He 
imagined her walking toward the intercom system on the wall by her door.  
He envisioned her pushing the button, a curious look on her face.  He even 
pictured her smiling as his voice crackled over the speaker.  He kept shifting 
his weight from foot to foot, rubbing his hands together, and clearing his 
throat several times while he waited.  And waited.  Where was she? 

He took a step back and looked up, scanning the side of the building 
and putting together in his mind where her windows must be from his last 
visit here.  He hadn’t gone inside her apartment and only had a dim 
recollection of its layout, but he knew it was the third floor, right side and 
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front facing.  His eyes found those windows.  A light shone through pulled 
curtains in one.  Did he see the curtain move?  He stared so hard and so long 
at the window but the poor lighting outside combined with the height of the 
window made it difficult to see much.  He thought he must be seeing things 
and was about to look away when he noticed a definite twitch of the curtain.  
Confident that she was home but with sweaty palms nonetheless, he stepped 
forward and leaned on the buzzer again, not too long, but not too short 
either.  He waited, now nearly bouncing on the balls of his feet.  He wiped 
the palms of his hands on his pant legs and dry washed them in front of him.  
Still no reply.  Maybe her buzzer was broken?  He stepped back and looked 
up again, but there was no sign of anyone at the window.  He pushed the 
buzzer again, stayed on it for several seconds and strained his ears to see if 
he could hear it sound from where he stood.  He waited again, but with every 
second that ticked off the clock his hopes fell little by little until they dashed 
on the sidewalk below him.  She either wasn’t home, which Charlie hoped 
was the case, but didn’t believe, or she was ignoring him, still angry over 
everything that happened between them.  It was too frustrating for Charlie, 
because he knew now that she was the one.  But she didn’t, and how could 
he tell her if she didn’t answer her door.   

Several minutes slipped by and Charlie grew frantic.  He decided to 
start buzzing other apartments.  Maybe someone would know if she was 
home.  Maybe someone would just buzz him in.  Either way would work for 
Charlie.  The first buzzer he hit he waited thirty seconds and still no 
response.  Maybe the whole system was on the fritz, he thought in horror.  
He hit the second buzzer and was rewarded seconds later. 

“Hello?” came the crackling response of a woman.  It was difficult to 
say for sure by such a poor quality speaker but Charlie thought the woman 
was well past middle age. 

“Yes, hello,” he began with a nervous stutter.  “My name is Charlie 
Lomman and I’m trying to reach Rose on the third floor.  I think her buzzer 
might be broken because I thought I saw her through the window, but she’s 
not answering.  Do you happen to know if she’s in ma’am?”  

“Why yes, she is in, but I don’t think her buzzer is broken.  I’ve heard 
it through the floor now several times.” 

Charlie’s heart sunk.  He didn’t know what to do. 
After a long pause the speaker crackled again.  “Maybe she’s asleep.  

I’ll go knock on her door for you.  What did you say your name was?” 
Charlie pushed the button and said, “Charlie.  Charlie Lomman.  And 

thank you so much, ma’am, I really appreciate this.” 
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Charlie put his hands in his pockets to keep them from twitching, and 
paced back and forth across the small stoop.  The seconds wore his nerves 
raw and he kept staring at the intercom and then the third floor window and 
back to the intercom.  His attention was so focused on the building that he 
didn’t realize someone was there until he saw the red and blue lights 
flashing. 

“You again, huh?” said a thick South Boston accent.  “You got a real 
problem with pahkin’, don’t ya pal?” 

Charlie turned to see his worst nightmare come true.  Perhaps now he 
should be calling it a recurring nightmare.  For the second time in just over 
two weeks he was staring at the angry visage of the late middle aged Boston 
Police Patrolman C. Murphy with a chip on his shoulder the size of the 
Grand Canyon.  Lights were turning on and windows opening up and down 
both sides of the street, the morbid phenomenon better known as 
rubbernecking.  Curious people drawn to the flashing cruiser, lights like 
moths to a flame, poked there heads out windows, cracked open doors, and 
some actually stepped out into the street to get a closer look at whatever 
caused those swirling lights.  Charlie flashed back to his encounter with 
Patrolman C. Murphy just over two-weeks ago – what he could remember of 
it anyway.  He vaguely recalled his head smacking off the side window, and 
eventually falling to the ground.  His window was broken still, yet Charlie 
couldn’t recall the actual moment it shattered.  Suddenly he was dizzy and 
felt like puking.  

“You been drinkin’ pal?” asked the officer from the bottom step. 
Charlie grabbed the railing to steady himself and in a moment the fit 

passed.  “No sir,” he said. 
“I’m sorry,” crackled the intercom, “she doesn’t want to see you 

Charlie.” 
Charlie instinctively turned and pressed the button to respond.  

“Please, I just need thirty seconds and I can straighten this all out!” he 
pleaded into the silent grill. 

“Okay pal, get down heah now, front ‘n centah,” said Officer Murphy, 
“You wanna tell me why I shouldn’t kick you in the ass all the way 
downtown?” 

Charlie whipped around, suddenly very concerned about his physical 
well being and wondering if his bumper boasted another derogatory 
statement toward law enforcement.  He came down the steps slowly, careful 
not to make any sudden movements, knowing how quick Officer Murphy 
was with his weapons.  “I’m really sorry officer.  I didn’t think I would be 
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more than a minute.  You don’t have to give me a ticket, do you?  I’ll move 
the car right now.” 

“A pahkin’ ticket’s the least of yoah troubles,” replied Murphy.  “You 
got a real way with wohds ya know.  I’m a faithful Catholic and a membah 
of St. Mary’s, hell I was even an altah boy myself, so I find that pahticulahly 
offensive.” 

Charlie groaned, and quickly spread his hands in pleading.  “Listen, I 
don’t know what bumper sticker I’ve got on there sir.  Someone’s been 
putting them on for a few months now.  But whatever it is, I assure you I 
don’t agree with, and I’ll take it off immediately sir, no problem.” 

Officer Murphy was glaring at him, the palm of his hand on the end of 
his night stick rubbing gently, almost caressing the weapon.  Then his grip 
changed and Charlie watched in horror as he slowly pulled the weapon out.  
It shone like polished flint in the glow of the street lamps and flashed like 
blue crystal in the cruiser’s strobe lights.   

“Excuse me,” said a woman’s voice. 
Both Patrolman Murphy and Charlie turned to look up the steps at the 

house to see an elderly woman silhouetted in the doorway.  She stepped out 
onto the stoop and between the amber glow of the porch light and the 
intermittent blue was revealed.  She was a short, plump woman with gray 
hair pulled back and done up in a tight bun.  Charlie recognized her from the 
bingo night.  She wore a white dress with a pale blue apron with lace frills 
tied over it.  On her feet was a pair of fluffy white slippers.  For all she 
looked like a vision from the fifties, to Charlie she looked like an angel.  It 
was Mrs. G of course, though Charlie only knew her from the one night of 
bingo. 

“Is there something wrong officer?” she asked.  Her voice was calm 
and motherly, and innocent as a babe, but her eyes, framed well by laugh 
lines, weren’t laughing now, but sparkled angrily, as if to say, don’t you dare 
cause a scene on my front porch.  She carried herself like royalty, a 
matriarch who was used to people listening and doing as she said and 
Charlie had to admit he would be hard pressed to refuse this woman any 
reasonable request. 

Charlie smiled thankfully but she turned those eyes on him and he 
dipped his head in compliance.  He realized she was just as angry at Charlie 
as at the Patrolman, and so he stood obediently silent, waiting for her to 
speak.   

Murphy slipped his night stick back through the loop on his belt and 
then swept his hat off, apparently affected by her persona in much the same 
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way as Charlie.  “I’m sorry to distuhb you ma’am, but this fella’s double 
pahked.” 

She smiled sweetly, yet the smile still eluded her eyes.  “Well officer, 
I hardly think a person double parking is cause for smacking around, do 
you?” 

“Ma’am, this fella’s been doin’ this all ovah town and I’ve had trouble 
with him befoah.  I have my safety to considah too,” he said in his defense. 

“Well he doesn’t look dangerous to me,” she said eyeing Charlie up 
and down.  “In fact, he looks like a nice young man.  And he’s here to see 
one of my tenants, a nice young woman who wouldn’t associate with people 
who scare the police, so I have to believe officer that you have nothing to 
fear.” 

“Looks can be deceivin’ ma’am,” he retorted, and Charlie thought he 
detected a note of impatience in his tone.  “Just look at his bumpah stickah,” 
he suggested.  “It reads: ‘What ah yoah Priest and Altah Boy doin’ right 
now?’” 

Mrs. G chuckled soft and quick, but she noticed Patrolman Murphy’s 
tone as well.  “Are you saying I can’t tell a nice man from not?” she queried 
icily.  She didn’t wait for a response.  Instead she turned to Charlie and said, 
“I’m afraid she’s indisposed right now son, so why don’t you come back 
tomorrow and see if she’s feeling like visitors, okay?” 

Charlie felt himself being gently pushed away by his savior and 
started to panic.  “I’m sure she doesn’t want to see me ma’am, and I’m sure 
with what she thinks she knows she’s right not to want to see me.” 

She gave him a confused look but Charlie forged ahead.  “What I 
mean is that if I just had a minute with her I could make things right.  I’ve 
been waiting all my life and I’m this close to finding her, really finding her, 
and I don’t think I could wait another hour, let alone a day.  All I need is one 
minute,” implored Charlie. 

He knew his words were heartfelt, but when he looked into Mrs. G’s 
eyes he knew his words had a profound effect on her.  They even stayed 
Patrolman Murphy, who was looking at Mrs. G for her cue.  It came from 
above. 

“What do you have to say Charlie?” said Rose, her figure barely 
silhouetted in her window.  “And make it quick.  The whole neighborhood is 
watching.” 

Charlie looked up and couldn’t see her at all beyond a silhouette 
behind the curtains.  But it was her and she was listening.  Then he looked 
around and noticed Rose was right, the whole neighborhood was watching.  
He cleared his throat and called up. 
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“Rose, you’re the one I’ve been looking for since the third grade.  
Those things I said to Trish at her wedding; they were meant for you.” 

“Charlie, I was there,” she retorted. 
“I know Rose.  What I meant is that I should have been talking to you, 

because the ring was yours.” 
“What are you talking about Charlie?” she said and sounded 

genuinely confused and worse, running out of patience.  
“The ring Rose, the ring!” Charlie entreated.  His mind was working 

feverishly for the right words and he was fumbling badly trying to find them.  
And then they came.  “I have the L ring Rose, the ring you gave me in the 
third grade.  And you lent the R ring to Trish for her wedding.  When I saw 
the R ring, I thought I had finally found the girl of my dreams, my soul mate.  
I was terrified of losing my chance with her getting married and I tried to 
speak up, but I couldn’t find the right words.  And, and you know what 
happened after that,” said Charlie, not so deftly avoiding the embarrassing 
details of his being punched, dragged out and tossed down the steps at the 
wedding.  “But I was wrong.  I didn’t know it was borrowed.  I believed the 
girl of my dreams was slipping through my fingers at the very moment I 
finally found her.  But you are the girl of my dreams Rose.  I kept the ring 
all these years, hoping beyond hope that we would someday be reunited.  I 
haven’t had a decent relationship my entire life because in the back of my 
mind I knew you were out there.  I know the last few weeks must make me 
look like a really bad person but I promise you there’s a good explanation 
for everything.  Please Rose, just give me a chance to explain and if you still 
think I’m not worth it I’ll be okay with that.  If I couldn’t convince you, I’d 
be terribly sad.  Probably devastated, but at least I would have had the 
chance, and I imagine I’d survive.  I don’t think I’d live till tomorrow if you 
didn’t give me a chance though.  I’d die of a broken heart Rose.” 

Charlie realized he was staring at the window, but her silhouette 
wasn’t moving and she hadn’t said anything.  The silence stretched and 
Charlie nervously spoke.  “Rose, are you there?” 

“I’m here Charlie,” she said, stepping out the front door. 
Charlie turned and looked hopefully into her eyes.  She lifted her 

hands and held out a small, yellow plastic ring in the shape of an R.  He dug 
in his pocket and pulled out the small, yellow plastic ring in the shape of an 
L and held it out to her.  She took it and turned it over in her hands for a long 
few seconds. 

“I can’t believe you found me,” she murmured, still looking at the 
rings.   
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“I love you Rose,” said Charlie, quiet but firm and there was no doubt 
in his mind that it was the truth.   

She looked up at him and he could see the tears brimming in her eyes.  
Before she could respond Holly appeared at his side, and latched onto his 
arm. 

“Charlie, whatever do you think you’re doing love,” she said coyly. 
Charlie wanted to scream.  He looked at Rose and saw uncertainty on 

her face and it nearly killed him.  He turned to the police officer and said, 
“Officer Murphy, could you do me a favor and arrest this woman.  Her name 
is Holly Hunter and I have a restraining order against her.  She’s not 
supposed to come within three hundred feet of me.” 

Holly laughed bold to the end, and said, “Charlie, don’t be silly and 
don’t waste the nice man’s time.”  Then she turned to the officer and said, 
“He’s my husband and he’s just teasing me.” 

Something snapped inside of Charlie.  He shook violently away from 
Holly’s clutch and turned on her.  “I’m not your husband, I’ve never been 
your husband, and I’ll never be your husband.  Now LEAVE ME ALONE!” 

“Charlie, don’t be silly,” she said, but her voice faltered a little.  And 
yet, she continued.  “You’re mine Charlie, and I’m not leaving you with this, 
this,” and she turned to gesture at Rose with one hand searching for the 
proper insult.   

Then things got interesting. 
Without warning and without any physical provocation Rose reared 

back, her left hand bunched into a fist and flew forward, hitting Holly full in 
the face.  Holly fell backward with a loud, “Oof”, ending up on her butt on 
the small square of grass that served as a front lawn in most of Boston.  
Everyone was quiet, mouths hanging open in shock, except for Rose who 
was hopping up and down and shaking her hand, saying, “Ow, ow, ow,” and 
then stepped forward to loom over Holly. 

“He’s mine Holly, and we’ve got the rings to prove it,” said Rose 
vehemently, with all the power and conviction of a woman married for 
twenty years.  “Now leave us alone.” 

Charlie could only mutter, “Wow.”   
Mrs. G muttered, “Oh my,” 
Holly looked up at the police officer and screamed, “Are you just 

going to stand there?  I want her arrested for assault!” 
The officer took a moment to stare at Holly.  He then turned to 

contemplate Rose for several long seconds.  Then his gaze swept briefly 
over Charlie before settling on Mrs. G. 
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“Officer, it appears this woman fell down,” said Mrs. G.  “Don’t you 
think you should help her up?  Maybe give her a ride somewhere?” 

Patrolman Murphy nodded businesslike toward Mrs. G then stepped 
over and offered Holly a hand.  “Here let me help you up miss.  You said 
your name was Holly?  Last name Hunter?” 

Holly took his hand with a smile at first, but when asked her last name 
the smile turned to a frown.  “Yes, Hunter,” she replied.  “Aren’t you going 
to arrest her?” she quailed, trying to retrieve her hand. 

Murphy held tight and said, “Come with me Miss Hunter, I just have a 
few questions.” 

Officer Murphy took Holly to his patrol car and settled her gently into 
the back seat.  He slipped into the front seat and in a few short minutes had 
everyone breathless and glancing nervously at one another.  What would he 
do?  Who would he arrest?  All of them?  Certainly Charlie thought he was 
going to at least get a ticket.  What about Rose, though?  She actually did 
assault Holly, right in front of him.  How could he ignore that as an officer 
of the law?  Patrolman Murphy interrupted all their speculation and emerged 
with a smile.  He pulled Holly out and read her Miranda rights before 
placing the cuffs on her.  As soon as Murphy began she started shouting 
obscenities at him, Charlie, and Rose, mingled together with threats of suing 
everyone.  After Murphy put her in the vehicle he came up to Charlie and 
Rose who were now holding hands.  Charlie couldn’t remember when they 
clasped together but now he squeezed reassuringly and was comforted by the 
pressure she returned by hand. 

“Poah girl must have taken a nasty fall,” he said.  “I’m arresting her 
foh violating her restraining ohdah.” 

“Thank you officer,” said Charlie, Rose and Mrs. G together. 
“Just get that bumpah stickah off yoah vehicle, okay,” he said tersely.  

“And don’t let me catch you double pahking again, got it?”  Then he was 
gone, jumped in his car and pulled away down the street.   

People were going back inside now, windows and doors closing.  Mrs. 
G turned to Rose and said with a motherly smile, “Okay dear, I’m going to 
watch my programs.  I’m sure you two have a lot of catching up to do.  
Charlie is it, huh?” she said with a new verve, suddenly and intently sizing 
him up, curious about his character.  “You better go find yourself a parking 
spot, don’t you think?  And get that silly bumper sticker off your car too.” 

“She’s right Charlie, let’s go,” said Rose hugging Charlie’s arm now.   
They skipped over to Charlie’s Explorer and Charlie opened the 

passenger door for Rose, got her safely in and running around to the driver’s 
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side he waved goodbye to Mrs. G.  “Thanks for everything!” he shouted, 
then got in and drove off, happy. 
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Two Weeks Later 
 

 Charlie stood at the altar, a broad smile splayed across his face.  He 
stared lovingly into the eyes of his soon to be wife.  Rose gazed back 
adoringly and they held hands while the priest continued.  They had just 
exchanged rings – real rings – though it was a difficult and clumsy affair.  
Charlie’s right hand was in a plaster cast up to his elbow.  He had broken 
three bones in his hand when he punched Chip.  He had the cast dyed blue 
for the wedding and his right forefinger gently curled around Rose’s left 
forefinger.  Rose squeezed her forefinger gently, about all she could manage 
with her clumsy cast, dyed pink up to her elbow.  She had broken three 
bones in her left hand when she punched Holly.  Neither felt any pain, 
however, this, their’ wedding day. 
 The priest droned on, “...speak now or forever hold your peace.” 
 The church doors crashed open and a man ran in shouting, “Stop!” 
 Charlie’s world lurched. 
 The man said, “Oh good, okay go on.”  He was sheepishly holding up 
a camera.  “I forgot my camera, and didn’t want to miss the kiss,” he said 
awkwardly and the sanctuary broke out in laughter. 
 
 

The End 
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Coming Soon! 
 

The Dragon’s Eye 
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The Dragon’s Eye – Preview 
 

Chapter 1 
 

 There was a hoary haughtiness to his gaze, like the frosted window in 
the steeple of a church.  He didn’t belong here.  His clothes were plain, for a 
lord.  Yet they bordered on extravagant for the smoke-filled tavern that 
smelled of stale ale and sweat.  Someone hammered on a dulcimer in a far 
corner while bawdy lyrics in a drunken voice kept time.  He was too young 
for this place as well.  He was tall and gangly lean, as though his girth were 
two summers behind his length.  He leaned on the corner of the scarred 
wooden rail as he disdainfully surveyed the tawdriness of the patrons. His 
dark hair was pulled neatly back with a braided leather cord.  His dark eyes 
penetrated the smoky room to see things others surely missed.  I could see he 
possessed a rare intelligence for one so young.  If he were more than 
seventeen summers I would eat my lambskin boots.  And he was dead if I 
did nothing. 
 I watched and I waited.   
 Smoke from the poorly ventilated fireplace occasionally wafted into 
my little slice of paradise, a dark corner of the Laughing Mule.  
 A surly group dicing erupted in an argument that quickly turned 
violent.  Fists flew first, followed quickly by the thump of Big Baor’s club.  
Big Baor was the hired tough keeping the patrons in line.  He was big.  He 
mostly kept them from killing each other.  Though the freedom and 
adroitness with which he wielded his thick, knotted club of oak made me 
think the point moot.  In this latest quarrel Big Baor’s club settled the 
argument evenly.  Two men were dragged dazed and bleeding to the street.   
 They may kill each other outside tonight, yet their death was no 
concern of mine. The young lord had entered over a candle mark ago and 
held my attention.  He waited and watched with equal parts disdain and 
morbid curiosity the baseness of his surroundings.  He was waiting for 
someone.   
 The room looked back at him.  Some cast a furtive glance, others 
ogled hungrily, but all let an eye wander over this young man so obviously 
out of his element.  That is, all, but two men sitting at the other end of the 
bar.  They appeared not to notice him at all.  They were hard looking men 
standing out in a room full of hard looking men.   
 This young man perked up as a new stranger entered the dingy room.   
He caught the stranger’s attention with a wave. The stranger nodded, waded 
through the crowd and sidled up to him.  He was a big man.  Not like Baor, 
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but wiry, and slender and tall.  Not thin like the younger man, rather he was 
an oak branch whittled into shape by weather and wear, lean yet strong.  His 
clothes were those of a woodsman or hunter.  They were travel stained and 
worn.  He wore a short, curved sword at his hip as well as a long thin 
dagger.   I was much too far away to hear what was said.  A draught of ale 
arrived for the hunter.  Their heads were lowered together, voices I’m sure 
pitched for their ears only.  This new stranger pulled up suddenly.  He 
angrily pushed off the bar.  My finely dressed youth grabbed him by the 
arm, earning him a glare from the stranger for his trouble.  Whatever he said 
kept the hunter from leaving.  He turned back to the bar and they talked 
another few moments.  The youth pulled a hefty purse from his cloak and 
placed it on the bar.  The surly stranger snatched it up and quickly hid it 
within the folds of his own cloak.  He looked around, yet everyone was 
looking anywhere but at him.  I could see the curse on his lips for the young 
fool.  I watched the young man bristle in indignation.  The stranger pulled a 
piece of parchment and mashed it into the young man’s chest angrily.  He 
pushed away from the bar, heading for the door, his hand gripping the bone 
handled knife at his belt.  Eyes followed hungrily.  Most eyed the sword and 
knife, and decided the purse wasn’t worth the price.  Except for the two men 
that had ignored my young friend earlier.  They both looked at him as he 
left.  They shared a glance with each other as the stranger left the tavern.  
One of them stood and made his way hastily to the door.   
 I stood to follow but the pull of my ring urged me to stay.  I sat down.  
The hunter would have to take care of himself against the cutthroat.  I 
watched the young man unfold the parchment.  He stared at it for a long time 
before finally folding it into a pocket in his tunic.  The second cutthroat had 
gone back to his drink, unconcerned.  Another man well in his cups bumped 
into the young man.  He apologized profusely and stumbled off.  It earned 
him an irritated glare from the young gentleman.  I slipped out from behind 
my seat as the drunkard stumbled by my table. 
 “A drink my good man?” I offered, stepping in his way and motioning 
to a chair.   
The drunkard pulled up looking sharply at me.  For a brief moment he didn’t 
seem so deep in his cups.  Then the glossy look returned to his eyes and he 
swayed a bit.  “Migh’ be a fine idea, migh be no’,” he said.  “Migh’ be I 
ough’ a be on me may, I mean way,” he slurred.   
It was an excellent performance. 
I leaned forward, eyeing him dangerously.  “You can leave, but not before I 
get the young lord’s purse,” I said. 
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Gone was the glassy look, replaced with a wary one.  One I’ve seen plenty 
on cornered men.   
“You’re mistaken sir,” he said.  “If you’ll excuse me,” he finished and tried 
to shoulder by me.   
I grabbed him by his elbow.  With my other hand, I slipped a dagger against 
his midsection.  “I will gut you here if you insist,” I threatened. 
He froze and then cursed and said, “Bloody stone fool I was, thinking I 
could get a little coin for my troubles.  Here!” he sputtered, tossing a purse 
on the table with a loud clink.  Heads turned.  “Now release me!” 
I let him go and he scampered as quickly as he could out the door.  I scooped 
up the purse and cursed under my breath.  It was lighter than it should have 
been for a purse full of coin.  I opened the drawstrings and looked inside.  
Round pieces of tin clinked together.  “Fool!” I muttered, dropping the 
useless bag back on the table.  I returned my attention to the young lord, but 
he was gone.  “Stone fool indeed!” I swore. 
I took a step toward the door when a young lady stepped in front of me, 
barring my way with a smile and doe eyes.  Her dark hair was tied back in a 
flowing tail.  She wore loose fitting breaches gathered at the waist and 
ankles.  Her shirt was the same airy material, the strings lacing up the front 
from her navel hung loose at the collar, and clung to her lithe frame, 
accentuating her figure well.  Contrasting nicely, she wore her sleeves 
tucked into a thin steel band at her wrist, with strips of steel running up her 
forearm to a second band just below her elbow.  I had seen these before, a 
sort of barrel-stave wrist greave.  She wore the same running from her 
ankles to her knees. 
“Hello my handsome fellow,” she said, eyeing me up and down.   “And 
where might you be from, for you’re certainly not from Ishalem?” 
 “I’m from afar and have no time for idle talk with women,” I said and put a 
hand on her shoulder to push her aside.  Her smile set into a grimace and her 
eyes went steely.  I could feel the point of a dagger on the inside of my leg, 
just beneath my crotch.   
“Another move and I’ll cut you,” she threatened, her voice pitched low.  
“Two ways for it to end.  I slice sideways,” and I felt the pressure of her 
blade on my inner thigh.  “And you bleed out after cutting that vessel in your 
leg, or I slice up,” and now I felt the blade rise uncomfortably into my 
crotch.  “And you live life as a eunuch.  Tell me, which would you prefer?” 
“There is a third way,” I said remaining calm, despite the awkward pressure 
of a knife in my groin.   
“Do tell,” she cooed. 
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“You can put the blade away and I let you leave with your life,” I said.  “I 
have no quarrel with you and if you seek one with me be warned, it will not 
end well for you.”  I cast a look toward the door, growing impatient at this 
delay. 
She looked to the door as well.  “Perhaps you tell me what you want with the 
young master and I’ll let you be?” 
“You’re his-,” I was going to say ‘man’ but I settled for, “in his employ?  
Then you truly are making a big mistake.  I mean him no harm.” 
“Then why do you ogle him from across the room,” she asked, “and then 
move to follow him after he leaves.  And who was that so-called drunk who 
paid you in coin just now?  Did he hire you to kill the young master?” 
I scoffed.  “Take the coin and ask yourself how much death you could buy 
with it?” I challenged. 
She looked at the bag I had left on the table, leaned over and scooped it up.  
Hefting it in her palm she said, “It’s big enough to purchase a life.” 
I scoffed again.  “Does it feel heavy enough to you?” 
Irritated, she hefted the bag again but now her eyes narrowed.  Keeping 
pressure on my inner thigh, she pulled the drawstring with her teeth and 
looked inside.  Now it was her turn to tease.  “It appears you were duped,” 
she laughed.   
Her laugh tinkled like crystal chimes swaying in a lazy summer breeze.  It is 
strange to think such a thing about a woman with a knife to your groin.  Yet 
I found her voice pleasant.  “You mistake my intentions and have entirely 
missed the two toughs that were watching your master from the other side of 
the bar.”  I glanced over at the second man, and realized he was gone.  I 
stifled a curse and said, “If you care about your master you should let me go 
now.  They both are gone, as well as the so-called drunkard who stole 
whatever information your master just purchased.  I thought it was his purse, 
which he gladly let me believe the truth, and fed me this bag of tin to buy 
time to escape.  Your master will not survive the next candle mark if he 
faces those three alone.” 
Her eyes narrowed dangerously, but I could see the confusion.  “Two at the 
bar?” she said and looked over her shoulder.  When she turned back to me 
her eyes sparkled as though she were privy to the joke.  “I know the two you 
speak of and they never glanced his way,” she said. 
The way the flickering candles and firelight danced in her sparkling eyes, it 
was like watching the reflection of stars in a rippling pool of water.  The 
image was broken by the clear sound of steel against steel, carrying from 
outside.  We both looked to the sound.  She cursed and sprinted to the door, 
artfully dodging her way through the crowd.   
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I shouldered my large frame through the throng angering several patrons 
along the way.  By the time I made it outside all I could hear were dashing 
footsteps off to my right.  The street lamps cast a weary, flickering light. I 
sped after the sound of footsteps and heard a clamor ahead, steel upon steel. 

 


